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Notes to Reader

The bulk of dais report was prepared while the author was on secondment to

the Institute from the Department of Finance as holder of the T K Whitaker

Fellowship, 1986-1987. Further research was conducted independently by the

author since 1987 and this report represents a synthesis of his findings toJune,

1990. The report expresses the views and opinions of the author alone and should

not be construed otherwise. Omissions, inaccuracies and other defects, where they

occur, are the sole responsibility of the author.

The study was confined to the civil service as it is currently consdtu’ted, that is

without the for’met Department of Posts and Telegraphs. However, for the sake of

clariW, particularly in the early years, some references to that Department have

been included. To complete the picture, a broad summary of developments in

Posts and Telegraphs may be found in the Appendices.

Several of the Appendices mentioned in the report are available only in

photostat form upon application to the Institute. These have been so indicated in

the table of contents.

The terms "data processing" (DP) and "information technology" (IT) appear

frequently in the report. The former term is intended to denote the type of

computing normally associated with larger-scale processing in a mainframe

environment, while the latter is generally understood to denote the conjunction of

data processing, telecommunications, and office systems. Tlley are not mutually

exclusive and should not be interpreted too rigidly in the text. The term "office

automation", which had a vogue in the early 1980s, has generally been superseded

by the term Office Information Systems (OIS). However, it has been considered

nlore appropriate to use the former term in certain contexts.

Government Departments and Offices are generally referred to in the text by

their shortest appellation, e.g. Revenue for the Office of lhe Revenue

Commissioners, CSO for the Central Statistics Office, and so forth. The

organisation being discussed is generally fairly evident from the context in which

the reference occurs. The term ~department" is generally intended to imply both

Departments and Offices.

Certain other abbreviated or acronymic titles appear throughout the report,

the main ones being: CDPS (Central Data Processing Services, Departrnent of

Finance); CCS (Central Computing Service - the successor to CDPS); IMAS

(Information Management Advisory Sez’vice, formed on the break-up of CDPS);

CITS (Central IT Sela,ices - the amalgamation of CITS and IMAS in 1989); CSTC

(Ci~41 Service Training Centre). Grading abbreviations may be found in Appendix

H.

It should be noted that the Department of Finance spawned the Department

of the Public Service in 1973 and re-absorbed it again in 1987. During this period

CDPS and its successors, CCS and IMAS, were part of the latter Department.

vi
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Manual filing systems can plausibly be described as a labour intensive way
of losing information.

- J Sleigh et al
The Manpowm" hnplications
of Micro-electronic Technology
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relate his own small area to the universe of knowledge.

- P F Drucker

The Effective Executive
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long it will really take.

- D Buchanan and D Boddy
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posing of this question reveals that computers have been used as a
conservative force in our society, that is, as instrunaents to make it possible
to continue to do things as they have been done before, to keep the old
institutions intact and, perhaps most importantly, to inhibit even the
possibility of critical thinking which might lead to asking questions which

go to the roots of real social problems.
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GENEIL4L SUMMARY

The public service consumes and administers a Wry significanl
proportion of GNP. The civil service controls this activity and implemetats
Government policy in relation to a ver,v wide range of schemes and
services. The effectiveness of Government policy and the heahh of the
econom), depend to a large extent on the efficiency of Governmenl
Departments arid their capacity to respond flexibly and speedily to the
changing demands of modern administration. Compttterisation plays a
major role in stJpporting the civil service in the achievement of these
objectives. ~,"~qlile compt~ters have been in use in Government since 1963,
their presence only became pervasive during the 1980s; the number of
activities which have become dependent in one way or another on their
support has grown significalatly. This has resttlted from the falling
cost/power ratio of computer processors, improved software and usability
and a growing recognition by management that computers have a vahtable
role to play in addressing certain administrative problems. Their
contribution is perceived Io comprise, noljust efficiency gains, in terms of
tile volume of transactions processed or cases handled, but effectiveness

and vahte-added gains arising fl’om the improved availability of relevant
itlformation, cOnlrOI data, stlttistical analysis, extended SCl’vices, and SO 011.

Despite the increasing level of resources dedicated to the provision of
computer services across Government Departments, particularly with the
advent of the microcompttter revolution in the early 1980s, there has been
it ren~arkable absence of pttblic analysis and informed comment~try on this
area of Govel’nntent administration. It tmdoubtedl), deserves closer
attention than it has received to date itnd a more systematic examination of
certain issues. This study was ttndert;tken with a view to addressing tile area
its a whole, identil~,ing the key factors inlluencing the continued effective
use of information technology (IT) within Government Departments and
setting otJt the parameters Ibr further research.

The study tttilised a variety of methods to establish the basic picture
and confirm ccrt~tin findings: i~terviews with over three dozen key
personnel regarding their experience of IT to date, whether in their own
departmenLs or in the ptzbtic service generall),, the natt~re and extent of
problenls encountel’e(I, the factol’s bearing on StlCCeSS, and so forth; ;I
postal survey of over 400 specialist computer staff to enable an accurate
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profile of existing expertise to be compiled, including future career
intentions; a postal survey of some 60 managers in both the general service
and IT areas to determine broad attitudes to computer technology at a
nlanagement level and the degree of concordance between the two
categories of manager; a survey of some 80 users across ten sites to assess
their experiences with information technology; a review of the literature
on computerisation in Irish Government Departnaents and in the public
service in several other countries, including the UK, USA and Demnark; a
review of a number of reports and other papers made available by
Governrnent Departments to facilitate the completion of this study; and a
review of the literature on contcmporary computerisation. The suitability

of the line of questioning adopted at the interviews was determined by
reference to the experiences in other countries, while each of tile survey
questionnaires were scrntinised in advance by IT managers and other
researchers familiar with the area under review. In addition to the above
research methods, the author has drawn extensively from his own

experience in the area of IT strategic planning across the civil service.
The study took as its starting point the postulate that computerisation

in Goverm’nent Departments must have had mixed levels of success and
that specific lessons could be drawn fi’om the experiences to date. These
lessons could be identified and their implications for future policy
explored. There was a significant level of agreement amongst the civil
service IT comlrlunity as to tile factors which influenced the evolution of
computerisation in Government, the areas which had been most successful
and why, the issues which were of greatest importance, and the principles
underlying the effective use of IT into the 1990s. There was no significant
alternative school of opinion.

Roughly two-thirds of the general service and IT managers surveyed
considered that the rate of expansion of computerisation in the civil
service over the period 1976-1986 was either very mixed or quite slow. In
the opinion of IT managers, the factors which proved to be the greatest
obstacles to this expansion were (a) weaknesses in management, co-
ordination and central direction; (b) insufficient nnmlgers of skilled

computer staff; and (c) insufficient initiative at a Departmental level. In
general, IT managers considered that the civil service fell short of realising
its ftdl potential in the field of computerisation but that the reasons for this
were not technical but managerial. However, technological change has
been so rapid that ground lost over that period was to a significant extent
recouped in the second half of the 1980s with the arrival of microchip,
competitively priced technology. Without an existing computer systems
investment to maintain, many areas were able to develop new applications
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using leading-edge technology and at a significantly lesser cost than would
have been the case using the technology of the 1970s. In addition, the
more self-contained and manageable nature of microchip technology, plus
the availability of a significantly wider range of snitable software products,
made it easier for departments to take greater responsibility for their own
computer systems needs.

Thus the greatest change in civil service computing has been the shift
in responsibility fi’om a centralised philosophy of delivery and control to a
localised philosophy of progressive devolution. Almost every factor of any
significance in the evolution and effective use of computer systems in
Government Departments has turned on this consideration. When
computerisation got going in the 1960s and early 1970s, the policy of
central development and deliver), seemed an ideal solution, but it had the
undesirable effect of marginalising the function and leaving local
management, the ultimate consumers, with only limited control. In many
instances, this exacerbated a tendency to shed even more responsibility and
leave computerisation, including policy formulation, to the technical
experts who were neither qualified nor mandated to perform this extended
role. Isolated from mainstream management thinking, computerisation,
and in particular the formulation of an effective and comprehensive
strategy within each Department, was very slow to gather momentum.
There were exceptions, such as Defence and Agriculture in the late 1960s,

Social Welfare in the 1970s and 1980s, and, over the entire period under
review, the Office of the Revenue Commissioners. There was also a

significant degree of higher level strategic commitment in both the
Meteorological Service and the Central Statistics Office. However, even
where a corporate attitude to computing took a foothold, it was, prior to
the advent of formalised IT strategic planning, primarily as a resuh of the
commitment of individual managers who were convinced that IT was
essential to the improved efficiency and effectiveness of the organisation.
Taken collectively, top management could not be regarded as having
significantly influenced the penetration of IT in Government Departments.

In addition to the commitment of key senior managers, the expansion
of IT in the 1980s owed a lot to the resolve and enthusiasm of those middle
managers in a number of departments who saw the potential of microchip
technology and secured the resources to implement IT systems locally,
under their own supervision and control. This development was matched
and supported by a major review in the early 1980s of the organisational
arrangements for IT in the public service. On foot of this review, the role
of CDPS (Central Data Processing Service) was revised away from the
direct provision of computing facilities to the support of departments
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having partially or totally devolved responsibility for the provision of their
own IT services. On top of this shift came a significant increase in IT
expenditure, improved and less expensive technology, a review of
organisational arrangements generally in the public service which
included the introduction of a formalised IT strategic planning process
across all departments, and a continuing contraction in public service
staffing which forced managers to find ways of providing the same level of
services with restricted manpower. This conjunction of positive factors led

to a marked upswing in the use of IT fi’om about 1985 on.
The 1980s witnessed a gradual move away fi’om purely operational

systems, performing large-scale routine fonctions, to the implementation
of systems which, to a greater or lesser degree, were providing
management with useful status and performance information. There has
thus been an increasing recognition of information as a.resource in its own
right and the need to develop ways to maximise the return on that
l-esonree.

In short, C, overnnlent computing has matured significantly during the
period under review but much work still remains to be done before IT is
universally regarded as a~ integral part of modern administration.



Chapter I

INTWOI) UC770N

This report arose from a general scarcity of comprehensive pul)lishcd
information about computerisation in Government Dcpartnlents. Its main
objective is Io descril)e wh:~t has I)een hapl)ening over a sl)an of some thirty
years, from tile early 19605, when tile lit’st computers were introduced, to
the late 1980s. This examination addresses coml)uterisation under a variety

of headings: staffing, systems, users, training, expertise, resources,
expenditure, matmgcment, and organizational change. While every el’lort
has been made to present an integrated piclure, identifying tile faclors
which have had a significant influence on the effective use of information
technology I)y Government Departments, it has not I)een possil)le to
explore every facet in detail or to pursue every line of enquiry to its full
conclusion. The area was simpl)’ Ioo broad for such an approach. The
report is thus an exploratory review of computevisation in the civil service
rather than an in-del)th OF critical analysis of any particuhu- aspect.

Chal)ter 2 gives an historical overview of COml)uterisation as it has
cvoh’ed within Oovernnlcnt Departments. Given the ccntralised nature of
many elements in Irish i)ublic administration, il. has been necessary to
incorporale some discussion of Ihe wider public service in this overview.
Chapter 3 takes a look at the types of systems inu’oduccd during the three
decades under review, the Hi,till infrastructural dcvelopmenls, arid the
expenditure incurred in i)romoting and suslaining this aclivity. The
organisational and managerial iml)lications of new technology are
examined in Chal)ter 4, while the sensitive area of staffing and skills
retention is examined in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 deals specilically with tile
usel; while Chapter 7 addresses the wide range of issues associated wiHa file
Iraining and development of staff in the use of IT. Finally, Chapter 8
examines the patterns which emerged over the review period, Ihe less¢>ns
which have been learned, and the likely outlook for the 1990s.

Another objective of tile report is to set the parameters for fitrther
research and to identi~, the isstles mos! deserving of iH-(lepth analysis.
Independent research to date has been Hegligible, mainly on account of
tile I)readth of tile area uoclev review and the lack of relial)lc indicalors as
to which lines of enquiry would prove most productive. Also, it is i)vol)ably

5
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fair to say II’l;~t pt’eSSUl’eS Oil IT staff" ztcross dep:~wtments and the [)ace of

change in the IT indtJst.ry as :a whole hns tended to concentrate attention
nlol’e on immediate technical or operiLtlOtl~t] COl~lCel’tls [lt]d ]eSS 011 wider
organisational and related issues.

A fundamental thesis of this review is that computerisation is not
Sl)ecifical]y the app]ic[ttion of technical solutions to administrative
prol)lems but an often length)’ activity commencing with tile examination
of a range of available options, at least one of which entails the use of
inl’ormation technolog3,. Coml)uteris:Ltlon is a process which goes beyond
the installation of a unit of hardware and embraces a range of inter-related
issues, only some of which could be regarded as technical in any strict
sense. The control and effective use of computerisation is a function of
malaagcment rather than technical specialists. This rel)ort is thus an
attempl to skelch Otll the m;tn), Sll’;lllds which together constitute
COIllptltel’iS~tLiOFl ill Governnlenl I)epal’l.nlenl~.

l..astly, il should be mentioned that the report does not, and could not,
address an imporl:mt related issue, nzullely, whether tile conlputer systems
installed to date in OovertlMet’tl Departments have been a good
investment. This is a highly COml)lex question to which a reliable global
answer could hardly be auempted without an extensive an:flysis of:
individual systems. However, while the cost effectiveness of partictflar

systems is certainly amenable to some Ibrm of analysis (though not ahvays
to Ihe salisl’~tclion of" everyone concerned), Ihe ev;tltl;,ttion of individual
systems lay beyond the terms of reference of this report.

VCrapped uI) in the question of effectiveness is tile wider question of
whether progressive computerisation as such is a desirable ideal. This is a
very broad issue zmd one which deserves greater attention than it has
received to dale. h should not be assumed that this report tacitly endorses
tl~e view that computerisation is atttomaticaily an advance, whelher zlt ~t
corpor~tte level or for society in general. Tile terms of reference conl/ne

our attention to the specific question of horv computerisation has
dcvelol)ed in tile civil service and whether there are any lessons to be
learned froln tile experiences to date.

In short, then, the report is an attempt to demysl.il)’ a complex area of
public adlninistration and to establish a framework tbr I\wlher research.



Chapter 2

THF. EI:OLlfI70N 01: COMPIfI’I’21~ISA?70~t IN THE PUBLIC SFRVICF.

This chapter takes a look at the gcnct’al frltmcwork within which
computcrisation developed in the three decades to 1990. It dwells mainly
on critical turning points which are then examined in greater depth in
subsequent chapters.

1960 - 1969
The first conq)utcr-i"elated cqtfipmenl in the country was installed by

Ihe Sugar Company in its premises in Thurles in 1958. I?,y 1964, 8
organisations hacl followed stilt. By 1969, 53 ou’ganisalions had COmptllCl"S,

mostly large mainframes for batch processing. Eighlccn of the top 50
companies had their own COml~uter by cnd-1969, while another 8 were
using a computer btHcalt. There were about 50 or so organisations in total
making use of a btll"cau. Around 1969, total national employment on
coral:tutor work was around 2,250, compal’ed to 6,17,0 its Denmark, which
had 196 COml)utcrs, or 2,700 ilt Norway which had 86 computers.

Comptltcris;ttion in Ihc civil service took its firsl offici:d slop with the
establishntctlt in March, 1962, of an intcrclcl)artmcnial ADP (atttomatic
data processing) co1111niHec. The c()mmittcc drew its i’cpl’cscnl~ltis’cs fi’om

those parts of the civil service most likely to find scope for use of this kind
of tccfinolog’y, I I in all. The officers concerned were primarily fi-om the
Organisafion and Methods (O & M) section of their respective
dcpartnlents. "The function of the conlmiltce is to cnstwc as I’~u- as possible

the maxinauna degree of co-ordinatiola between Government Departments
in the tllilisal.lot~ of i)tmch cards :utd ;ttitotnatic dala processing eqtfil:)mcttt
and, in general, t.lac optimunl dcgrcc of user of such cquipnacHt." The
establishntcnl of the committee was slightly preceded by the tbrmation o1" a
part-time ADP steering committee in Revenue where examination of
computcrisation as a strategic option is understood to have bcgttn its early
as 1958.

Up to dais time the n~cchanisation of data processing consisted of the
use of tabtflators and devices to pttnch, sort and collate data - see Table
2.1. The committee, under the chairmanship of the Direclor of the Central
Slalisl.ics Office, identified some 35 areas in arottnd 12 l)cparttttcnls alld
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Offices where computerised data processing systems coulcl make a
significant contribution to efficiency. Some of the other issues considered
by the cmnmittee included whether to set up a central pay unit for tile civil
service, a central pool of card punchers, computer appreciation courses

involving such organisations as tile IPA and tile IMI, and tile engaging of
consultants to examine the potential for conlputer applications ill various
departnmnts. It considered that both Post & Telegraphs and Revenue
could find sufficient work to justify a computer each, with other
clepartments being catered for through tile sharing of an installation or
utilising tile remaining resources on tile other two mainfr:amcs.

Table 2. I: tlqaitl Areas of the Ci~fil ,~3ice I~ing Tabulatot~, 1962

Depatlmevtt Year of hltrocluction Putlch Staff

CSO 1951 10

Revenue 1953 17

Meleorological Office I {.161 5

Social Welllu’e 1950 I 6

I alllds 1938 n/a

P.sts & Telegraphs 1960 :’;(I

While i[lternal expertise was ahllost nOll-existellt, the use of constlhanls

on a wide scale was considered inadvisable for several reasons by tile
committee: tile high expenditure involved; consultants would likely make a
wide variety of uncritical recommendations without regard to the special
conditions ol)taining ill each department; the lack of expertise to supervise
consultants; tile risk that departments would be left without tile skills to
maintain a critical system; consiclerations of security and confidentiality;
and, lastly, but most significantly, concern that the rate of change in tile
industry was too Ihst. These reasons and tile thinking behind them were to
profoundly infltmnce the growth of computerisation in tile civil service for
tile next two decades. Another committee, led by tile IPA, was set up in
1963 to achieve some co-ordination of eflbrts to exploit ADP among tim
smaller semi-stale hodics. While the committee had a long life, tile shm-ing
of facilities which it had envisaged was not pursued.
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The u’end towards self-reliance was fairly typical at thal lime. "file
British civil service preferred to u’ain up their own staff instead of using
consultants and had a policy of purchasing ,4 computer where they
expected to hold onto it for more than four years. The American
Government service, which until the early 1960s hired all their computers,

switched to a ptwchase policy for the same reason. This u’end was dictated
by the long lead time in developing a fully operational system. With a large
centralised mainframe installation, hundreds of man-years were typically
needed to adapt systems, prepare programs and codify records.

ADP Unit in Department of Finance
The ADP committee decided that Ihe con+puling needs of the cMI

service could only be met through the creation of a central unit. An
Assistant Principal and two HEO posts were approved for this purpose
within the l)epartnlent of Finance, the la’tter being filled by
interdepartmental competition in late 196,t. There were strong ctoubts in
some quarters about the solution adopted. The capital intensive nat.ure of
computerisation at daat time was considered to be in con[lict wilh the cost-
containing role of that Department. This cottld lead to unnecessary delays
and, possibly, the indefinim postponement ol worlhwhile projects. On the
olher hand, that I)el)artment was well situated to discern and pursue
possible cost-saving uses of coml)uter technology. To aggravate matters, the
initial staffing complement of the unit was considered to be inadequate.

lqaving established a i)ermancnt focus for the delivery of data
processing (DP) services, the interdepartmental committee dissolved itself.
With hindsight, it can be seen that this was a mislake. By surrendering ils
service-wide perspective, the committee was allowing a central viewpoint.
alone to determine whal was best I’or die cMI service as a whole. With the
possible (and teml)orary) exception of the Review Body in the period
1980-1982, an interdepartnmntal fortml was not restored until the Civil
Service IT Group was created itL]une, 1988, some 25 years lalel:

Mosl oF the small numl)er of departments which tried to establish parl-
time ADP committees had their time eaten up by more pressing business.
With some exceptions, the notable case being Revenue, lop management

at thai time did not appreciate the importance of ADP. They were inclined
Io regard new technologT as being both organisationally and operationally
peril)heral to the real needs of i)ul)lic administration. This attitude, which
is discussed at greater length elsewhere in this rel)ort, was 1o remain largely

intact until the 1980s. Additional considerations - special air-conditioned,
dtlSl fi’ee accommodation t~w equipment and specially trained personnel -
only reinforced the view in most departmenls that the expense and risks
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involved were not worth the somewhat vague efficiency gains which the
computer was supposed to guarantee. The prospects of losing tile few
skilled staff who could operate the new technologT was a further deterrent.
Even in those early years, Revenue, who championed the new technologT
with the inu’oduction of an ICT 1301 in 1963, lost half their cadre of 6
programmers within a couple of years.

Uptake of ADP in the remainder of the 1960s was somewhat sluggish.
Eclucation movecl part of the way with tim introductiot~ of a tabulator with
core storage in July, 1964, lo handle teachers’ salaries. This work was
transferred to the Revenue computer in late 1968. The Land Commission
installed an IBM 360/20 with a processor having 16Kof memory in 1967 to
handle tim collection of Land Purchase Annuity receipts, etc. In addition
Ihey look Ol1 ~-i fe’~v small jobs for three other dep:.u’tnlents. This was a
positive development, though the Devlin Report (1969) remarked that "in
the context of total government work, this conaputer [was] not a good
acquisition when compared to the potentially efficient processing of the
work on a more advanced nlachine shared with other users."

Early Computer Sites
In October of the same },eat, Defence installed another IBM 360/20

with a smaller processor (8K of memory) to handle Army pay. It is
importaot to note that these three installations (Revenue, Lands, Defcncc)
did not develop fiom central (Department of Finance) initiatives, but only
as a direct result of the enterprise and support of individual local
managers. Indeed, the subsequent slowing of computerisation in both
l)efence and l,ands (Agriculture) was due almost entirely to the retirement
or re-assignment of the two managers concerned and the resulting absence
of any sustained commitment to computerisation at top management level.

Of the four sites (if Education is included) only the Revenue one could
be considered large scale - see Table 2:2 for staffing details. Once Revenue
made the decision to adopt new technologT, they pursued its use to the
fullest extent. By 1965, the collection and assessing of income tax for the
entire country was handled by ADP. The changeover from local to
centralised mx collection, which was occurring at that time, added greatly
to their difficulties in adapting ADP. A major reassessment of their
hardware strategT led to a switch to Honeywell in 1967, when two 1-1-1200
processors were installed ( I 15K total memory).

There was some concern in Revenue thai the switch to magnetic tape,
which would change auditing procedures, would be delayed by the
Colnptroller and Auditor General. This was the first indication in the
service that the new technology, might require a fundamental revision of
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]ong-sLandlng pracLices in such aI’eas zts accottnting, secUrit)’ al]d

confidentiality.

Table 2.2: StaJfi,g of Cot qn te" Si es, y p il 1966’

I AP. 3 HEO. 6 EO. 3 SO. 94 clerical (induding 5 i~rogi=umncrs). [There

were also 17 staffon tabulatcw w~wk in the Accolmuu]l-Gencz=d’s O[]]cc.]

2 I-lEO, 2 EO, 2 SO, 25 clerical (including 3 programmers). [Some of
these st;ll’l" had O&M chlties.]

I ][LO, 2 EO. I’t clerical (inchlding I pl’Ogl’;itnlllel’).

I HEO. I EO. 1 SO. 7 clc,’ic:d.)

Upon the introduction of Ihe new c(~In])tltcl’s, Revenue I11~|de the f~ll’-

sighted decision of adopting a high-level language (COBOl..) for all its
programming requirements. The increase in nlClllOr)’, t"1"o111 32K to 115K,
assisted dais important innovation. On dae whole, Revenue were seeking a
well tried :and relatively simple SyStClli" which could I)e easil), I)rogrammed

and enhanced. It was for Otis reason that they avoiclccl moving to random
access stor~lgc at thilt Lime.

The only olher significant develol:)ment over lhis period was lhc
temporar), rental b), Lhe CSO of an IBM 360/20 (8K) for the 1966 Census
of Pol)ulation. This operatecl fi’om November, 1966, Io March, 1968. Given
the experience accluired in using it, the surrender of Ibis machine can now

be seen as lacking Ibrcsight. The rental cost (£I 1,500 p.a.) was relatively
low in c~mq)arison with tile benefits thai could have accruccl to the CSO
over tilnc.

When compared with their counterparts in N h’cland, progress in the
service was rather slow. B)’ 1968, lilt [’ol-n]er had 52 progr~llllnlcrs and
;tl’J~llysls - ovedl- twice the Iltllllbcr it] Dublin - working Oll [%vo ICL 1905
ma~zllines. Total machine hotws over two shifts, ;abotll 5400, W:aS more than
twice the estimate for Dublin.

1969 - 19,95
Efforts I)y the AI)P Unit in Finance during the late 1960s to promote

the i1]ol’e widespre;td use o1-computers i1]el with very lin]iled stlccess. Ollly
a haladftll of dcpartn]elatS made ~lse of the available COml:)UlCr i)owcr in
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Revenue/Lands/Defence. The applications concerned were fairl), modest
and could not be considered serious attempts b), the departments
concerned to come to grips with AI)P. Two of the areas with the greatest
scope for the use of computers - Social Wctfare and P&T- had still to get
off the ground, though the latter had expanded its O&M section to carry
out some fcasibilit)’ studies with a view to full computerisation. The
reluctance of Social Welfare stemmed less fi’om any concern about the
technical demands posed by ADP than fi’om the departmental upheaval
which would necessarily lye involved in the installation of a total system.
This tendency to plan for ADP on an "all or nothing" basis, usually on the
grounds of cost effectiveness, was an important characteristic of
management thinking in the earl), years of ADP. An attitude of
conserwLtism prevailed, especially where the existing mechanical systems
gave a satisfactory level of l~erformance, as in P&T.

In addition to these areas, there was considerable scope for
introducing comptJterisation in areas such as Health, Education and the
CSO. Arotmd 400,000 chemisl.s’ bills had IO be calculated and paid each
month and general prescriptions controlled to ensure that individual
doctors were not extravagant in the issue of expensive drugs. A burgeoning
young pOl~tdation would require sttpport systems in the Department of
Edtlcation, while the CSO would soon be burdened with the 1971 Census
of Population. However, the scope for introducing new systems was
curtailed, not just by a lack of management awareness of the contribution
that could be made b)’ the new lechnolog),, but b)’ a more mtmdane
consideration, namel)’, the limited capacity of the then installed hardware.

Two sizeable jobs then in the pipeline - OPW drainage schemes and Garda
Siocllana pa),- had Io be deferred on the grounds thai the three sites,
Revenue, I.ands and I)el’ence, were constmaing far more machine time on
local reqtfiremenLs tlazm was originally expected.

Centralised Sohttion

Following the Foster Report in 1969 (which is examined in more detail
elsewhere in this repot0 the AI)P Unit in Finance eventually blossomed
into the Central Data Processing Services (CDPS) in Kilmainham which
was ofl]ciall), opened by the Minister for Finance on 18June, 1973. I?~efore
this the Unit had been using the IBM bureau service and, to a lesser
extent, the machine time available on other civil service processors, m~finly
the Reventte nighl shift, tbr its processing and systems development work.
About 20 public service organisations were using the centre’s IBM
370/145, a fairl)’ powerful main fi’ame equil)ped with 256K of memor)’, six
disk drives Iolalling 180 Ml?,s and a capital value of around llL£0.Sm. The
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ADP Unit had been building up its staff complement for a few years in
anticipation of this major development, fi’om 9 at mid-1968 to about 30 at
mid-1971 and 75 at mid-1973.

The greatly increased processing power made possible the introduction
of the "choice of doctor" scberne inaugurated in 1972, which involved
processing about a million items a month. Information fi’om the various
user sites was transmitted over dedicated telephone lines to the centre in
Kilmainham. Users did their own data preparation, usually onto punched
cards, and handled transmission using a remote job entry terminal (RJE)
and modem. User processing was in batch mode. The centre had a policy
of requiring users, wherever possible, to do all printing, partictdarly onto
special stationery (eg cheques), at their home site.

An important chunk of CDPS commitment was to the Health Boards,
which had been established under the Health Act, 1970, and various health
agencies - Southern Health Board, Western Health Board, Mid-Western
Health Board, St Vincent’s Hospital Group, Federated Dublin Voluntary
Hospitals Group and the Mater Hospital Group. CDPS also arranged to
provide in-house processing services for the General Medical Services
(Payments) Board, the Medico-Social Research Board and, in respect of
their medical card registration system, the Eastern Health Board. When
the latter was established in 1971, it inherited data processing facilities
from the Dublin Health Authority and embarked on its own in-hoose
development. Tile Sottth Eastern Health Board followed its example by
acquiring a mainframe. These were the only health boards not to use
either CDPS or an outside bureau for their computing needs. Co-
ordination of activities between the health boards and CDPS was assisted

by a specially established user gronp, the Health Computer Management
Committee.

The high percentage of CDPS resonrces devoted to the DP needs of
organisations outside the civil service should be noted. The main reason
for setting up the centre was to meet the computing needs of Government ¯
Departments yet the latter had to join the queue. The health sector also
had a loud voice when advancing its interests; there was no civil service
equivalent of the Health Computer Management Committee.

Tile estal)lishment of the new centre did not prohibit departments
from initiating independent ventures if their overall requirements
indicated that local processing was desirable. The Department of Social
Welfare had been the subject of a detailed feasibility study as early as 1966
which indicated that computerisation would be practicable and economic.
However, in view of the impending change from flat-rate to pay-related
benefits, tile Government decided to postpone authorisation. With the
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increasing vohlme of work and the growing recognition that
computerisation would eventually come to constitute an integral part of
the Department’s operations, as had already happened in Revenue, Social
Welfare elected in the earl), 1970s to computerise the Disability Benefit
Scheme.

At that time Social Welfare had 1.8m individual records (0.8m insured
persons) and a weekly intake of some 10,00O new benefit claims of all
types. It fell to CDPS to develop and instal the system which, according to
some observers, was exceptionally well written, thereby helping to
contribute to the high regard in that Department for computerised systems
generally. In May, 1973, a contract was signed with Honeywell for the rental
of two mediunl sized computers to handle the weekly Disability Benefit
(DB) intake of almost 60,000 medical certificates and the isstie of an
equivalent nnnlber of cheques to claimants. Along with the two Honeywell
316s, Social Welfare could rely on additional processing power fronl
Kilmainhana over a direct line. The capital value of the equipment,
including 24 VDUs, was IR£250,000.

Some comparison between CDPS and the private sector bureau
industry may be useful at this point. The latter began in 1966 with the
setting tip of the first privately owned non-vendor bureau, Irish Computer
Bureau Services Ltd, which was acquired in 1972 by Cara Data Processing,
a wholly owned subsidiar), of Aer I.,ingus. There were about 15 bureaux in
Ireland in 1975 serving some 250 client companies. Turnover was
estimated at around £2nl, as against IR£35m in Denmark. Cara, the
biggest, with 50 per cent of the bureau market, employed over 10O staff
and had equipment valued at over" IR£3m.

Developments in the Early 1970s
In addition to the centre at Kihllainham, the Department of Posts and

Telegraphs set tip a separate installation in Dundrum ira 1973 to meet its
own data processing needs. (By and large, developments in that area did
not impinge strategically on other Government Departments. Given the
remit of this report, P&T will not be examined more closely but see
Appendix K for additional historical information.) With such an
eneouragingly high level of computer activity in the civil service in the
early 1970s, the future looked fairly promising. CDPS had finally been
established. Revenue had successfully overcome a nunlber of technical and
related difficulties in the late 1960s and early 1970s and was in command
of the new technolog),. Social Welfare had successfully installed a major
system, while three other departments, Lands, Defence and the CSO, had
gained valuable computing experience. There were strong indications that
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a few other departments would take the plunge. Thus, an observer in 1975
would have been fully justified in believing that the ground lost through
the initial delays in computerising tile civil service was fast being recovered.
As events transpired, however, progress in the latter half of the 1970’s was
somewhat disappointing. There were four main reasons for this: (a) high
staff turnover, (b) the growing nlaintenance overhead, (c) continuing low
awareness amongst managers of the potential uses of new technolog),, and
(d) a shift in the industry from centralisecl services to it greater use of
distributed processing. Each of these factors is explored in greater depth
elsewhere in this report.

These fotlr factors (lid not impinge as hard on Revenue as they did on

other departments, including CDPS. Revenue had ah-eady geared Iheir
operations to cope with a high ongoing maintenance overhead. Since the
provision of the service and the areas served were ultimately under the one
management, there was a greater degree of top-level support for
computerisation. Fnrthcrlnorc, the eentralised nanlre of the schenles
being automated was conducive to the optimum use of a mainfi’ame
solution. Tile one really big headache for Revenue was Ihe loss of skilled
staff.

Tile effects of high staff lurnover and tile growing maintenance
overhead in CDPS and, by implication, in tile wide area of tile public
service ~¢hich it served, were broadly as follows:
(a) A nunlber of projects which had been planned had to be rescheduled.

ht SOllle instances this alllOtlllted to all indefinite j)ostj)otlell/etlt since
there simply was not sufficient exl)ertise in-house to meet tile growing
vohlme or user requirenlenLs.

(b) Replacements for the wlcancies crcated, which could be filled

immediately, were slow in arriving. Tile recrtlRment l)rocess generally
was a tinle-consuming one, and when a suitable candidate was
eventually selected, s/he was usually inexperienced, unskilled and
unfamiliar with tim procedures and concerns ofa DP environment.

(c) The staff "remaining" had their corporate confidence shaken. It was
evident that any project, regardless of how well one worked on its
completion, could be seriously delayed, if not postponed indefinitely,
by the sudden departure of key slaff. Staff departures led to greater
fi’usu’ation amongst those who remained.

(d) In addition to (e), statT remaining suffered a loss of on-theTjob training
and the benefit of the more developed expert advice of their departed
colleagues.
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(e) The basic assumption that informed all forward planning up to that
time, namely, that CDPS could expand, both in local expertise and
computing power, to meet the overall needs of the public service for
the foreseeable future, was brought seriously into question.
However, a balanced picture of developments over the period 1976-

1979 cannot be had without due regard to the volume of work actually
carried out at the centre. A number of former CDPS employees
interviewed in the course of this research remarked favourably on the
amount actually accomplished despite the high level of staff turnover.
Appendices A and B give details of the total work processed regularly at
CDPS during 1979 (for systems developed by or with the help of CDPS),
the agencies using the centre’s facilities, and the new projects undertaken
in one year alone (1979). Given that 44 per cent of the staff were trainees,
the centre was clearly pushed to the limit of its resources to maintain that
level of service and productivity. In some instances, the single entry in
Appendix B belies the great expenditure in time and manpower required
to develop the system, e.g., the PRS[ system in Social Welfare. These
appendices are also illustrative of the kind of work being computerised in
the public service generally over this period.

The need for a general re-evaluation of the organisafion and delivery
of DP services was acknowledged in most quarters by about 1976-77. This
was prompted not only by the complaints of frustrated users but by the
changing nature of the technology. The primacy of remote batch
processing on a mainframe was being seriously challenged by the arrival of
transaction processing on minl-computers. The difference was not simply
one of degree. The arrival of the mini (which had been in existence since
the early 1970s but was only attracting general attention in the mid-
decade) ushered in a radically different and fundamentally sound
alternative to traditional data processing. CDPS had been built up along
traditional lines, emulating the large DP sites of the 1960s. The new
technolog), raised some important strategic questions. The mini-computer
worked hand-in-glove with the concept of distributed processing, the
dispersal of processing power around a number of sites instead of ha~fng it
concentrated in one all-powerful location. Furthermore, information

technology (IT) in the true sense was starting to emerge with the
convergence of data processing (DP), telecommunications and microchip
technology.

High-Level IOrview
The factors outlined above led eventually, at the behest of the then

Minister for the Public Service, to the setting up of the Review Body on
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Cornputerisation in the Government Services (February, 1980). The
Review Body’s activities, which were intended to embrace all aspects of
computerisation in the public service, are examined in greater detail
elsewhere in this report. The inaugural meeting was held on 26 February,
1980; in all it met on 22 occasions and submitted its report in June, 1982.
Almost two ),ears elapsed before the Government gave its approval to the
Review Body’s recommendations. This extraordinary delay is hard to
understand but it is not without precedent: almost four years elapsed
between the Foster Report (1969) and the opening of CDPS in
Kilmainham (1973). The main consequence of the Review Body’s report

was the division of CDPS into two separate organisations and the
devolution of total responsibility for their computing needs to the larger
Government Departments. A new advisor}’ body, IMAS (Information
Management Advisory Service), which came into existence in February,
1985, was drawn from CDPS, with the task of co-ordinating IT
developments across the service and undertaking infrastrnctural initiatives.
Its remit did not extend into the wider public service. The rump of CDPS
became the Central Computing Service (CCS) whose task it was to meet

the general processing and systems development needs of those
departments without dedicated IT support. A small new unit was
established within the Department of the Public Service to monitor and
authorise all IT-related expenditure, including expenditure by
departments with devolved responsibility.

These changes resulted in the distribution of about 50 CDPS staff to
some of the departments with devolved responsibility - Social Welfare,
Justice and Health. Given that it had always operated o,1 a fairly
autonomous basis, Revenue’was almost wholly unaffected by the Review
Body recommendations or the subsequent organisadonal changes.

1985 to 1990
The period from 1985 on saw a stead)’ increase in staffing and

investment in IT compared with earlier years. Within a few ),ears every
department had computer systems of some kind. The following chapters
give a more detailed examination of this, and the factors affecting the
optimum use of IT in the civil service today. CCS and IMAS were
reintegrated in 1989 to improve the co-ordination of strategic policy and
the delivery of IT support to departments. The final chapter includes an
analysis of the cycles of change within the service in the three decades to
1990.
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In sumn3ar),, computerisation in Government DepartmenLs developed
rather unevenly, with cycles of highs and lows which are analysed in greater
depth in the following chapters. Apart ft’om a high rate of staff turnover,
or, more specifically, the loss of key, experienced staff, the main factor
influencing the growth of computerisation in the public service was the
relatively low degree of invoh,ement by general managers, notably at the
higher levels, and a marked tendency to let the technical experts
determine strategic direction.



Chapter 3

SYSTEMS, INFRASTRUCTUI~I£ AND ISXPI£NI)ITUI~I£

This chapter examines tile types of computer products pnrchased and
developed within the civil service, the general strategies adopted, and their
associated costs. It is mainly concerned with the aggregate picture and the
trends which have emerged, notahly in tile 1980s.

Systems

Workstation-I)ased networks are now the nol’nl fOl" those departments/
offices whose main business is policy formulation and regulation rather
than the end delivery of mass services. These organisations are mainly small

to mediunl in size. Of tile departments which have carried out IT Plans by
end-1990, tile majority ]lave been of this type. The general IT requirements
identified for these organisations relate mainly to facilities like word
processing, personal information software, electronic mail, desk-top
publishing, decision support systems, text storage and retrieval systems, data
nlanagen’Jeilt systems, as well as databases whose pl’ilnal’y ptll’pose is the
organised provision of information. (These requil’ement.s, which are largely
in the category of Office Information Systems (OIS), are broadly listed in
seqnence of implementation difficulty.)

The technical architectures drawn up to meet these needs have, in
almost all cases, been based on workstations networked to servers, one of
the primary reasons being the vet’), significant cost rednctions in
comparison with competing architectures, the others being flexibiliW and
access to a wide range of software. This type of organisation typically starts
off with no dedicated IT staff with the result that, while staff are being
tl’ained and gaining experience, tile applications tend to be those which
need the minimtml of skill and knowledge, e.g., word processing (see
sequence in last paragraph). It is nnlikely, however, that this type of
organisation wonld ever have a long-term need for the most skilled type of
IT staff (e.g., database specialists) and probably could not, in any case,
hold onto them. For these reasons they are probably tile main markets for
the services of tile departmental support units within CITS.

The other main type of organisation within the civil service is the one
whose lllain business is the delivery of mass services to end users. This

19
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organisation’s main need is generally for transaction processing against
very large files for which the most common current delivery method is that
based on host compoters using dumb terminals. Specialised high-
performance systems are usually a requirement and these have been built,
in the main, by in-house DP staff. Apart from common systems
requirements across departments, this organisation has generally got long-
term, continuing DP needs, with the most economical delivery mechanism
being dedicated in-house development staff.

Applications and User Groups
The majority of computer applications in the civil service are in the

financial area: collection, payment, accounting, estimation, reporting,
analysis. Ill terms of sophistication and functionality the vast majority of
these perform fairly straightforward operations. Most mainframe
applications are quite large and represent, in the cases of Revenue and
Social Welfare, a very substantial proportion of the relevant Department’s
total operations, both computer and non-computer. The Department of
Agrictdture is also significandy dependent upon DP support. The large
payroll centres in Education, Defence and Justice would be unable to
function without their computer-based systems. Not surprisingly, payroll is
the single most computerised function in the civil service, with most such
systems being introduced during the mid- to late 1970s.

As noted, applications in the civil service have evolved along two fronts.
The older DP variety, which is driven primarily by mainframes and
minicomputers, is very much service-oriented, with the accent on volume
and speed. The newer OIS-type systems, based in the main on PC-LANs,
cenu’e around the management of relatively small work areas and provide
a range of office support functions directed mainly at individual users. The
accent here is on flexibility and versatility. Another, rather rough,
distinction becween the two categories might place the accent on quantity
in the former and on quality in the latter.

The main force behind the introduction of DP systems was at the
corporate level, with time recognition by senior management of the need to
provide the more economic delivery of a bulk service. Such recognition
was in many instances sparked by the initiative and backing of one or two
key individuals. Being an expensive corporate resource, DP systems have
tended, after initial approval to proceed, to be managed by teams of
technical specialists working in isolation from the rest of the organisation.
OIS-type systems, on the other hand, sprang in the main from middle-
management attempts to keep local control of daily activities such as
maintaining a register, compiling statistics, handling accounts, financial
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analysis, monitoring expenditure, issuing licences, and so forth. In many
instances technical support was not available locally and had to be
supplied, at least initially, by C1TS. Local staff gradually gained prot]cieucy
in managing the system. These developments broadly coincided with a
directive from time Department of time Public Service (now Department of
Finance) in 1986 that all Government Departments prepare strategic IT
plans embracing the organisation as a whole. As a result, most departments
responded by creating a dedicated IT unit where tbey did not already
possess one. Thus, the IT manager is distinctively the product of IT itself,
the synthesis of traditional computing, telecommunications and
tnicrocoumputer technology, while time DP manager is more closely
identified with time older style, mainfi’ame environment. There is also
another key diffcrence between the two groups. Data and transaction
processing have been primarily concerned with the mass management of
numeric data, nsually in the form of discrete, long-lived records. IT, on the
other hand, has been receiving its strongest impetus in the civil service
fi’om areas requiring support with time creation, storage and retrieval of
textual information. The former organisations are concerned mainly with
service delivery, while time latter are mostly concerned with activity
monitoring, resource control and policy formulation.

The respective user groups are also distinct. Time DP strain catered
mainly for accounts branches, taxation, social welfare and some large
national schemes (beef intervention, vehicle licensing, GMS payments, etc).
The OIS, microcomputer, strain drew its main support fi’om general service
middle-managers in sections with repetitive record-handling tasks. These
are usually sections with no previous involvement in computing. While the
use of DP systems is generally compulsory for the staff concerned, especially
at the clerical and executive levels, the use of OIS has generally been
voluntary. Appendix C, which gives a snmnaary of time conmputer systems to
be found across all departments and offices, contains a range of examples
of this kind of work. A few departments have been fairly systematic in their
attempts to take advantage of integrated computer systems. Appendices D
and E show time departments which, at mid-1988, had installed a local area
network (LAN), and the number of VDUs in each.

The distinction between the OIS and DP strains is becoming less real as
computer managers continue to look for opportunities to knit the two
approaches together. Integration is a long-term ideal in some areas, though
its importance to the overall snccess of computerisation within the service
should not be over-estimated. Some centres, such as the CSO and time
Meteorological Service, have, on account of the comparatively narrow
range of their activities, a user base with needs common to both time DP and
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the OIS strains. On tile other hand, the Department of Agriculture is a
good example of an organisation which, as a result of having proceeded
into the 1990s without a strategic IT plan, has evolved into two broad user
communities.

Penetration of FI"
On the whole, the level of introduction of computer facilities across the

civil service has been quite high. This is mainly due to a spate of
developments over the period 1983 - 1988, following the advent of micro-
technology and the great hardware expansion in Social Welfare and
Revenue. The total number of communication terminals in 1980 was

roughly in the region of 350. Over the succeeding eight years, tile average
annual increase in VDUs was some 36 per cent - a very high rate of
expansion.

Most applications serve either the immediate needs of the section
responsible for tile system or provide a public-oriented service. Very few
applications have been developed to meet tile information management
needs of an internal section or to provide a decision-support or policy
regulation service to senior management. The general emphasis has been
on the more efficient performance of a discrete task rather than the more
effective use of information per se. The degree of integration, whether
between systems or between functional areas, has not therefore been
significant to date. The guidelines for Departmental IT Plans place a lot of

emphasis on information managelnent and systems integration, and CITS
- Central IT Services, the central advisory and support unit for IT in the
civil service - has been promoting this ideal for several years. Since the
Control Section of the Department of Finance examines expenditure
proposals in the context of completed IT Plans, one would expect the goal
of integration to be kept in view by departments, if only to secure approval
for future strategic expenditure (though the advent of devolved
administrative budgeting in 1991 has passed even more responsibility to
individual departments).

A tidy categorisation of existing applications is not feasible since they
reflect the variety of civil service tasks generally and not merely the generic
characteristics of the applied technology. The same database package, such
as DBase 111, can be put to a miscellany of uses in a number of areas, with
task and throughput varying considerably between one area and another.
Neither is it possible to make any more than a general comparison
between the utility of a small office system and the contribution to
organisational efficiency by, say, a large batch payment system. A number
of criteria are needed to measure tile nett benefits accruing from
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computerisation, the appropriateness of the technical realisation of a
particular system being but one.

The extent of basic computerisation across deparunents is borne out

by the fact that there are few remaining areas where dedicated medium- to
large-scale computer support is required for particular tasks. Examples of

such potential developments include Customs and Excise, Arm)’ stores,
and the pupils/schools databases in Education. Detailed plans existed at
start-1990 to introduce systems in each of these areas, however. If payroll
applications are excluded, then over 90 pet" cent of sizeable DP-amenable

tasks across the civil service have already been computerised. This broad
approximation excludes systems of service-wide application, notably
personnel/manpower information systems and general ledger/accounting
systems, where significant progress has also been made.

Stand-alone workstations have, with one or two exceptions, failed to
gain a foothold. Departments sttch as Ener~, or liadustry and Commerce
have pursued a strategy of complete integration almost from the start.

CITS have been successful in dissuading users fi’om introducing isolated
PCs, while most departments have made a point of introducing only
compatible hardware, evidently with a view to greater integration in the
longer term.

The main hardware suppliers in the mainfi-anae and minicomputer
areas are IBM (CITS and Agricuhure), Flone)avell/Bull (Revenue), Wang
(Justice), Digital (Social Welfare, Meteorological Service, CSO,
Environment, Labour, Heahh, Defence, Ordnance Survey), Nixdorf
(Agricuhure - local offices) and Hewlett Packard (Education, Defence). At
the level of microconlputing, the nlain manufacturers are IBM, Olivetti,
Zenith and Wang, thongh a long list of IBM clones have been installed
across departments. NorthStar were very successful in the mid 1980s hut
have faded from view with the advent of systems offering greater
neuvorking capabilities. The big players are IBM and l-loneywell/Bull at
the mainfi’ame end and Digital in the middle range. With the increasing
emphasis on open systems and integration (on foot of EC Directive
87/95), it is diffictdt for the manufacturers of purely proprietary products
to stay in the running. On the whole, the service is not biased towards h’ish
manufactured goods, generally opting for the least expensive products
which meet the requirements specified. This, of course, is mandatory for
all EC member states.

Justification and hlfrastructure
The bulk of the investment in computerisation has been in the large

DP areas - Revenne, Social Wellare, Agriculture, Justice and Central IT
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Services (CITS). If the two main specialist computing areas, the CSO and
the Meteorological Service, are included, the bias is even more
pronounced. It is generally accepted that neither Social Welfare nor
Revenue, which, in overall staffing terms, comprise one-third of the ci~41
service, could continue to maintain the range and level of services
currently being provided without their extensive IT infrastructures. Social
Welfare contend that, while staffing in those areas of the Department
supported by IT - principally HQ- has t’emained broadly static between
June 1981 and December 1987 (despite an increase in the volume of
work), staffing in the areas withont IT support - principally local offices -
has increased by some 40 per cent over the same period. In addition,

Social Welfare would argue that IT has facilitated the introduction of
greater sophistication into schemes and services than wonld otherwise
have been possible using manual means.

Beo, veen mid-1981, when the staffing embargo was first introduced, and
the beginning of 1988, staffing in Revenue had fallen by over 9 per cent,
despite a significant increase in workload over the same period. 1T is
believed to have absorbed some of the strain of this loss. CITS provided
data processing services on a more economical basis than man),
departments, including several public sector bodies, could have provided
individually fi’om within their own resources. This has had the advantage,
inter alia, of reducing the nnmber of staff required by Accounts Branches.
Other examples include the Department of Agriculture which administers,
with the use of IT, Cattle Headage and Animal Health schemes with
significantly fewer staff- unofficial estimates are in the region of 100 - than
would otherwise be required using manual methods. The widespread
introduction of word processing facilities at middle management level has
meant the virtual elimination of sizeable typing pools in most departments.

Technical areas, such as the Meteorological Service, CSO and
Ordnance Survey, are providing improved services which it is reckoned,
without the extensive penetration of new technology, would either have
been impossible or appreciably more demanding on staff resources.

Several Departments and Offices have installed information networks
to support their daily administrative activities. For example:

The Department of Energy has an extensive network supporting
the work of all sections. Local staff designed suitable software using
proprietary packages (spreadsheet and database) to reduce the staff
time needed to produce reports, calculations, models, etc. The
network also provides word processing and text storage facilities.

The Revenne Commissioners began the introduction on a phased
basis of an extensive network in Dublin Castle around the etad of 1987.
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At mid-1988 it comprised some 60 PCs serving about 140 users. All
senior managers in the areas affected (which included 14 at Assistant
Secretary level) had personal workstations.

The Department of Industry and Commerce has an extensive
network (being at one time the largest PC-LAN in the country). Due to
the location of tbat department in several buildings, there is an
important additional advantage in inter-site linking which takes place
across the CITS-built Dublin X.25 Network (see below) and private
fibre-optic links. This greatly facilitates the transmission of information
between buildings.

The Department of the Taoiseach had over 50 PCs in 1989 on a
department-wide network handling a high volume of documentation.
The system provides word processing, text storage, file registration,
fi’ee-text retrieval, electronic mail, spreadsheet and database facilities.

Cost Effectiveness
As noted earlier, an examination of the cost effectiveness of IT across

departments lay outside the scope of this study. However, some comments
regarding this complex area are warranted. A detailed analysis of the cost
effectiveness of computer systems in the civil service - for example, in
Social Welfare - would need to take accotmt of many factors, not all of
which are easy to quantify. In addition to benefits already achieved, it
would need to take into account benefits which are only in the process of
being realised. Much of the computer-related expenditure (staff costs,
consumables) would have been incurred in any event. The Department
states that computerisation has realised staff savings in many areas (See
comments above). Account would also need to be taken of the increased
complexity and control of existing systems arising from measures such as

Equality provisions and increased emphasis on measures to reduce fraud.
For example, tile Personalised Payable Order system, which is totally
dependent on computerised data, is understood to have saved tile
Exchequer millions of pounds annually by cutting down drastically on
fraudulent encashments. The Department would also contend that some
changes - many of which were considered essential for a variety of reasons,
some political - could not have been brought into operation without
computerised systems. The PRSI system is a very significant example. The
analysis would also be rendered more complicated by the introduction of
several new schemes since 1980 such as Family Income Supplement, Rent
Subsidies, PRSI for the Self-Employed,.lob Search, Lone Parents Scheme,
Pre-Retirement Allowance, National Free Fuel Allowance, etc. In addition
to increased productivity resulting in reductions in overtime, and
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improved control and service levels, the analysis would need to take
account of reduced errors and improved client satisfaction as evidenced,
for example, by the fall off in the number of representations. The benefits
to management of office atttomation would also have to be reckoned,
including the significant level of support given to the decentralisation of
entire scheme sections. Furthermore, any rigorous analysis of cost-benefit
would need to take full account of the potentially significant role which
computerisation can play in any overhaul or radical innovation within the
social security system in the years ahead, as well as the introduction of
innovative methods of payment, e.g., smart cards, or direct on-line enquiry
facilities for clients. The facilitation of a National Identifier, as proposed by
the Government, would also fignre in the analysis. The Department’s
extensive programme of Iocalisation, which involves the introduction of a
full client service in local offices, with associated major organisational
change, would be impracticable without its highly developed IT
infrastructure and extensively atttomated client-based approach.

Civil Service Telecommunication Networks
Two private telecommunications networks are now in operation in the

civil service:
- the Dublin Area X.25 Network; and
- the country-wide Governnlent Telecommunications Network

(GTN) (See Appendix F).
These significant infi’astructural advances are expected to give rise in the

meditlm to long term to staff savings, new services and a reduction in

communication costs. The Dublin Area Network is designed to cater for
the delivery of inter-departmental traffic and traffic to/from EC
institutions. It is also being used by a number of departments for inter-
networking of L’kNs in different I)uildings. The Departments of Finance,
Energy, Foreign Affairs, Revenue, Social Welfare and Agriculture were
already connected at start-1990, with most other Departments being
connected in due course. Services will, in the main, be based on
international standards for electronic mail and file transfer. An inter-
departmental messaging system is ah’eady in place using the X.400
protocol.

The country-wide Government Telecommunications Network (GTN)
estahlished in 1989 meets the communications requirements of regional
puhlic offices and the several departments being re-located under the
Government’s current decentralisation programme. The GTN will cater
for data traffic and a private civil service voice network.

The initial GTN configuration, which accommodated 17 regional
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cenu’es, was inlplemented on a phased basis. The first phase, implemented
in 1989, connected Dublin with Ballina, Galway, and Sligo. The remaining
centres were connected during 1990/91. The voice component of the
GTN enables desk-to-desk dialling between, offices without operator
intervention. A "break-out" facility enables civil servants to access the
public network for long-distance calls at local cost.

It is planned in due course to connect tile country-wide GTN with tile
Dublin Area X.2B neO, vork, both of which are managed by CITS. A neuvork
of this kind is considered highly desirable by Revenue and Social Wclfare,
both of which have extensive networks of their own, since it will provide an
improved data and voice communications service and a frailleWol-k over
which departmental networks can operate.

Connectivity and communications infrastructttres at-e key considerations

for the fnture and have been receiving a good deal of attention in CITS.
This unit has initiated a research programme to assess the strategic
implications of a generalised portable operating system. The potential of the
UNIX-based POSIX system (for Portable Operating System Interface) has
been receiving close scrutiny in this regard. The ultimate aim of the
networking and common applications environnaent initiatives is to provide,
within the civil service, an openness and interworking between computer
systems based on the portability of applications and the ready interchange of
non-confidential information -within the scope of the Data Protection Act.

In mid-1988, CITS isstled a detailed set of OSI sub-profiles for
procurement purposes. These were necessary in tile context of an EC
Council of Ministers Decision which came into effect oil 7 Februar); 1988,
requiring all public service procurements of hardware and software above
a certain value threshold to make reference to international standards.
These standards would provide for future inter-operability. Some
derogations are possible but even these must include a transitional strategy
towards use of the relevant standards.

The further development of tile Dublin area network for
interdepartmental services will require, inter alia, the introduction of
standardised document format architectures and file transfer facilities
adhering to international standards. This will require on-going monitoring

of the OSI standards and the use of conformance tested products. Progress
on this front is exemplified by the successful introduction of the X.400
electronic mail protocol on the Dublin X.2fi network. The need to provide
"gateways" to other networks, particularly those of EC institutions, will
inevitably arise. Inter-networking will also require the development and
promotion of standardised nomenclatures. An inter-departmental
committee, chaired by CITS, was set up during 1989 to examine tile
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complex question of corporate information management and the common
conventions and practices needed to ensure the greater interchange of
relevant information between departments.

Expenditure
Trends in computer-related expenditure are an important measure of

the real value ascribed by civil service management to the contribution
made by, IT to the administrative process. Table 3.1 shows that, in real
terms, expenditure in the second half of the 1970s was fairly conservative.
The job-creation boom in the public service over this period probably
deflected expenditure away from computerisation. When account is taken
of inflation, expenditure in 1980 was actually lower than in any of the
previous four years.

The period fi’om 1982 onward shows a dramatic increase. Expenditure
during the six-year period 1982-1987 was a remarkable 74 per cent greater
in real terms than during the preceding six ),ears. Taking the seven-year
period, 1983-1989 (seven years being accepted in many quarters as the
standard life expectancy of the majority of computer systems), the total
actual investment in IT by the public service was some IR£118m as against
some IR£30m in the preceding seven year period. This was a very
substantial increase and gives a good indication of the extent to which the
civil service has become committed to and dependent upon information
technologT. If staff costs are included the total actual investment in IT in
the period 1983-1989 was about £180m. For the 1980s as a whole, the total
investment in IT (equipment and permanent staff) was about IILE213m, of
which roughly IR£78m were staff costs. Figures on consultancy costs
relating to IT over this period are not available but, if estimates are made
based on those ),ears for which reliable figures exist, the total cost of
consultancy in the 1980s was roogbly IR£9m. This gives a grand IT-related
aggregate expenditure in the 1980s of some IR£222m (systems, staffing,
consultancy).

If examined on a per capita basis, the contrast between the early and
late 1980s is even more stark. IT investment was about IR£135 per
employee in 1980 and 1R£740 in 1989. In constant price terms, and
bearing in mind that the total numbers serving in the civil service fell
significantly over this period, this represents a very substantial increase of
180 per cent. Despite the size of this increase, it is doubtful if it is
significantly ont of line with the increased levels of investment made by
many large outside organisations during the 1980s.

It is clear that IT is consuming an increasingly significant proportion of
total administrative costs in many Departments. When DP was somewhat
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peripheral to the organisation, top nlanagen~ent tended to regard the cost
as a technical necessity. However, now that tbe StiMS at’e so n’ttlch larger
and the returns less easily quantified, especially ill the OIS-type
departments, more questions will be asked regarding tile effectiveness of
IT and the continuing need to pour a significant percentage of tile total
administrative budget into IT each year. At what point, some may ask, can
investment diminish and tangible returns on the initial capital outlay be
demonstrated? Tile advent of devolved budgeting, where departments
themselves can decide how precisely to spend their administrative budgets
witbout tile need of approval li’om the Department of Finance, will be an

important factor ill creating a climate wbere the real return fi’om IT will be
subjected to closet" scrutiny, where post-implementation reviews will be
undertaken more frequently, and wbere business criteria alone will
determine tile success or otherwise of a particttlar system.

Tile proportion of staff costs to total IT expenditure (equipment and
staff) fell steadily dttring the 1980s, averaging ,t6 per cent in the period
1981-83 and only 33 pet" cent in tbe three years to 1990 - a drop of almost
one-third. While a degree of estimation has been used in compiling tbese
figures, they strongly support the belief held by some IT managers that
expenditttre on eqttipment is too high relative to staff costs and that more
attention should be placed on developing and retaining a greater number
of skilled and experienced IT staff. The real return on investment depertds
on how well the equipment is used and this is purely a staff or skill-related
flmction. It would be undesirable if this trend were to continue into tile
1990s: a more satisfactory balance must be struck between equipment and
staff costs. However, wbere exactly tbis balance lies is not easy to
determine. An important step in this direction has ah’cady been taken with

the introduction in 1990 of a scheme providing for the payment of annual
gratuities to certain skilled IT staff. Tile purpose of tile scbeme is to slow
tile rate of staff turnover and allow greater use to be made of high-level
skills which have taken some time to matttre.

Table 3.2 gives a breakdown of the main expenditure beads over the
three-year period, 1984-1986, for a representative number of departments.
Tbese figures should be interpreted witb some caution since rental and
leasing arrangements can include the cost of maintenance (the table is

based on estimated breakdowns supplied by tile departments concerned).
As is to be expected, processors and peripherals account for a substantial
proportion of expenditure - abottt 70 per cent in the main DP centres and
around 50 per cent in other areas. The cost ratio of processors to
peripherals in the main DP centres over tbe seven-year period, 1980-1986,
was about 50:50. The ratio for other Departments over the same period was
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B Main DP centres 86% 88% 81% 80%
as % ofA (ii)
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(i) Inchldes Arm)’ and Garda

(ii) CCS/CiT8, Revenue, Social Welfare, Agricuhure,Justice Group ~’~
(iii) These figures, which include SOme estimaled components, are based on the total staffing levels detailed in Chapter 5.
Note.~:The figures in A above, which are based on the provisional outturns supplied in the published Estimates volumes and replies to a PQ dated(.~D

2/5/89, include a degree of estimation. It is understood that some Deparunencs may have met a proportion of their IT expenditure in some    C:~

)’cars from non-IT subheads, While the extent of this is unknown, and was not reflected in the reply to the PQ of 2/5/89, it is not thought to be

significant. "Public sen~ce" in this table comprises tbe Ci~ql Set�ice, Am1), and Gardai for equipment etc. purposes, and Civil Service staffonly for

staff cost purposes.
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Table 3.2: Exp~lditure Breakdoum for the Main DP Centw.s and Some Othen" Dqmrtments Over the
Th~ee-Year l’tnqod, 1984-196"6

1984-1986 (3),cars)

Main DP S~lmple Depts.
Centres (0

(iO
% %

(a) Expenditure on microcomputer,
PC and desk top hardware and 4.0 10.5
soft.arc

0.6 9.9(b) Expenditure on dedicated
standalotl¢ wovdl)r~cssing
eqlfipment

(c) Expenditure on mainfi’ame and 69.6 48.2
microcomputer processors and
peripherals

(g)

(d) Expenditure on hardware 15.5 91.7
maintenance contt’acts (iii)

(e) Expenditure on software 3.1 0.7
nl~lin ten ,~ t’lci~ COil it’,dOEs

(f) Expenditure oil cofnptller- 6.2 7.8
rek|ted con~ttitatlcy to
advise on the introduction/
expansion of :i S}’Slelll

Expcildlturc oil traiiiing £1)ul’se~i
provided by vt~ndots alld other
outside oi’g{iliiS:itiOliS

1 .O 1.2

100.O 100.0

(i) CCS, Revenue, Social Welfare, Agricubure

(ii) Environment. L~ibotlr, Finance, EdtlCilliOll. Civil Sell’ice ColmuissiolL t%’feteorological
Seiwice

(iii) These percentages were inflated to some degree b)’ suppliers who reduced the capital

cosl of eqiliplilelll b~, cllavgiilg a |l/g|lci" itlailz~eriallcc i~c.
Note: A degree c~f estimation has been tised ill Ihe compilntion ofscmle of the ;ll)l)ve figures.

closer to 90:10. These figures reflect the fact that computing in the main
centres is strongly oriented towards high vohune output, with a restilting
high requiremenl for peripheral support. The OIS-type centres, however,
have only modest lleeds ill this regard.
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Hardware inaintellance costs acconllt for a sizeable proportion of total
expendittu’e - roughly 15 pet" cent in the main DP centres and aronnd 20
per cent in the other areas listed (though maintenance charges on the
newer mainfi’ames are reported to be significantly lower). Over the three-
),eat" period, 1984-1986, the civil service as a whole spent over IR£5m on
hardware maintenance contracts, which represented about 12 per cent of

expenditure on equipment. In view of the relatively low capital cost to the
supplier of providing a hardware maintenance service and considering
that processors and ancillary equipment shotdd perform satisfactorily for a
reasonable period under the terms of the purchase contract, it is debatable
whether the cost of hardware maintenance need be this high.

However one looks at it, though, hardware maintenance is one of the
inescapable costs of computerisation. Another inevitable cost is the
technological treadmill, that is, the pressure on departments to upgrade
their equipment every five to seven years. V~qaen one takes these two costs
into account, one can see that time real costs of computerisation run well
ahead of tile initial capital ontlay and time very significant cost of
maintaining a cadre of skilled and experienced staff.

Slt?nTllary

In conclusion, it can be seen that computerisation has affected all
levels of the civil service and every department and office. While progress
has tended to be along two fi’onts, large transaction processing centres and
smaller office-type systems, this gap is narrowing and a trend towards
greater integration, hoth in terms of hardware and applications, looks
likely to continue. The types of systems installed vary from fairly
straightforward packages to many of a very sophisticated nature. It is
unlikely that any other similar organisation in the country is solving
technical problems of greater complexity. The technologT in use is of the
most modern variety. An extensive IT infrastructtn’e has evolved, mainly in
time 1980s and looks likely to expand, though at a slower rate, in the 1990s.
Expenditure has been significant in time mid- to late-1980s, with almost all

departments/offices investing in new or improved systems. Time statistics
COll~Fnl that computerised systems have becorne a iqtlajor conlponent of

Gove r n m e n tad m i n is tra tio n.



Chapter 4

ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT

This chapter examines the broad organisational changes which came
about as a result of information technology, both to facilitate its
introduction and to ensure that it was used to best effect. The response of
management, being a strong determinant of whether IT achieves its
potential, is also examined.

As we have ah’eady seen, the rate of adoption of new technolog), in the
1960s was fairly slow. Only Revenue committed themselves to any extent.
Defence and Lands introcluced a small computer for some of their

processing needs. In all of these cases, the introduction of computerisation
was ahnost solely as a resuh of the initiative taken by one or more key
managers. Without local champions, IT would not have taken a foothold in
the service. Top management were ahnost completely unaware of its utilit)’
and potential. However, this was vet’), probably the situation in most large
organisations in this cotnlu’y around that time. Cenu’al direction was not
conspicuous: the ADP unit in Finance was set up in 1964 but did not
acquire a machine of its own until 1973.

To help stimulate interest at a political level and to provide further
confirmation of its intended policies, tile Minister for Finance contracted
the newly appointed Professor of Statistics at TCD, Dr F.G.Foster, in June,
1968, to carry out a study with the following terms of reference: "To review
the development of automatic data processing and computers in the civil
service and to recommend such measures as are desirable and practicable
towards ensuring that automation in this field (including the field of
scientific applications) is utilised to tile optimnm extent and is developed
in the most eflicient and co-ordinated manner." A report was presented to
the Minister in December, 1969.

Mel~ts and Drawbacks of a Centralised Approach
Dr Foster’s overall impressions of tile growth of computerisation in the

civil service during the 1960s were: "...unplanned and rather haphazard -
retarded by a lack of knowledge of what computers can do...the critical
problem is tim shortage of personnel resources - I)oth in numbers and
expertise.., considerable initial difficulties had been encountered in each

33
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of the computer installations...certain Departments are reluctant to accept
the disruption they might suffer from the introduction of a computer."
The principal concern for the future was to determine whether a large
centralised civil service (or public service) computing bureau should be
established and, if so, how broadly it should be constituted. The merits,
from a hardware standpoint, were seen to be:
(i) reduced capital equipment and facility invesmlent;
(ii) a better balance between user needs and costs;
(iii) better utilisation of computer power;
(iv) reduced user maintenance and operating costs;
(v) more flexible system augmentation and modernisation.

As well as requiring fewer staff at all levels and less aggregate
accommodation, a centralised system would offer risers a nlore
comprehensive range of sofo, vare and access to colnnltOl’l records stored on
site.

Tile proposed merits of a centralised service seemed overwhelming but
tile drawbacks, thongh apparently of little moment at that time, were to
assume a greater prominence over the succeeding years: (i) Departments
would not have control over tile resources being employed to do their own
work and would be slow to commit systems to a centralised computer; (ii)

tile most economic use of equipment is not the only factor to be taken into
account in determining the optimum use of computers in the service. It
was recognised that systems developed should be directed towards fully
integrated data handling, with comprehensive control information as an
end-product; ccntralised ADP facilities would probably result in the
transfer of compact or isolated applications to a computerised
environFnent rather than the developmcllt of integrated nlanagenaent

systems within departments. In addition, given the state of software
technology at that time, there may have been a tendency to expect too
much from a central site by way of management information, involving the
extraction of key data across a number of systems.

These considerations notwithstanding, Finance opted for a centralised
solution. They had intended to go down this road in any event; the Foster
Report simply gave weight to their convictions. The Report recommended
that a special civil service computing centre be established with
responsil)ility for support services, technical services, education and
training, O&M, bureau operations and policy. The possil)ility of using an
installation in P&T was considered for civil service bureau work but was
dropped on tile grottnds that, over time, tile use made of the computer by
P&T would greatly increase, therel)y curtailing the service to other users.
The experience in Revenue bore this out. Also, the P&T installation, in
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doing both P&T work and civil service burean work, would be both
complex and unusually large in comparison with other ADP sites in the
public service at that time: there was a strong possibility that the
experience and expertise needed to manage such a system would not be
available. In all probability, another factor influencing the creation of a
separate installation for P&T was the state of staff relations in that
Department: an industrial dispute, ostensibly affecting P&T alone, could
have shut down the bureau to all public service users.

An important option at that time was to re-direct all civil service bnrean

needs to an outside company. The strongest contender was the University
Computing Company, a US organisation possessing a powerful UNIVAC
1108. This could have prm4ded processing capacity on a much larger scale
than was being envisaged for P&T and tile Finance ADP unit combined,
Excess capacity could have been bought back by UCC for sale to other
users. This option had the important attraction of side-stepping all the
difficulties which would have to be faced in setting up a civil service bureau;
on the other hand, it wonld leave many crucial applications dependent on
an organisation over which no special control could be exercised.
Confidentiality of information was a matter of concern to most
departments; given a choice, the)’ would be unlikel)’ to commit themselves
to an outside company. Besides, to date, they had taken no particnlar
initiative in that respect. Resorting to an outside hureau service wou[d also

have the significant drawback of redncing the impetus - such as it was -
across departments to foster a skilled cadre of DP staff. Reliance oll outside
bureaux was undoubtedly something that would change with improvements
in technology and it would have been inadvisable to be without the internal
expertise to exploit those changes when they came.

The expense involved in setting tip a central bureau was not
inconsiderable. The annual rental of the type of conlpnter envisaged would

alone be of the order of IR£100,000 at that time. A special bnilding would
need to be suitably equipped, with back-up and other security arrangements
set in place. Staffing accommodation, storage facilities, print rooms, etc.,
would need to be provided. Having finally recognised the need for a central
clvil service bureau, Finance officials sought and obtained Ministerial
approval in 1969 to go ahead. There does not appear to have been any
particular difficulty initially in securing tile necessary financial conmlitment
from Government. However, as the full capital implications became more

apparent, there were some doubts around 1972/73 as to whether both
buildings in Kilmainhana would even be completed. Some measure of the
cost constraints influencing events at that time may be inferred from the fact
that the nminframe had only half the reqnired core storage when the centre
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was first opened. This meant that, tmtil processing power was increased later
in the },ear, all jobs had to queue and execute sequentially. This also reflects
an attitude which prevailed in the 1970s, namely, that technical
considerations, particularly that of optimum utilisation of resources, tended
to outweigh the immediate needs of the user.

De’olin t~ort
The Devlin Report (1969) stated that "the present situation with regard

to information systems in the public service is so fragmented and, with
some notable exceptions, so far behind international business methods
that it is difficuh to go beyond recognising the urgent need for a central
enquiry to tmdertake a comprehensive examination of the present and
t\~ture requirements of the service as a whole." Regarding Dr Foster’s
interim report, it states: "We do not wish to comment on it except to say
that it agrees generally with. the conclusions we had reached."

On the whole, the Foster Report concentrated attention where it was
most required. The decision to set up a central computing service was,
broadly, a sound one, given the batch-oriented technology in operation in
the late 1960s and the likelihood that this kind of data processing would
remain workable for at least another decade. The t’wo important areas on
which the Report could not, perhaps, have been expected to make

ftmdamental recommendations were (a) the significant restrictions on
forward planning imposed by departmental autonomy and (b) the absence
of a separate career and l’~lnuneration structure for computer staff it] Lhe

civil service. These issues deserved to be addressed at an official level at
that time and their implications fully explored. Instead it was assumed that
the prevailing arrangements could safely continue, without regard being
had to the changes that had occurred since the Revenue installation was
opened in 1963- a full decade before Kilmainham.

Though it may seem a minor consideration, the choice of Kilmainhan
as the central bureau for all departments was not auspicious. The
conviction that IT was peripheral to the real managetnent needs of the
Department was su-ongly reinforced by the choice of a geographically
remote location. Thus, the "centre" was isolated in every sense during the
1970s.

An. hnporta~.t Alternative
An important option which does not appear to have been given the

fullest consideration at this time was the establishment of a semi-state body
to provide some or all of the same services as CDPS. Such a body conld
have provided the dedicated services of the kind required, while enjoying
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greater latitude in relation to organisational, staffing and remuneration
arrangements. If it operated on a comnmercial I)asis, and there was no
reason why this could not be so, it would remain almost completely outside
the restrictions on civil service policy in relation to pay and staffing, while
still having to meet time standards set by the Minister in relation to
confidentiality and securit)~ If necessar}q such safeguards could have been
enshrined in legislation. Given time well developed philosophy by time late
1960s of establishing semi-state bodies, both commercial and non-
commercial, to carry out particular functions and provide dedicated
services, it is very surprising that this option was not seriously examined.

The call for DP services began to accelerate with time creation of CDPS;
departments and public service bodies could see tile advantages of a
central bureau with a corps of skilled experts to advise and direct them.
Freed of time hardware, staffing and managerial overheads, not to mention
tile responsibility, Departments were content to put their demands.

F~nit of COPS

The remit of CDPS was very comprehensive:
- Formulation of policy for ADP within time civil service and related

public agencies;
- Public service aspects of national policy issues regarding overall

computer development;
- Co-ordination, determination and sanctioning of time overall computer

hardware requirements of the civil service and related public service
agencies;

-- Developnlent of COlllpnter systems for Government Departllments aired
certain related public service agencies;

- Operation and development of tile Public Service Cnmpnter Btlreatt;
- Development of overall management itmfortllallon systems.

The centre drew a lot of enthusiastic support fl’om its initial cadre of
staff. Tile}, were slimulated by the wide range of novel problems posed I)y
their broad remit. Progress over the first two to three years was
encouraging. However, having gained valnal)le experience, many of these
highly marketable staff began to depart. The implications of this are
examined elsewhere in this report. Another key Factor at this time was tile
arrival of time minicomputer which heralded a shilt in time centre oF gravity

from time supplier of DP services to the user of those services. This
phenomenon recurred in the 1980s, when the arriwd of the
microcomputer reduced the Focus fl"onl tile user as a gl-oup to tile nsel" as
an identifiable individual. The managerial, administrative and corporate
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implications of technical advances are not always easily traced to their
source. The three hardware milestones in administrative data processing
are probably the IBM 360 series, developed in the early 1960s, the Digital
PDP 11/34 in the early 1970s, and the Apple/IBM microcomputers in the
earl), 1980s. Each signalled a major shift away from reliance on a third
party for the provision of one’s computer needs, and each required a
fundamental revision of what exactly constituted good computing practice.

Distributed Processing
The advent of distributed processing had major implications for CDPS.

These were not envisaged at the time of the Foster Report. To what extent
should it continue on its assigned course and just how much processing
power should be distributed to other locations around the civil service?
The policy of concentrating data processing in Kilmainham was not an
inflexible one: in addition to P&T, Revenue, Social Welfare and Lands, a
few other locations had acquired local processing power’, the principal
ones being the Meteorological Service, which acquired two PDP 11/40s in
1975, and Defence, which advanced to an ICL 2903 mainframe in 1979
(though this latter development was not successful). However, a jump from
limited local devolution to a settled policy of distributed processing was an
important one and would have major" long-term implications for
information management in the civil and public service for decades to
Con3e.

In addition to a very attractive cost-for-power ratio, the minicomputer
had three very significant advantages:
- minimal requirements for special accommodation and environmental

controls;
- no requirements for specialist operators where the equipment was

dedicated to a single system;
- the highly prized convenience of on-line data entry and retrieval,

enabling processing stages to be carried out with greater nexibility.
Given these advantages, one might wonder why distributed processing

using minicomputers did not gain a rapid foothold across the service.
There were several reasons for the general delay in recognising their
important potential:
(a) Most DP experts were reared in a mainframe environment where the

practically limitless power of a number-crunching general purpose
computer directed attention primarily towards questions of a’ technical
nature and not towards any reconsideration of the appropriateness of a
mainframe arcbitectnre and a centralist, batch-oriented strategy. The
simple fact was that there was practically nothing that could not be
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done faster and more efficiently on a mainframe;
(b) Very few Irish organisations, whether in the public or private sector,

had any experience with minis tip to about 1978 and so there was an
understandable reluctance to experiment with a new teclmo[og3, when
experience with the older one cat~sed quite enough headaches;

(c) The then available literature and advice on minis was not always as
encouraging and as supportive as il might have been;

(d) The problems of back-up and security of data were posed afresh by
distributed processing;

(e) Totally dispersed systems might remove one of the supposed major
advantages of centralised processing, namely, that systems could be
integrated and combined into more sophisticated management tools
(which never happened);

(f) Supplier support was deemed to be somewhat uncertain. Each wave of
technology sees a sudden increase in the number of suppliers, which
gradually contracts as the less competitive players are squeezed ont of
the market. A user dependent on such a company for software support,
utilities, t/-aining etc, could be badly caught;

(g) The need to re-train mainframe-oriented staff in the skills required to
use mini technology effectively.

Several of these factors re-surfaced with the advent of microcomputer
technology in the 1980s.

Deparlmental Responsibility
~. As important as they are, reasons (a)-(g) above are very nearly counter-
balanced by one outstanding, non-technical consideration: most
departments did not want the responsibility of having to install, maintain and
update their own computer facilities. It was far simpler for management to
depend on CDPS than to take the matter in hand themselves, however
dissatisfied some of them may have been with the service received. There
were even instances where it was preferable to do without one or more
potentially valuable systems than to take the bold step and assume foil
responsibility at a local level. Around the end of tim 1970s and the start of

the 1980s, only three Departments, apart fi’om Revenue (and P&T), were
conspicuous in having taken on a great measure of the responsibility
themselves - Social Welfare, the Meteorological Service and the CSO.

Thus, the need to re-examine the continued advantages of a
centralised service was not just a technical matter but dug deeply into
organisational issues. The devolution implied by the greater penetration of
distribnted, minicomputer systems woul¢l re-draw the boundaries between
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CDPS and user departments. Most DP managers around the service in the
late 1970s recognised that, at the end of the day, the question of who
ultimately should have responsibility for service delivery would decide the
key organisational issues. One could even say that responsibility was
inversely proportional to centralisation. It gradually became clear that the
question of whether to promote a policy of distributed processing should
really be preceded by a more fundamental question: could deparmlents be
relied upon to take fitll responsibility, both in the short term and in the
long term, for their data processing and management information needs?

With computing costs falling, individual departmental managers could
look to extend their control over resources, both equipment and staff.
Given tile tendency in a bureaucracy to increase one’s power and influence
by increasing the total resotn’ces undel- one’s comnland, managers could
be expected to resist continued centralisation. This, in the main, is a
characteristic of the bureaucratic process and should not be regarded as a
negative attitude to change per se on the part of management.
Decentralisation of operations (equipment) would increase local control.
If development staff were also assigned locally, the constraints imposed by
a centralised service would be removed, while tile arguments in favour of
even greater local expansion would be easier to snstain.

Pressures for a C,~ttn’al RevicTtJ
The pressures for a major review were proving irresistible, especially as

certain users were growing increasingly dissatisfied with the level of service
which CDPS was in a position to provide. ~,~,qlile it is easy to be wise after
the event, the Review Body was probably needed as early as 1977/78. In
fact, in its Report No.4 (1977), the Public Service Advisory Council state’tt
that "... the Department [of tile Public Service] has commenced a cenu’al
policy review in relation to the overall computerisation programme for the
public service and the organisationa[ strateg3, best suited for its further
advancement having regard to all relevant considerations including
technolog3, developments, efficiency and effectiveness, levels of service,
security, cost, and personnel implications." Further allusions in Reports
Nos. 5 and 6 only underscored the official recognition of the need to
proceed. The general awareness amongst IT staff and departmental
managers that a major review was pending served in many quarters to
promote a "wait and see" attitnde. Instead of investigating opportunities
for advancing the introduction of computerised systems, senior
nlal~iagelnent in most departnlents were content to await the otltconle Of

tile review and the implications of its recommendations for their own areas
of concern. This attitude was fairly understandable given the major
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strategic changes that could have been expected fi’om a review, inchtding a
possible requirement for standardisation of systems and hardware.
However, the elapsed time between the general recognition that a review
would be required (1977) and the eventual approval of its
recommendations by Government (1984), was inordinate, providing many
departments with an excuse for suspending their deliberations and plans
on the IT front.

However, had the Review Body been established its early as 1977 and
reported in say, 1978, with the immediate endorsement of its findings,
there is a strong possibilit), that a strateg3’ would have been adopted which
was ill suited to the emerging shape of an indusu’y on the threshold of a

major revolution. The microcomputer, which was to change the shape of
civil service computing in the 1980s, was only coming on the scene at the
time the Review Body was actually set up. If the minicomputer was an
important factor in the creation of the Review Body, the microcomputer
had a major influence on its uhimate findings.

Terms of Reference of the Review Body
The terms of reference for the Review Body were:
(i) In the Government services, to review

(a) present organisational, technological and personnel
arrangements for the development and operation of
computerised systems; and

(b) the broad range and scope for further eomputerisation of
systems and operations.

(ii) In the light of the review referred to lit (i) above and of current
developments in computer and tele-commtmications technologies,
to n’take i’econu~lendations as to the organisatiooal arral]geMellts

best suited to the operation and further development of
computerised systems having regard in particular to
- organisational efficiency and effectiveness
- level of service to users and recipients of the service
- security needs
- cost considerations
- personnel considerations (inchtding career structures and

recruitment and training procedures).
(iii) To estimate and commel’it on the likely effects of computerisation

on future employment levels in Governtllent services.
The Review Body engaged a well-known firm of consuhants to advise

them, one which had already acquired international experience in the
field of computing in public adminisu’ation. The Review Body was also
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advised by a Technical Group whose task it was to interpret and advise on
technical issues and to liaise between the Review Body proper and the
constdtants. This group consisted of representatives at Principal Officer
level from the three main computer centres - Revenue, CDPS and P&T.
The Review Body itself comprised fifteen members at Assistant Secretary
level, representing all the large Deparmtents, with two representatives from
the private sector.

The Brorut Situation in 1980
At that time (1980) use of computerisation across the public service fell

into live broad categories:
(a) Departments/Agencies which were self-sufficient in relation to

compnter processing:
Revenue; P&T; Public Service; Meteorological Service;
Ordnance Survey; Eastern Health Board; South Eastern Heahh
Board.

(b) Departments/Agencies which were using a combination of local
compttters and processing ser~fices provided by CDPS:

Agriculture (which had absorbed Lands); Social Welfare;
Justice (including the Garda Siochana); Defence; Industry &
Energy; Public Service; Labour; OPW; Federated Dublin Voltmtary
Hospitals; North Dublin Voluntary Hospitals; South Dublin
Voluntary Hospitals; North Western Health Board.

(c) Departments/Agencies equipped with terminal links to CDPS for all
processing:

Foreign Affairs; Finance; Education; Fisheries & Forestry; CSO;
Southern Health Board; Western Health Board; Mid-Western
Health Board.

(d) Departments/Agencies with no local computer eqttipment, but who
used processing facilities provided hy CDPS and, in some cases, by
other parties:

Transport; Health; Trade, Commerce and Tourism; Environment;
Civil Service Commission; Stationery Office; Office of the C&AG;
General Medical Services (Payments) Board; Medico-Social
Research Board.

(e) Agencies using commercial bureaux:
Midlands Health Board; North Eastern Health Board; and various
hospitals.

Some idea of the voltmae and loading on these respective systems can be
gathered from the number of operations staff employed, that is staff
engaged on the operation of the equipment and data preparation:
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CDPS 32 Education 2 Eastern H.B. 3

Revenue 49 Finance I Mid-Western H.B. 2

P&T 23 Social Welfare 9 Sooth-Eastern H.B. 2

Agriculture 6 CSO 3 Southern H.B. 2

Defence 5 Met Service 20 Mater Hospital 2

St Vincents Hosp. 2

(Note: The above figures are exclusive of data control and keying
personnel.)

The location of systems development staff is separate from that of

computer equipment and operations. An organisation can operate a large
computer facility, and make extensive use of computer systems, without
necessarily developing the software itself. This was characteristic of most
public service organisations at that time. If we exclude the Heahh Sector
and CDPS, a profile of systems development capacity at that time would be
broadly as follows:
(a) Deparmaents/Agencies which were self-sufficient in terms of systems

development:
P&T; Revenue; Defence; CSO; Met. Service; Ordnance Survey.

(b) Departments/Agencles which employed a combination of internal and
external(CDPS) systems development:

Finance; Fisheries & Forestry; Agricohure.
(c) Departments/Agencies which had no internal systems development

capability, and who relied on CDPS or other external parties:
Heahh; Social Welfare; Justice (including the Garda Siochana);

Foreign Affairs; Labour; Trade, Commerce & Tourisnl; Transport;
Industry & Energy; Environment; OPW; Civil Service Commission;
Stationery Office; Office of the Comptroller and Auditor Genera[
(C~G).

In the Health Sector, only the Eastern Heahh Board and the South
Eastern Heahh Board had an established internal systems development
capability. A clearer picture of the relative weighting of the respective
systems development unit in the public service can be gathered from "Fable
4.1 which sets out the numbers and distribution of staff engaged on the
development or maintenance of computer systems at mid-1980.

The encroachment of minicomputers was ah’eady in evidence. P&T
had installed some 14 minicomputers in stand-alone applications
throughout the country using centrally developed software. It was also
operating a minicomputer-based telephone directory enquiry service.
CDPS had also developed minicompnter-based systems in the Department
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of Justice (Dublin Metropolitan Court and the Land Registry), the Western
Health Board, Social Welfare and OPW. In line with the growing trend
towards interactive processing, CDPS had also introduced a limited time-
sharing service on their mainframe. Another important DP trend of the
late 1970s, namely, the increased introduction of off-the-shelf software
application packages, was less in evidence. Excluding the popular payroll
package, Unipay, less than 8 per cent of the total installed public service
systems were based on packages. This was due in the main to the fact that
suitable packages were seldom available, and when they were significant
modifications were usually required to adapt them to local conditions.

Table 4. I : Nu mbe~x and Distribution of Staff Engaged on the Development or Maintenance of

Computer Systems (1980)

Systems Analyst/ Senior
Analysta’ I5"ogramme~w I~’ogT-ammers    Programmers Total

CI)PS 43 20 10 25 98

Rcvenue 19 27 11 32 89

P & T 15 I I 4 12 42

Agriculture 3 2 2 6 13

Def~nce I 2 I 3 7

Education 2 2 1 2 7

Finance I - I 2

CSO 3 2 I 5 I I

Meteorological Sccvicc 2 3 5

Eastern Health Board 1 I 4 6

South-Eastern - 3 3
Health Board

Total 90 70 31 92 283

NB The nbove figures arc exclusive of lhe nlanagemcnl glz~des AP and upwards.

Potential for Greater Compute~4-mtion
,,ks well as having to assess the then existing position, the Review Body

would need to know the potential for making greater effective use of

compnterisation. Their support team categorised administrative systems as
follows:
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(a) Logistic Systems, which were concerned with primary functions such as
tax collection, benefit payments, etc.;

(b) Control, Reporting and Service Systems, which were concerned with
measuring and controlling the internal operations of departments in
areas such as finance, payroll, etc.;

(c) Planning and Research Systems, which were concerned with such matters
as traffic analysis, economic modelling, etc.

On 0~e basis of this categorisation, it was estimated that the potential
for computerisation in the public service was broadly as follows:

Control, reporting and service systems 55%
Logistic systems 38%

Planning and research systems 7%

Tire unrealised potential for the computerisation of control, reporting
and service systems (55%) was indicative of the relatively early stage of
development in the public service.

An attempt to categorise Departments on the basis of their information
needs would give the following rough groupings:
(a) N~Lt*~ral reso’t~rces-related: Agriculture; Fisheries & Forestry;

Communications; Land Registry; Environment; Valuation & Ordnance
Survey; EnergT.

(b) Person-related: Education; Labour (inclnding the NMS); Social Welfare;
Revenue;Justice group; Health; CSO.

(c) Irinancial/Economi~ Finance; Industry 8,: Commerce; Taoiseach; plus
CSO, Energ3’ and Revenue.

This information-related categorisation underlined the need to ensure
that all systems introduced subsequently were amenable to higher levels of
integration. One of the most important long-term and least quantifiable
benefits of widescale computerisation was the easy access it provided to
inforntation of common interest to a wide wtriety of dispersed user groups.
The value-added benefits arising from the inter-connectiviW of data banks
is a bonus which only well-planned computerisation strategies can provide.

Some examples of the long-term integration of person-related
information in the civil service inchtded the interaction between labour
and manpower planning, curriculuna development in schools and the
provision of educational establishments; the co-ordination of data between
Revenue, Social Welfare and Health on income deductions and benefit
payments; the co-ordination of information between Lahour and Social
Welfare regarding employment schemes and the payment of welfare
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benefits. Similar examples in the financial-economic category included the
co-ordination of data on registered companies and tax returns; the co-
ordination of population census data with regional industrial development
statistics; the integration of national capital investment programmes with
trade statistics and skills/income distribution profles.

As we have ah’eady seen, Ireland was slow to adopt new technology
during the 1960s. Comparisons at the end of the 1970s revealed that much
ground still remained to be covered. While a strict comparison between
the level of expenditure on computerisation in the public service in
Ireland and that of other countries with a similar population may not be
too reliable, the following table gives a fairly good indication of the relative
positions:

Country Period
Covered

7btal Annual Expenditure on
ComputeTisation per Head of

Population (IR£)

Den mark 1978 ! 4.5
Finland 1978 6.5
New Zealand 1980 6.0
Ireland 1980 2.9 (est.)

Recommendations by the Review Body
This, broadly, was the position at the time that the Review Body began

its deliberations. After almost two and haft years, it came up with a set of,
mainly organisational, recommendations which took no one by surprise:
(1) That ever)’ Department/Office should be assigned primary

responsibility for the management of its own information
management services (i.e. computer-based systems) ;

(2) That a total of 10 Departments/Offices should be equipped with a
fur internal computer system development and operation capability;

(3) That a smaller central computing service (Central Computing
Service) should be retained to provide computer services which
cannot effectively and efficiently be provided locally;

(4) That a separate information management advisory service (IMAS)
should be established in the Department of the Public Service to
secure increasing efficiency and effectiveness in information
management services throughout the public service. This role
included IT policy and strategy formulation for the service as a whole;
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(5) That a control function in relation to computer expenditure should
be established as an integral part of the Structures Directorate of the

Department (Table 4.2 charts tim organisational changes arising fi’om
these recotmnendations) ;

(6) That there be a substantial increase - at least 80 per cent - in tile
skilled computing staff of time civil service over a five-year period;

(7) That the Department of Health should he responsible for overall
policy, co-ordination, control and development of information
management services in the heahh sector, and should establish a
snla]] computer unit to undertake this task and to issue standards,
guidelines and procedures to be applied throughout tile heahh
sector;

(8) That standardised systems and procedures should be applied
throughout the health sector, with a health agency nominated as the
centre of responsibility for each common system, thai centre
assuming complete responsibility for the initial installation of the
system and for support to those agencies std)sequenlly implementing
the system.

The Government took two years I)efore giving its approval to these
recommendations. Tile Public Service Advisory Council were "appalled".
Given their major influence on the future growth of IT in the puhlic
service, the delay in approving tile reconmmendations was inexplicable and
served only to underscore the markedly low level of political interest in
new technologT up to that time. The aggregate delays were only amplitled
by the passage of almost another year hefore certain key
recomlnendations, tile setting up of IMAS and the disu’ibution of CDPS
staff, were given effect.

The overall success of tile Review Body can only be measured in the
context of later developments, with due regard being had to tile negative
effect of the aggregate delays ah’eady discussed. It would appear to have
given a low priorily to time clause in its terms of reference requiring an
examination of personnel issues. This is discussed in more detail elsewhere
in this Report. The organisational changes recommended for the civil
service were broadly as expected. As we have already seen, time question of
responsibility for the provision of services was always a major issue in public
service computing. The report made it quite clear that ultimate
responsibilig’ rested with each department, regardless of its size. By giving
more departments responsibility for the total provision of their own
services, that is, without assured CCS support, a lot of the pressure on the
centre was removed. The creation of IMAS was based on the perceived
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Table 4.2: Organisation Chart of the Ff Function

Before Review Body

Revenue], Oe°t’°’th°1’ 1Public Service , Post and
C.D.P.S. Telegraphs

tOther Depts. ]

and Offices

Recommended (by Review Body)

 en,ra,
Other Depts.
and Offices

Dept. of the Revenue P&T Educatior
Public Service

Control I.M.A.S. Justice Defence Agric.
Function

Health Social C.S.O.
Welfare

Met.
Service
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need to separate policy and strategic considerations fi’om the delivery of
specific services or the development of applications. This approach was very
much along the same lines as that of the Devlin Report (1969) which
advocated the separation of the policy formulation and executive functions

of a|l departments. Subsequent events, and the lack of political will, showed
that tile Devlin approach may have been fundamentally flawed. The creation
of IMAS along "Aireacht" (policy) lines in February, 1985, with CCS playing
the executive role, seemed to be a vindication of the Devlin strategy.
However, a subsequent study of CCS, carried out at the end of 1988 by a UK
consultancy, recommended that CCS and IMAS be reintegrated. This major
reversal of the Review Body’s recommendation was accepted by top
management within the Department and the merger took place almost
immediately (February, 1989). (At least one commentmor has rightly noted
that the option of privatising CCS still presented itself. This is a matter which
later researchers may, with hindsight, he in a better position to explore.)

The recommendation that the l-tealth Sector carry greater
responsibility for the provision of its o~,In computing services was also
expected. As we have ah’eady observed, a substantial proportion of CDPS
resources were devoted to the Heahh Boards and certain hospital groups
at the expense of civil service departments. Also, Health Sector users were
probably tile most vociferous in their complaints at the level of service
provided by CDPS. It was clearly too easy for Heahh Sector managers to
call the tune without having to shoulder very much of the burden. The
Review Body rightly re-assigned the responsibility. During the period of the
review, 1980-1982, plus the delay period (1982-1984) when the Report was
in limbo, the Department of Health embarked upon a gravely
misconceived compnting policy for the Heahh Sector which had nhimately
to be aborted around 1986 at an unknown cost to the taxpayer. There is
every reason to believe that this error would not have occl.lrred had the

Health Sector, in tile broad, representative sense, been more active in the
creation of its own IT stratcg},, with responsibility devolved along the lines
of the Review Body’s recommendations. The long delays only gave time for
mistaken strategies Io incubate. (Appendix I. contains a more detailed
examination of developments in the Health Sector.)

White Paper on the Public Service.
On the whole, it can be seen lhat the Review Body had mixed success.

Its recommendations were supplemented by the timely arrival of the White
Paper on tile Public Service, Servi’ng the Cou~llry Better (September, 1985).
For the first dine ever, 1T initiatives were receiving palpable Ministerial
support. The most important recommendations in relation to IT were:
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That departments were required to prepare an IT strategic plan for the
introduction, development and support of office atttomation,

including the integration of such computerised systems into the revised
management accounting and information arrangements proposed in
the White Paper;
That a special fund be set up (in the Vote of the sponsoring
Departnaent of the Public Service) "to enable major new directions in
the application of information technology to be explored and
developed";
That consnltants be engaged to examine the feasibility of establishing a
Government Telecommunications Network.

The White Paper dove-tailed quite satisfactorily with the recommen-
dations and sentiments of the Review Body’s report. IT strategic planning,
which was now mandatory for all departments, became the backbone for

all future developments. This was a major step forward for several reasons:
(a) It would provide a basis for the civil service as a whole to set about co-

ordinating its strategic efforts with regard to the use and exploitation
of new technology;

(b) Managentent would be required to examine information as a resource
and not merely as a by-product of the administrative process;

(c) It would enable common and interdepartmental needs to be
systematically identified and appropriate technical solutions
developed;

(d) It shifted the locus of responsibility fi’ont middle managers, who were
principally concerned with single applications, to senior management
who had to direct the organisation as a whole, reconciling conflicting
demands and allocating resources along a wide fi’ont, with a view to
meeting tile business needs of tile organisation and not merely tile
technical needs;

(e) It provided an improved basis for dialogue, a common language,
between technical and non-technical managers;

(f) It aided long-term planning in relation to sttch issues as staff
retention, training, development of skills, organisational revisions,
etc.

In the absence of an established planning methodology, IMAS
prepared a methodology appropriate to the civil service based on such
recognlsed techniques as "critical success factors" (CSFs) and "infornlation
modelling". Industry & Commerce was one of the first Departments to
adopt this new approach. Using extensive interviewing and workshops at
management level, plans were developed in a number of Departments,
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including Environment, Justice, Defence, Finance, Education, Foreign
Affairs, Energy, and Tourism & Transport (Revenue, Social Welfare and
CSO ah’eady possessed long-term technical and organisational strategies).
In some departments the IT planning process provided a valuable stimulus
for top management in assessing its objectives and identifying its critical
information needs for the years ahead.

The usefulness of IT planning should not be exaggerated. It would be a
mistake to view it as a panacea tbr all ills. While it has the keen advantage
of clarifying a range of complex issues and marshalling input fi’om across a
department, it cannot I)ear fi-uit without concerted top management
support. Not all departments who developed plans have progressed at tim
same rate. The key ingredient, without exception, is the interest and
support which senior managers are prepared to give to the realisation of
the goals identified in their respective plans.

Management Attitudes
Management attitudes are not easy to measure. They are influenced by

a range of factors: individual education, career path, training, exposure to
IT, good or bad experiences with technology, and so forth. The type of
manager which the civil service tends to foster is also a factor, where an
entrepreneurial approach is not encouraged and individual initiatives
depend on a consistent line of support up the managenaent hierarchy.

In order to more accurately gauge the attitude of managers generally
to IT and the extent to which their perceptions accorded with those of IT
managers, the author conducted a survey in 1987 of 32 IT managers at AP
level and rift)’ at AP, PO and Assistant Secretary level. The response rate
was good (75 per cent for IT, 78 pet- cent for non-IT malaagenaent). Froln
the formal responses and other comment.s received, a number of useful
conclusions could be drawn.

The random sample proved to be well educated: 56 per cent of the
administrative group and 25 per cent of the IT group had a tlaird-level
degree. Roughly half in each category were under age 40. The experience
or formal training of the administrative category in using computing
systems was as follows:

36% No experience oz" training;

23% Have used a computer s)’stem at work or helped to introduce one;

21% Have attended a computer-related course of between one and
five days duration;
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13% Have had a great deal of experience With computer systems;

5% Use a home computer;

2% Have received technical training as part of another course.

It is notable that such a high percentage (64%) had some exposure to
computer systems. This gives a fair indication of the level of penetration of
IT by 1987 and of the interest taken by individual managers in new
technology. A sizeable 44 per cent stated that they made a special effort in
the previous twelve months to increase their understanding of
computerisation and that the), genuinely considered that their awareness
had been raised as a result.

Some of the principal attitudes and opinions of the administrative
category, as measured in the survey, are set out in Appendix G, Table A
(figures in parentheses refer to DP/IT managers). These results reveal that,
by and large, managers in the civil service have a positive attitude to [T and
positive expectations ,as to the benefits it will produce. They also reveal that
non-IT managers are not too far removed from IT managers in either their
attitudes or their expectations. Analysis showed no significant variations
within the administrative group on grounds of either age or grade. The
relative position between the two categories as regards the specific factors
justifying the introduction of a computerised system was even more notable
- see Appendix G, Table B. It is significant that the classical reason for
automating manual procedures - staff reductions - is rated last by both
categories. There was also a high correlation between the two categories as
regards their ranking of the key factors influencing the successful
introdnction of a compnterised system - see Appendix G, "Fable C. Given
that the IT category would be much more familiar with these considerations,
the ranking chosen by the administrative category is very discerning.

The survey gives no grounds for concern that, on an individual level,
senior managers are averse to the introduction of computerisation or
lacking in a broad understanding of what this implies in the longer term.
One could even interpret the findings as evidence that senior managers
accept the increased penetration of IT as a positive development. However,
it cannot be assumed that individual attitudes will translate into
corresponding collective attitudes. The hierarchical structure of
management, the concept of the Minister as corporation sole, the mobility
of staff at management level where long-term commitment is difficult to
assure, restrictive budgetary cycles, and a penchant for conservatism, all
conspire to blunt the positive edge of the attitudes expressed.
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The survey was primarily concerned with attitude and understanding;
how well this converts into action and conamitment can depend on a
variety of local factors, not least of which is the prevailing attitude by top

managet’nent to change generally. Those departments which have had the
greatest success in the use of IT are frequently the ones who perform best
on olher fi’onts. The attitude of one or t’wo key people at the top of tile
organisation can also have an enduring effect on corporate attitudes to
information technology.

Progress and Main Obstacles
The significance of these factors was highlighted in a survey of

managers relating to IT uptake and progress. Both DP and general service
managers were asked for their view on tile rate of expansion of
computerisation in the civil service over tile period 1976-1986. Tile results,

which showed a high level of agreement, were as follows:

Administrative DP
8% Exceptionally slow;

33% 26% Quite slow;

17% 22% Normal, especially for a public
service administration;

17% 13% Fairly progressive, especially
in recent years;

25% 39% Vet), mixed.

BeBeeen 58 per cent and 65 per cent of each group considered tile rate
of expansion to be either very nlixed or quite slow. For purposes of
coinparison, Appendix M contains a st~mmary of the main developments

in the Danish public service. ~qlile Denmark is very similar to h’eland in
ntany respects, its overall approach to data processing in the public service
appears to have been more effective, mainly due to greater managen~ent
control, planning and general awareness.

Data processing managers were asked to specify the factors which, in
their opinion, had been tile main obstacles to the greater expansion of
computerisation in the civil service over the period 1976-1986. The results,
which were quite revealing, were as follows:
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Position % Weighting Factor
I 24.8 Indifferent management, particularly at the

higher levels;

2 21.5 Inadequate staff resources for computer
development;

3 12.2 A lack of central direction;

4 11.8 Insufficient awareness and user training
amongst general service managers;

5 9.5 High staff turnover;

6 7.6 Lack of a focal point of responsibility for
computer development within departments;

7 7.3 Political factors, inclnding the lack of political
will in the area of public service reform;

8 5.2 The high percentage of DP staff required to
maintain existing systems.

The four factors outside the top eight which analysis indicates were
most important were, in random order:

the slow introduction of software development tools;

the high rate of technological change which created a climate of
"wait and see";

- the semi-autonomous way in which departments can govern their
own affairs, sometimes without due regard to service-wide
considerations;

- the high cost of DP equipment until recently.

For the sake of comparison the other seven options listed in the
questionnaire were, in random order:

- insufficient technical training for DP staff;
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- the grading of DP staff in the general service stream rather than as
a distinct professional group;

inadequate documentation of older systems;

undue reliance on batch and off-line processing in preference to
on-llne, real-time solutions;

- indifferent sharing of knowledge and experience between DP
centres in the civil serx4ce;

- insufficient communication with outside organisations;

- undue reliance on constlhants.

The results show that technical, knowledge-related and direct cost
factors were rated significantly below staffing, managerial and policy
factors. Of the eight principal factors identified, only the last ("the high
percentage of DP staff required to maintain existing systems") could be
regarded as a technical issue. The fourth factor ("insufficient awareness
and user training amongst general service managers") is an educational,
not a technical matter. It should be noted that the grading of DP staff in
the general service stremn, rather than as a distinct professional group, was
not in itse/fconsidered an ohstacle. However, the exact causal t’elationship
between this factor and the more general problems of retaining skilled
staff, which was considered a serious obstacle, cannot he inferred fi-om the
results.

In all, the seven top factors can be resolved into three more general
factors:

weaknesses in management, co-ordination and central direction
ll,s,7}

- insufficient numbers of skilled DP staff12,51

- insufficient initiative at a Departmental level {4,6}.

Outlook for the 1990s
IT managers were asked what improvements they would firmly suggest

for accelerating the growth of computerisation in the civil service:
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I’osition % Weighting
1 28.3

2 22.4

3 17.2

4 15.3

Suggested Improvement
The establishment of a dedicated IT Support
Unit in each Department.

A tiered programme of 1T courses for all
general service managers.

A greater emphasis on end-user computing.

More competitive levels of remuneration for
DP staff.

5 7.3

6 5.2

7 4.3

C, reater investment in computer hardware.

The setting ttp of an inter-departmental IT
committee to nlonitor and co-ordinate the

introdnction and use of new technology
across the civil service.

The introduction of a policy requiring all IT
staff to contractually give a certain minimum
length of service following civil service-
sponsored training or else to refund the true
cost of the IT training received.

The leading suggestion, the estahlishnlent of a dedicated IT support nnit
in each department, has been realised in most departments, though there
are still a significant few who are weak or disorganised on this score. The
reintegration of CCS and IMAS to form CITS (Central IT Services)
reinforced the mandate of the Department of Finance in addressing the
strategic needs of the civil service in the years ahead. A detailed
development programme for non-IT managers is currently being prepared
by the inter-departmental working group on IT training and shottld be
operational by 1991. The IT plan which every department is required to
prepare makes provision for the identification of applications which can be
developed locally, thereby adwtncing the ideal of end-user compnting.
Progress has been made in improving the remuneration of rF staff ~’ith the

introdnction of grattfities for the majority of EOs and HEOs on IT dnties,
subject to certain conditions. Investment on hardware is significantly hetter
now than it was in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The sixth snggestion, re
the setting up of an interdepartmental committee, has ah-eady been acted
on with the creation of the Civil Service IT Group, a forum of top managers
fi’om all departments and offices which convenes twice yearly. The only
suggested improvement remaining is the introduction of a formal training
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contract for all 1T specialists which would ensure that the civil service got a
tninimum level of return on its training investment. This idea is not new,
having been tried on a small scale in other areas, but it has met with little
support in the past because of the practical difficuhies that arise in pursuing
former staff who defaulc It is considered that this suggestion could prove
effective if a more stringent contractual requirement were in place. Of
course, this could only apply to new entrants to the IT area and, possibly,
existing IT staff embarking upon a significantly new training regime.

The first four suggested improvements stand well cleat" of the rest and
form a fairly emphatic consenstts. Three of them point squarely at an IT
philosophy based on far greater involvement by the end-user, while the
fourth tries to ensure that the requisite minimunl level of technical
expertise is available to support that philosophy. Improvements 5-7 could

be interpreted as ancillary to this purpose, and not merely as discrete
suggestions selected on individual merit alone.

Development Programme for Managers
The sttrvey would suggest that the general outlook for IT in the civil

service is good but that it will be necessary to build on existing levels of
management awareness if real commitment is to materialise. An IT
development programme for senior managers wotdd [’orm an important
element in any strategT to strengthen this commitment. Many IT managers
interviewed in the course of this study cited top management commitment
as the key component in the successful introduction and use of new
technology. Where this support was lacking, progress was slow and
sporadic. Many IT managers tried to enlist the support of at least one top
manager to promote the cause of IT and elicit senior commitment. While
no IT manager spoke of obstruction at senior level, a few were concerned
at the indifference and diffidence of the most powerful managers in the
department. This reflected itself, not just in the minimal or token
initiatives taken 19)’ some, but in their general level of knowledge and
awareness of IT and its potential.

There was also a structural aspect. In the old DP days, there generally
existed an identification of computing with some administrative ftmction,
usually financial accounting. Structures which continued to reinforce this
assumption were detrimental to the growth and proper use of information
technology. The IT planning exercises highlighted the need to create
suitable structures for the promotion of IT. It would no longer be
appropriate to treat IT as just another set of technical options available to
the Organisation Unit but as a management science in its own right, and as
such requiring an appropriate organisational fi’amework. It would be
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impossible to keep the issues and problems of computing before the eyes
of top management without a viable IT Unit within each department.
These organisational arrangements would be of little use unless the Unit
was adequately staffed; the IT plans set out the minimum staffing and skills
levels in each case. Flowever, the priority given to IT in many areas was
such that these nlinimum staffing levels were not always being achieved. It
should be borne in mind, however, that staffing in particular areas had
been constrained during the 1980s by wider Government policy in relation
to public service staffing as a whole.

Slt 771Tnary

A consistent and fnlly formulated central approach to computerisation
in the public service was slow to evolve. ~qlen it did, it was not pursued with
the vigour necessary to make up lost ground. Computers were seen as a
technical adjunct to public administration, not ,as an integral tool conferring
many advantages not previously attainable. The organisational changes
necessary to underpin the greater penetration of IT were difficult to effect
and many DeparunenLs were content to leave the formulation of strategic
direction to CDPS. The Foster Report (1969) confirmed the decision by the
Department of Finance to place the responsibility for advancing the use of
computers on a new body, CDPS (whose working remit did not extend to
Revenue or P&T). Only with the Review Body’s Report in 1982 did
responsibility for the effective use of IT return to local management who, in
many instances, were not undtdy keen to assunae it. The White Paper on the
Public Service (1985) gave a valuable boost to the more systematic
exploitation of IT by placing the onus on local management for the creation
and implementation of departmental strategic IT plans. Progress was aided
by the microcomputer revolution in the 1980s which significantly reduced
the cost of computing and greatly extended the range of delivery options.

Management attitudes have been and will continue to be a major
determinant of how effectively IT is used in Government. Research
findings would tend to support the view that general managers do not lack
the necessary aptitude to utilise IT effectively and that there is a broad
level of agreement between general and technical managers on the
direction and potential of IT in Government. How well this has u,’anslated
into concerted commitment at a corporate level, howeveJ, is less certain.



Chapter 5

STAFFhVG AND THE I?dSTEArl70N OF SKILLS

This chapter examines the question of staffing in tile computer area in
tile 1970s and 1980s as well as the projected position into the 1990s, the
type of career structure which applies, and the difficulties experienced in
developing and retaining skilled personnel.

The Foster Report (1969) looked at staff grading. It stated that the
grading of data processing staff in the general service category had tile
advantage of ensuring that officers with computer experience would find
their way into the higher ranks of the civil service via tile normal process of
outward promotion: "This will restdt in a greater awareness at all levels of
the benefits of computers and a greater readiness to exploit their full
potential." Subsequent developments cast some doubt over this
assumption; a significant proportion of influential and experienced staff
went out of the organisation. With a few notable exceptions (e.g., Social
Welfare), the expected stimulation of top management thinking never
fully materialised. Furthermore, the absence of any meaningftd manpower
planning policy in the service as a whole resuhed in little significant use
I)eing made of former DP staff in tile l)romotion of greater computer
awareness. The main career barrier identified in the Report was tile
absence of direct promotion outlets within the computer field for clerk-
typists (CAs) and CO/Programmers. As events transpired, this barrier
remained in place into the late 1980s until direct internal promotion fi’om
CO/SO to EO was introduced in some areas.

Staff losses during the 1970s were high and, as we have noted elsewhere,
did much to restrict the proper and most effective use of computer
technology during that decade. On average, in the ten years fi’om 1969
CDPS (or the ADP unit in Finance) - which, apart from Revenue,
comprised tile bulk of computing personnel in the civil service - was losing
systems and prograntming staff at a rate of 17 per cent per annum. The nett
result cannot be properly evaluated in terms of numbers serving but only in
terms of the ratio of experienced to inexperienced staff" which resulted. If
"experienced" or "u’ained" can be defined as having a minimum of one
year’s experience on DP work - which is not a great deal in practice -
44 per cent of the systems/programming staff in CDPS at end-1978 were

59
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trainees. For CO/Programmer alone, the tnrnover rate ill 1978 was 60 per
cent (a proportion were lost on promotion to Senior Programrner and so
were not lost to the programming function as such, but tnrnover at that
level was 70 per cent). The turnover for total programming staff
(CO/SO/EO) exceeded 30 per cent in the years 1976 to 1978. The
majority of these were losses to other parts of the civil service, not to outside
organisations. The ratio of internal to external losses of systems and
programming staff over the period 1976-79 was approximately 3:1.
(Appendix H contains a summary of IT grades in the civil service.)

Maintenance Overhead

The maintenance overhead had also grown significantly during the
1970s. Each new s),stem developed required some systems and
programming time snbsequently to maintain it. Coming under this broad
rubric were:

mandatory updating of systems arising fi’om changes in legislation;

enhancenlents to systems to provide additional facilities;

implementation of existing systems in new areas;

periodic re-development of systems which had been considerably
amended over several years;

-- snpport, advice, assistance, etc., to users, operators;

- investigation of and remedial work on "bugs".

Maintenance is tile price that must be paid for all newly developed
compnter systems. The subsequent support and enhancement of an
application is an intrinsic aspect of the bnsiness. The DP manager cannot
sidestep this. In many instances his/her staff will need an ongoing
familiarity with the application. For example, the Income Tax Assessing
system in Reventte requires a minimum of two years’ experience before a
qualified programmer can be entrusted with tile task of making
modifications. Continuity of staff is, therefore, very important. ~M~ a rule
maintenance work takes precedence over new developments.

Calculations show that for every man },ear put into development work
in tile period 1968-1979, 0.19 man years were then reqnired annually for
the restdtant maintenance (as defined above). If tile },ears 1974-1979 are
considered separately, tile ratio was 1 year to 0.25 years. In staffing terms
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the maintenance overhead was increasing at a serious rate. If one assumes
that the proportion of staff on maintenance work in 1969 was nil, then in
1079 it had jumped to 76 per cent. Towards the end of 1974, a firm of
consultants who reviewed CDPS found the maintenance level in that year
was 33 per cent, a figure they considered excessive. Within a few years it
had doubled.

Continuing staff losses compelled CDPS to have increasing recourse to
contract programmers and analysts. In 1979 they were employing 15
persons in this capacity, 11 ofwhom were on maintenance work. If these are
taken into account the percentage of total staff in CDPS on maintenance
work in 1979 jumps fi’om 76 per cent to 88 pet" cent - comprising both
experienced and inexperienced staff. If the former alone are considered
and contract (consuhancy) staff excluded, the total maintenance level in
1978 equalled the total number of experienced staff available.

The long lead-time in recruiting suitable replacement staff made it
impossible for the cMI service as a whole to maintain its authorised DP
establishment at 100 per cent. The training overhead further reduced the
practical effectiveness of the surviving complement. The high level of staff
turnover in the middle and late 1970s ensured that the average length of
service in each DP grade was qnite low. For example, in mid-1980, in the
group CDPS/Revenue/P&T/Agricuhnre -

- 65 pet" cent of all systems analysts (HEO & EO) were less than uvo
years in the function;

70 pet" cent of all programming staff (EO, SO & CO) were less that
two years in the function, which also represented their total
experience with computers, other than operating equipment;

33 per cent of analyst staff had less than two years total experience
with compnters, other than operating equipment.

Without the commitment of DP managers, the stability and continuity
of the services provided wotdd have been ahnost impossible to maintain.
Personnel in these grades (AP and upward), who represented the hard
core of computing expertise, were much more committed to a career in
the civil service, with over 70 per cent having in excess of seven years
computing experience. To some extent, however, this "comn’fitment" was
stimulated b)’ the improved promotion prospects arising from the high
levels of staff turnover. It is also worth reflecting on whether this process of
Darwinian selection had the effect of advancing the computi.g ideals of
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the DP staff remaining, who were, presumably, more comfortable within a
main fi’ame/batch environment.

The Department of the Public Service (DPS) responded fairly positively

to the staffing problem. Between 1977 and 1981, it increased the staffing of
CDPS in the grades above CA from 112 to 189 - a substantial 69 per cent
increase. This helped considerably to stabilise the position. This annual
staffing increase of 14 per cent was matched by a recommendation from the
Review Body (1982) that skilled DP staffing be increased by at least 80 per
cent over the five-year period, 1983-1987. However, this latter proposal was
badly mauled by the Government staffing embargo. As events transpired,
staffing in the grades CO-PO increased on average by 5 per cent annually
over this period instead of 12 per cent as recommended by the Review Body.

Unfortunately, the Review Body, which included computer personnel
issues among its terms of reference, made no other material
recommendation in relation to staffing policy, and arrangements which
had been established as early as 1962 in Revenue remained substantially
unchanged within the civil service as a whole over twenty years later. Many
were disappointed by this omission. Even if the Review Body had
considered its reasons well founded (and it is unclear whether it actually
did), the rationale behind its position was not properly conveyed to the
civil service IT communit),.

Internal Recruitment Only
Up to the start of 1990, the civil service did not recruit IT staff fi’om

outside; all were home-grown (1990 saw the introduction of an open
competition to recruit Administrative Officers to the IT area). This is a
major consideration and one which has had a very significant bearing on
the way computerisadon has evolved over the past three decades. Even if
the service could recruit IT staff externally, it would not be in a position to
pay competitive rates. Therefore, it would not actually attract the calibre of
staff required. Thus, two important factors are closely related - recruiting
policy and pay policy.

There is another, again closely related, factor. All computer staff in the
ci~41 service are graded in the general service stream. This means that the
pay arrangements for all IT staff are totally constrained by the pay policy
applying to general service staff as a whole. Any change in IT pay policy
cotdd impinge fairly strongly on wider pay policy. There is also a very
significant and somewhat paradoxical factor at work here. Tile unions

representing general service grades are, naturally enough, inclined only to
advance the cause of the majority of their members. An important
minority, the IT community, have not, until recently, received much
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attention from the civil service unions. Specialist IT claims, which could
work against tbe better longer-term interests of tile onions’ total
membership, were not advanced until late 1989.

Hence, IT staff ill the civil service are constrained on two fi’onts: (a)

the need to implement policies likely to maintain the greatest overall
economies, particularly in relation to pay, and (b) the hitherto traditional
reluctance of the unions to argue an), claim for IT staff based on the
uniqueness or special character of their work. (The only exception to this

was tile introduction in the earl), 1970s of an allowance for
CO/Programmers.)

High staff turnover has been the bane of civil service compnting.
Managers state that the), have had great difficulties as a result in
maintaining tile required level of expertise. Extended development times
and continued re-scheduling of systems developnaent and implementation
have been a feature of computing in most departments. All IT managers
interviewed were concerned that tile continuing high level of staff
turnover will impede the successfnl introduction of office information
systems as seriously as it impeded the effective expansion of electronic data
processing. Given the existing staffing constraints, they find it difficnlt to
plan for this contingency. Even IT managers themselves are often lacking
in extensive IT experience and tile ttn’nover rate at that level outside the
mainline DP areas, while not as high as that obtaining in tile lower grades,
is not insignificant. This hampers tile successful pursuit of a consistent
strategy and weakens tile confidence of non-IT management in tile
capacity of IT to fnlfill its promises. Managerial continuity is needed since
systems implementation takes place over a long period and across a wide
fi’ont: an IT manager has a great deal to learn about the organisation and
his/her client base, and will be faced with many problems which the
application of text-book techniques will not resolve.

Every data processing manager could relate instances of staff receiving
substantial pay increases upon transfer to outside employment. Instances
of increases upon transfer of some 30 pet" cent to 40 per cent were not
unconamon. In the mid- to late-1980s the typical pay increase was believed

to be somewhere in the region of IILE2000 to IR£4000, not inchtding fi’!nge
benefits. The Career Break scheme encouraged a nunlber of staff to leave
who might not otherwise have done so. Some managers were of the
opinion that an art’angement better designed to accelerate the departure
of skilled and experienced staff could not have been introduced (the
option was withdrawn fi’om IT staffin 1989).

Loss of staff from the smaller sites has been no less serious, even
though they should in theory enjoy a greater degree of atttonomy and
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self-determination than their counterparts in the large installations such as
CITS, Social Welfare and Revenue. This may be due, in part, to the possibly
less challenging nature of the work in some of the smaller centres and, in
part, to the greater overview of systems management in all its aspects which
is attainable in a smaller installation. Officers with such an overview are
attractive to outside employers.

Rettntneralion

Man), IT managers are of the view that the only way to cnrtail the high
rate of staff turnover, especially amongst experienced officers, would be to
introduce more competitive rates of remuneration. Man), expressed their
disappointment that the Review Body on Computerisation, which reported
in 1982, did not grasp this nettle. While it was acknowledged that the civil
service could not hope to match private sector pay rates, the differential
should, if possihle, be reduced so as to diminish the incentive to go
outside. Several senior managers were of the opinion that a separate
grading struclure for IT staff was required. Such a structure, which could
include the facility to pass across into the general service stream under
certain eircttmstances, would make it easier for computer staff to represent
their interests, pursue special claims, and match job definitions with
vocational skills. It would also facilitate the introduction of a separate
technical stream within the IT area to cater for specialists who chose to
advance their careers in a technical area without having to take on
managerial and policy related responsibilities. By giving computer staff the
right to compete for vacancies in the general service stream, a separate
grading strnctnre need not necessarily curtail one’s longer-term career
options - this was the reason for linking computer staff with general
service gt,’ades in the first instance.

The loss of IT skills fi’om the civil service has a spin-off for the rest of
tile economy, a benefit which has long been recognised by the computer
industry at large. The service is effectively a training ground for the
development of native skills and the provision of a stead), supply of
experienced pet’sonnel to a sector which has traditionally been chronically
short of such individuals. Figures are not available on the ntmlbers.leaving
to serve within the national economy though, regrettably, a signifcant
proportion emigrate to the UK and other foreign locations where the nett
remnneration and career opportunities have been appreciably better.
There are few indications that these emigrants see their long-term career
other than in a foreign location. Furthermore, there are no known seetoral
initiatives to entice these individuals back into the economy. The recent
recession in tile UK and elsewhere, however, will reduce opportunities
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abroad and possibly encourage a higher proportion of emigrants to return
to the Irish job scene. This should in turn narrow the pay disparity between
the public and the private sectors.

Table 5.1 shows the staffing in the main DP centres (CITS, Revenue,
Social Welfare, Health, Justice and Agricuhure) over the period 1979 to
1990. This table also includes an estimate of aggregate staffing in
corresponding grades in all other DepartmenL% and an estimated total for
Key Punch Operators (KPOs) and CAs on computer-related duties for the
civil service as a whole over the period 1981-1990. In the twelve years 1979
to 1990, staffing in the main DP centres (in grades CO-PO inclusive) grew
fi’om 367 to 537, an increase of 46 pet" cent (a cumulative increase of 3.3
per cent pet" annum). The increase in 1986 is attributable in the main to
staff expansion in the Department of Social Welfare. Ii is signilicant that the
public service embargo (which was introduced in mid-1981 and required,
with effect fi’om end-1981, that two vacancies in every three be left unfilled)
did not succeed in redncing staffing (CO - PO) in the main DP centres at
any time during the 1980s. This is indicative of the value placed by
management in the departmenLS concerned on computer activities relative
to other activities and their resoh,e to protect DP from staffing cutbacks,
even during a period when civil service staffing as a whole fell significantly
(by 15 per cent-20 per cent in many areas). IT staffing in other
departments, 1981 to 1990, increased by 70 pet" cent, reflecting the
increased use of IT by areas formerly without technological support.

Tahle 5.2 shows the rate of staff turnover in three of the main DP

centres (CITS, Revenue and Agricuhure) over the seven year period, 1980
- 1986. The average annual rate of turnover was 11 per cent. Though lower
than the rate during the second half of the 1970s, it still proved to be a
major problem for DP managers in the areas affected: staff turnover
erodes accunaulated experience, not just staff numbers. At 348, total staff
losses amounted to 75 per cent of the annual average complement (461)
of these three centres over the seven-year period.

The number of staff who transferred out of these areas, other than
through promotion, over the seven year period was just under 20 pet" cent
of the total. This could be taken as a measure of the degree of job
satisfaction experienced by IT staff in general. As a proportion of annual

average staffing in computing in these three areas, it represents a very
modest turnover rate - around 2 per cent. This reinforces the findings
elsewhere in this Report that the degree of job satisfaction in computing
pev’seis quite high.



Tnble 5.1: Staffing in Main Computing Centre~ (*) and Other Areas, 1979-1990

Grade 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987( I ) 1988(’2) 1989 1990(3)

PO 8 8 8 8 9 9 12 13 13 13 13 15
AP 26 30 33 33 35 36 34 40 42 43 45 49    O
HEO 89 92 95 98 103 103 103 116 112 109 113 118
EO 85 96 102 II1 119 113 114 122 121 119 113 152
SO 29 31 30 30 30 29 30 29 34 39 63 44
CO 130 131 144 153 151 147 145 158 162 166 146 159 O

Sub-total 367 388 412 433 4,t7 437 438 478 484 489 493 537

Staffin other n/a n/a 84 82 84 89 93 97 123 127 130 143
Dept.s.**

Toud 496 515 531 526 531 575 607 616 623 680 ©

KPOs and CAs                          191     235     229     185       178       178       169       156       175       122
rr~

Grand Total 687 750 760 711 709 753 776 772 798 802

O
* Main centres-CITS, Revenue, Social Welfare, Health,Justice, Agriculture. Z

** Staff in grades CO to PO (inclusive) in other parts of the civil set’vice. ~_~
G’3Sonle estimated figures have been used in compiling these aggregates.
9
i
tl~

(I) This column is estimated on the b,’mis of firna figures for the preceding and succeeding periods, t.D

(2) This column is strictly the position at I November 1987

(3) Position at end-1990.

Sources: State Directory and figures supplied b)’ DepartmentS, including Dept. Finance.



Table 5.2: Staff Tumover in CCS, R~’venue and A gdcldtule, 1980-1986

’80 ’81 ’82 ’83 "8"1 ’85 ’86

T~msferred HEO+ l 1 I 2 2 I 2 10

Out 23
EO- 3 2 0 I I 3 3 13

(a)
Remained

in Dept. Promoted HEO+ I 0 I 0 0 0 2 4
Otll

EO- I 0 2 3 3 2 I 12
16

(b)
l,efi Dept.

but

Transferred HEO+ I 1 I 0 I 2 0 6
Out 42 ~

EO- I I 7 4 2 3 7 2 36

remained
in Civil
Sere’ice

Promoted HEO+ I 2 2 I 0 0 0 6
Otll

EO- 21 6 6 6 II 12 15 77

(c)
l.eft the

Civil
Service

HEO+ 3 1 4 5 9 8 5 35

EO- 14 27 20 15 23 22 28 149

Total 57 47 41 35 53 57 58 (348)

Percentage loss each year 12.1 9.7 8.3 7.1 I 1.0 14.4 14.3 10.8

Notes: This table includes slaff deparlures arising from Career Breaks.
The luz’no’,’er percentages in 1985 and 1986 take accounl of the redcploymenl of staff from CCS to other

paris of the Civil Service (such as Social Welfare) early in 1985.
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Table 5.2 also shows that the proportion of staff losses due to
promotion was 28 per cent. The vast majority of these involve staff in the
grades of EO, SO and CO. 53 pet" cent of all compnting staff losses in these
areas were to organisations outside the civil service. The corollary of this
merits attention, namely, that 47 per cent of IT staff losses are to other,
non-computing, parts of the service. This is very significant, being due in
the main to promotions. In other words, the traditional reward for
dedication and service in the IT area, namely, promotion, is the very
mechanism which robs that area of much needed skills.

The effect of the Career Break scheme is also clearly discernible in
section (c) of Table 5.2. In the three years from its introdnction (1984-

1986), the rate of staff leaving the IT area increased by 32 per cent over the
preceding three years. The effect on grades of I-lEO and above was
significant, where the rate increased by some 120 per cent. This confirnls
that, over the period of its application to the IT area, the scheme

encouraged a significant number of experienced staff to leave who wonld
not otherwise have done so. The negative effects of this were
acknowledged by the Government when they withdrew the scheme fl’om
the IT area, amongst others, in 1989.

Staff &~rv~..y
The composition of the IT area merits closer scrntiny. A survey in late-

1986 of all computer personnel attracted a highly representative 70 per
cent response rate. The term "computer personnel" covered the following
categories of staff:

- data processing manager

- computer project/operations manager

systems analyst

programmer

- telecommunications specialist

- computer centre/nnit administrative personnel (other than clerical
personnel)

- compoter operators at CO level and above

- off-line data preparation staff at CO level and above
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administrative staff at HEO, AP and PO level in an Organisation
Unit with responsibility for preparing an IT Plan or introducing
computerised systems within a department

- staff of the Computer Control section in the Department of
Finance.

Respondents were evenly distributed between grades and across
departments, and totalled 413 fi’om a total eligible complement of 580.

l~’ofile of Serving Staff
Tables 5.3 - 5.11 deal with the Group under such headings as grade,

age, sex, length of service, computer-related work experience and entry
grade to the service. (Please note that, unless otherwise indicated, the
tables referred to in this Survey may be found in Appendix I.)

Equality considerations
It is cleat" fi’om Table 5.3 that women are greatly under-represented in

the grades of EO and above, comprising less than 20 pet" cent of that
category. As a whole, female staff comprise less than 30 per cent of the
Group. This would suggest either (a) that female staff have less aptitude
for compnter-related work or (h) that female staff have not been attracted
to or provided opportunities for advancing into the IT area. Given that
there is no independent evidence to support the former interpretation, we
fire forced to conclude that computer-related work is not generally
perceived by female staff as affording attractive career opporttmities. Since
computer staff are recruited entirely fi’om within the civil service, they
should reflect to some extent the sex-related composition of the grades
from which they are recruited. Only one IT grade (SO) compares
favourably with the rate obtaining across the service for the same grade.
Given that some 65 per cent of COs generally are female, it is a little
surprising that only 40 per cent of COs in the IT area fire female. The
position in relation to EOs and APs is even more pronounced, though
HEOs fare a little better.

The more favourable female to male ratio in the CO and SO grades is
not being transmitted into the EO grade and above. This is due in part to
the fact that there has traditionally been a rift between the progranmling
stream (consisting of COs and SOs) and the analysis stream (consisting of
EOs and HEOs). Enu’ants to the analysis stream have not I)een required to
possess programming skills or IT experience in a grade I)elow EO (only 25
per cent of HEOs have CO/Programmer experience). This has made it
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more difficuh for progranlnaing staff to pursne.a career in IT beyoncl the
grades of CO and SO. Fnrther career development often necessitates a
transfer, whether lateral or on promotion, into the non-IT area. The

frequent occurrence in practice of this phenomenon has already been
adverted to above. These findings would indicate that there exists a need
(a) to improve the perception of IT work by female non-IT staff and (b) to
build a career bridge for programming staff into the analysis stream. This
latter issue was incidentally addressed in tile White Paper on the public
service (1985) which, amongst other recommendations, proposed the
amalgamation of tile EO and SO grades. However, in reply to a
parliamentary question on 2 May 1989, the Minister for Finance stated
that, owing to tile "financial cost" invoh,ed, he was not prepared to proceed
with the amalgamation (thongh the PESP review of grading could re-open
this issue). Whatever about its implications for the wider civil service, the
amalgamation of the two grades may have been of benefit to the IT area.
This loss was offset to a significant extent by the inn’odnction in the late
1980s in some of the main DP centres of direct internal promotion from
CO and SO to EO.

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 reveal that 62 per cent of the Group are under age
30. 75 per cent of the female staff are in this category, as against 56 per
cent of the males. This is consistent with our earlier finding that the
majority of female staff are in the more junior grades. The male-female
ratio is evenly balanced in the age bracket 20-24, but the proportion of
males doubles in the following bracket (25-29) and is almost four times
that of females in the bracket 30-34. Analysis of Table 5.5 reveals that a
sizeable 40 per cent of the Group are EOs and lqEOs aged between 25 and
34. The prospect of finding suitable promotion outlets for dais category in
the years ahead, without losing valuable expertise, will be a major
headache for management.

Age considerations
The mean age for the Group is almost 30 years. Separate analysis

reveals that two-thirds of the Group have eight or more years service with
the civil service, only part of which was spent in the IT area. Despite this,
some 30 per cent of the Gronp have less than three years computer-related
experience. This is significantly high. The corresponding figure for COs is

53 per cent and, for EOs, 44 pet- cent. However, the position regarding the
higher grades, relative to their responsibilities, is more satisfactory. For
instance, almost 60 per cent of HEOs have seven or more years experience,
while almost 80 per cent of APs have more than ten years experience.
Almost all the POs have fifteen or more years experience. These statistics
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confirm that the stability and success of civil service computing to date is
largely attributable to the dedication and experience of middle to senior
DP management grades.

Length of service
Table 5.6 compares length of service in the civil service with computeF-

related work experience. It reveals that staff with a talent and aptitude for
computing have spent a long time on ordinary administrative duties before
being attracted into or offered a position within the computer area. Tbis
might suggest that difficulties to date in attracting suitable applicants into
IT may be due in part to a lack of awareness amongst civil servants
generally of the natnre of a career in computing. Wc have ah’eady noted
that this may be an important factor in accounting for the lower than
expected proportion of females within the IT area. Howevel, tbe princil)al
reason for the accttmulation of non-IT t-elated service is the requirement
in most intcrdcl)artmental IT competitions that applicanls have served for

a minimum period in their existing grade. (The Review Body removed one
of the major ol)stacles in this area when it eliminated the requirement that
COs complete their two-year probation period belbre being eligible to
compete for CO/Programmer.)

The relatively brisk pace in staff tnrnover affects the nnmber of ),cat’s
which staff can, on average, be expected to spend in each grade on
computer-related work. Two-thirds of all staff have I)ecn less than four
years in their existing grade on IT duties. This is a m~jor consideration
where project management, leadership, judgement and similar lactors are
concerned. The average officer requires a number of years’ experience if
s/he is to mature into his/her at’ca of rcspnnsihility and acqtfire hoth the
technical and tbe tacit skills needed to perform at a consistently bigh level.
It is doubtftd whether this can be assnred in an environment where almost

90 per cent of all IT staff are less than three years in their existing grade.

Entry grades
Table 5.7 gives tile grade at which computer staff entered the civil

service. It is notable that a sizeable percentage of IT staff in eacb grade
entered the civil service through a clerical grade: 50 per cent of POs, 40
pet" cent of APs, 44 per cent of HEns and 51 per cent of EOs. This statistic
reflects the fact that practically all recruitment to the IT area is by
interdepartmental competition, thus individuals with an aptitude for IT
work are identified and reassigned. This is also consistent with tile
traditional - and commendable - policy in the civil service of allowing
equal opportunity to all grades o1" entrant. There is no prejudice against
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the passage of clerical staff into tbe executive stream; it is all the more
surprising then that IT staff in a clerical grade already within the IT area
should have experienced such difficuhy in advancing into an executive
grade while remainingin the IT area.

It is not surprising that 6.5 pet" cent of COs in the IT area were formerly
CAs (until 1990, the CO/Programmer competition was open to CAs and
COs only, equivalent and departmental grades being excluded). The high
representation of former CAs does, howeveR’, prompt the question as to
whether there is any compelling reason, other than remnneration, for not
extending the programming function to include CAs. Since programming
as such is not dependent upon one’s level of clerical experience, there is
no apparent obstacle, in terms of aptitude, competence or commitment, to
the extension of the programming function to this grade. When
computerisation was first introduced to the civil service in the 1960’s the
grade of CO was settled upon (by Revenue initially) as the one most

appropriate for carrying out the programming function. Many managers
now believe that this was too low a level, purely from the standpoint of
remuneration (though CO/Programmers were subsequently awarded an
allowance). ~qaen experienced programmers began to leave in the 1970s,
it became clear that the only way of retaining them for a longer period
would have been to increase their level of remuneration, but this was
impossible given the link beo.veen CO/Programmers and COs generally.
Since the link beo, veen programming duties and the CO grade had by then
been firmly established, there was no scope for upgrading the basic
programming function to EO or even SO. In this regard it should be noted
that the UK civil service has set the programming function at the EO, not
CO, level.

Grade/function linkages
The u’aditional identification of the grade of CO with the programming

function (and SO as senior programmer) has induced staff in the executive
grades into believing that such work is outside their remit. This is an
unfortunate state of affairs since the programming function itself has been
undergoing change within the IT industry. Third level programming
languages have gradually been ceding ground to the more flexible tools of
fourth generation software. Such tools have a more pervasive application
within the corpus of activities associated with systems development. They
are therefore usable at several stages along the development hierarchy. It is
invidiotts that executive grades on a project team should not be familiar
with the programming aspects of these tools and fully competent in
applying them. IT in the 1990s should not be constrained by outmoded
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organisational and vocational practices which may have served tile industry
well in the 1960s and 1970s. The grading structure and job definitions of
the future must embody a higher degree of versatility than hitherto.

The survey revealed that as much as 4 per cent of total staff time is
devoted to normal administrative duties which arc completely unrelated to

their responsibilities in tile IT area. Taken by itself, this may seem fairly
innocuous but, in manpower terms, it is none the less equivalent to some
25 heads of staff in tile executive and managenlent grades.

Job descriptions
The crux of computing is tile time that must be spent in maintaining

extant systems. The view held by the majority of non-IT managers, namely,
that IT staff exist purely to develop computer systems, is misconceived. A
large percentage of IT staffing resources are dedicated solely to the
maintenance and enhancement of earlier systems. As already noted, tile
more pervasive compoterisation becomes, tile more resources mtlSt be
diverted to supporting it. This is all inescapable reality and one which
weighs heavily on tile industry. In the absence of all tmambigttous definition
of what exactly constitutes maintenance as distinct from development, the
picture available fi’om our statistics is indicative only. They would suggest
that only 27 pet" cent of all IT staff spend more than half of their 0me on
systems development. Tile corresponding figures for systems maintenance
and technical support are 20 per cent and 5 per cent, respectively.

Tables 5.8 and 5.9 set out the job descriptions which come closest to
describing the immediate responsibilities of IT staff. ~qlen aggregated into
related clusters, the computerisation manpower profile for tile civil service,
based on how staff perceive their principal activig’, is broadly as follows:

Management 14.7%

Systems analysis 31.2%

Programming 23.0%

Equipment operating & data preparation 16.3%

"Advanced" developments (*) 5.5%

User support 4.4%
Administrative/clerical 1.5%

Training 1.3%

Other (**) 2.1%

* Comprises OIS, telecommunications, Fourth Generation Language
(4 GL), and new package evaluation.

** This category is not coextensive with that described in Table 5.8.
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The most notable statistic relates to equipment operations and data
preparation (where grades below CO are not included). The percentage
(16.3) of staff devoted to this category of activity is fairly significant. The
Group proportion in this category for grades above CO is 4 per cent; if
Operations Manager is included, itjtmaps to over 10 per cent. One would
expect it to fall by a few points over the coming years, however, with the
increased use of on-line systems, advances in data management and on-line
control techniques, the greater penetration of OIS and the improved
sophistication of mainfi’ame operating systems.

It is also notable that two areas of great importance in the ),ears ahead

- telecommunications and 4GL programming - were supported (at end-
1986) by only 2.2 pet" cent of the Group. However, recent developments
with the Government Telecommunications Network and networking
generally have led to a greater deployment of staff to this area.

Versatility of EO grade
One is struck in Tables 5.8 and 5.9 by tile diversity of activities to which

IT staff are deployed, given that some of the categories (e.g., programmel,
OIS) are amenable to furdmr sub-division. The versatility of the EO grade
is also notable in this regard, featuring in about 70 pet" cent of the job
descriptions in both tables. This is indicative of the increased flexibility
needed to service tile IT area in the years ahead and the increased
importance likely to attach to the grade of EO.

Computer-related work experience
Table 5.10 gives the average number of years computer-related

experience for each jolz-description. The average for the Group as a whole
was 6.27 years. It can be seen that OIS (which would include, anmng others,
IT systems planning and technical strategy) has attracted some of the most
experienced officers, having on average more than ten years experience.
The relatively high level of experience of opetvttions and data preparation
staff reflects the fact that these categories are not as much in demand by the
private sector. For example, programmers have on average only half the
computer-related experience of persons in the data preparation category.

While it is generally accepted that IT staff are more committed to their
vocation than to their employers, as witnessed, for example, by the high
rate of turnover in the industry at large, the level of affiliation to
professional bodies is quite low. Only 6 pet" cent of the Group are members
ofsnch bodies, 90 pet" cent of whom are in the Irish Computer Society. The
strongest representation by far is in the upper grades - about 30 per cent
of POs alld 23 pet" cent of APs.
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l~tltllt-e cal’eel- perception

The most daunting statistic about the Group as a whole relates to
future career perception - see "Fable 5.1 I (below). Only 62 per cent of IT
staff see their future career lying primarily in the civil service on computer-
related duties. A very significant proportion - 25 per cen!- see their futuz’e
lying primarily in outside IT employment. Further evidence of the
commitnaent of computer staff to their vocation rather than their
employer is furnished by the fact that onl), 13 per cent see their future
career in terms of non-IT emplo),ment. Given tile time and expense

invested in tile training and ¢levelopment of these individuals, and given
that the majority of them intend to remain within the civil service, it is
worth asking whether the introduction of a mechanism to identify them at
an earlier slage should be considered. One can assume that a proportion
of them are unsuited for continued work in the IT area and that an
appropriate career indicator would bring them to the attention o1"
management. Existing IT aptitude tests only show whether a candidate
possesses the minbllun1 intellectual propensity for grasping computing
concepts; they do not show whether the individual would actually find the
work satisfying or congenial. It is not surprising, therefore, that a certain
percentage of existing IT stall" should bc thinking actively in terms of a
career change as soon as the opportunity arose. Under existing practices,
many such individuals must normally await success in an interdepartmental

competition before being re-deployed. IT management in many areas
have, understandabl); been reluctant to release staff for other reasons o~,
where they do recognise that an individual has not adjusted to work in the
IT area, have had difficulty findhag a home for him or her in a non-IT
e 11 vi I’o 13 IYI e I~ t,

Some 37 per cent of the Group have either a computer science degree,
an NCC systems analysis certificate or a computer diploma. As might be
expected, this category also exhibits a strong commimlent to the IT area,
with only 11 per cent thinking in terms of an eventual move to non-IT
employment. The proportion who propose to take up IT assignments
outside the service is a little greateJ, however - 28 per cent. Given that this
category comprises some of the better talent, this statistic gives added
reason for concerti. (If we take officers with a computer scieflce degree by
themselves, the proportion is even greater - 38 per cent.)

It is significant that over 30 per cent of the APs see themselves moving
off computer duties. This could be accounted for b)’ tile pressure of work
on IT management created by the high rate of staff turnover in the lower
grades or ’by the poor promotion prospects within tile computer area (the
average age of APs on IT work is around 39 ),ears). The changing shape of
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the IT industry may also be a factor: many APs in the IT area are

concerned that their skills are being eroded by changes in technology.

Being the grade in receipt of the least amount of formal training, there are

certainly grounds for this concern. Also, being primarily occupied with

management and policy-type issues, they have less opportunity to acquaint

themselves on the job with the niceties of recent technical innovations.

"Fable 5.11 :Individual Perception of Future Career: Respondents were asked to indicate the category in
rvhich they primari~ saw their fiLture car~er:-

PO
AP HEO EO SO CO % of Total

% % % % % % Staff

Primaril)’ in tile
Civil Sen,ice on AI.I. 90 64 62 61 76 56 62
computer-related ** 80 69 60 42 75 58 61
work

Primarily
ill the Cixfil ALL l0 28 8 10 3 6 10
Serxfice on non- ** 20 23 7 I 1 13 10
computer related
work

Primarily
outside the         ALL 5 28 27 14 34 25
Civil Service ** 8 31 47 42 28
on computer=
related work

Primarily
outside the ALL 3 2 2 7 4 3
Civil Service on ** 2 12 1
non-computer
related work

** Select staff, i.e. staff with a Computer Science degree, NCC Systems A~lalyst Cert. or a
recognised Computer l)iploma. This select category comprises 37% of all IT st~tff.

As noted earlier, the EO grade is the most versatile of all the IT grades

and, given that it is an important training grade from which many of

tomorrow’s best managers are expected to emerge, the proportion with a

specific computer qualification who see their fnture career in outside IT
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employment is disconcertingly high - 47 per cent. This figure actually
exceeds the corresponding nnmber who propose to remain (42 per cent).
The stead}, loss of EOs from tile IT area in recent years bas attracted
criticism from many non-IT managers who are concerned tbat tile IT area
is acting as a conduit out of the service of tile best available talent. This is
undoubtedly the case. Since the IT area, especially in areas like Revenue

and Social Welfare, is permitted tbrongh internal competitive
redeployment to take promising yonng EOs from other parts of tile
organisation, and then subsequently loses them. after a period to tile
private sector, it effcctively acts as a brain drain. Wbile the civil service was
enjoying a stead), influx.of new recruits at.EO level, this was not a
significant problenl,but given that.tbere basbeen almost zero recruitment
for most of the 1980s, tbe talent being lost in tbis. fashion is simply, not
being replaced.-The introduction of allowances for I~Os and .HEOs in the

IT area may exacerbate this tendency. Tile [’till. effects may not be felt for
some years when the quality of managenlent in tile higher echelons of tile
organisation, and not necessarily in the IT area, becomes move apparent.
It would not be surprising if non-IT management introduced meastH’es to
contain the extent to which this can occur. While this would be to tile
detriment of the IT area, it may be in the best interests of the organisation
in tile long rtnl.

’ In some ways tills phenonlenon is akin to a trend whicb oectlrred, in
tile 1970s. Tile compntlng area ’*’,’as then perceived as an intellectually
challenging and attractive career option. It was novel, to have an area for
wbich one needed to be specially selected and only the brightest could
enter. This netted a fair nuinbei" of talented individuals, many of whom in
due course found employment outside the service or in a non-IT area.
With successive waves of internal recruitment, tile pool began.’to shrink in
tile absence of open recruitment. It is difficult t.o be certain that a
sufficient number of potential IT candidates with tile necessary aptitude
will continue to be available tbroughout the 1990s.

If Table 5.11 can be taken as an indicator of job satisfaction then
(excluding POs) the grade of Staff Officer is the most settled and Clerical
Officer tile least. C, iven that an experienced CO/Programmer can earn
appreciably less than the average indnstrial wage, tbis is not too surprising.

The proportion of staff (10 per cent) likely to be lost to othel, non-IT,
work in the civil service - both for tile Group as a whole and for staffwitb a
specific computer qualification -- may not secm inordinately high in terms
of the total picture but the gap left, in terms’of both skills and experience,
would be difficult to fill in practice..Furtbermore, existing policy and
staffing arrangements outside tile itnmediate domain of the IT area :n’e
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not geared towards the proper utilisation of this kind of experience. It is
not unusual to see an officer, newly promoted out of the IT area and
possessing a B.Sc., in computer science, assigned to non-IT duties in
another department. Given the changing shape of IT and increasingly
important role of the end-user, these redeployed or promoted individuals
would be potentially ideal facilitators and end-user co-ordinators,
particularly where they have had an opportunity to become familiar with
the administrative procedures in their new environment.

There is some indication, however, that officers at a more senior
managerial level, having an IT background, perhaps as an EO or HEO, are
being assigned to the IT area in some departments, often on the grounds
that no other manager is too keen to take on the responsibility. While their
technical skills are probably out of date, their understanding of the
concepts and nature of IT is still relevant. One would expect to see more
instances of this in the 1990s.

The loss of IT staff entails more than just the loss of skills and
experience. It entails also the expense of training in replacements.
Training in computing skills is probably the most expensive training cost
incurred by the civil service, both on a per capita and a global basis. For
example, 62 per cent of the COs who see their future career primarily
outside the civil service on computer-related duties have already had 60 or
more days training sponsored entirely by their employer. The
corresponding figure for EOs is 46 per cent. The potential loss in terms of
total computer-related work experience, and the high hidden cost
involved, should also be noted. For instance, 55 per cent of the HEOs who
see their future career primarily outside the civil service on computer-
related work have already acquired a minimum of seven years computer-
related work experience, the average for the category being 8.7 years. The
average computer experience of HEOs who do not see their future career
in the civil service on computer-related work, but in one of the other three
categories, is a little over six years. The corresponding figure for APs is a
little over eight years. It can readily be seen that the true cost of developing
and maintaining an extensive IT infrastructure in the civil service is
significantly inflated by the need to continually select, train and supervise
replacement staff at all levels.

Importance of Morale
In the face of a continuing high rate of staff turnover, IT managers

have been very sensitive to the need to maintain good morale amongst
their staff. One way of doing this is to keep feeding them new and original
problems. By installing leading-edge technology, staff have the satisfaction
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of keeping abreast of the latest developments. This is believed to have been
a positive factor in at least one large site.

Good morale amongst general service staff can be maintained through
regular redeployment. Mobility, however, has not featured much in the IT
area. Transfers of staff between major sites are almost unknown (if one
discounts the reorganisation of CDPS in 1985). Tbis only occurs on an

individual level when IT staff are promoted through an interdepartmental
IT competition and redeployed to another location.

Greater mobility between sites would, ostensibly, have the advantage of
allowing ambitious 1T staff to tackle a fi’esh set of problems ol, at least, to
meet the same ones in a new environment, thereby raising morale. New
blood could also lead to a questioning of outmoded practices which may
have developed in some areas. However, the reality is not so simple. The
major sites use a diverse range of hardware - IBM, DEC, Honeywell, Wang,
Hewlett-Packard. In addition to mastering a new operational environment,
transferees would need to learn a good deal about the local applications
before they could reasonably be expected to be productive. Therefore,
despite the apparently high degree of concordance between IT skills in
different areas, it would be self<lefeating to redeploy staff in Otis fashion.

The question of staff mobility would hardly arise in any event in the
smaller departments. With slim resources, often only one or rwo persons,
the medium to small Departnaents (e.g., Labour, EnergT, Marine, Tourism
and Transport HQ, Oireachtas) are required to carry out a range of IT
functions fi’om systems development, user support, trouble-shooting,
telecomnaunications, training, strategic planning, and so forth. The
question bere is bow to maintain a minimunl level of service: this creates a
morale problem of a different kind. One possible solution is to establisb a
central pool of IT staff to service a number of departments. The greater
flexibility in this arrangement would permit an optimnm use of staff
resources and skills. It would also lead to a greater exploitation of common
solutions. Sudden departures from one department would not lead to a
catastrophic termination of all IT work (as has happened in a few places).
However, tbe concept of a trans-xlepartmental staffing resourfic is unknown
in the civil service. An officer must "belong" to some department and be
assigned accordingly. The nearest existing expression of this idea is to be
found in the role of the Central IT Services who develop common systems
and provide a supporting role to departments who are prepared to match
manpower resources on a head-for-head basis. (The role and evolution of
C1TS is examined in more detail elsewbere in this report.)

Morale also depends on career opportunities and their comparison
with those available to non-IT staff. While IT staff are eligible to compete
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in all general service competitions, the), do not perceive themselves as
competing on an equal footing with their general service counterparts.
Since the composition of the interview board invariably leans in the
direction of tile general administrator, with only restricted scope for the IT
candidate to demonstrate his/her professional expertise, IT staff consider
themselves to be unfairly handicapped. There is undoubtedly substance in
this grievance. The hallmark of tile general service administrator, namely,
the generality and breadtb of his/her skills and experience, is normally
identified and explored by an interview board; having spent such a high
proportion of their time on technical matters, IT staff can often appear
deficient in this respect.

Neither is the morale of IT staff helped by the fact that general service
staff can compete for all the main IT competitions (CO/Programmer,
EO/Junior Analyst, HEO/Systems Analyst and AP/Senior Systems
Analyst). Apart from AP level appointments, they are normally quite
successful. It can be galling for experienced IT staff to see non-IT people
competing successfidly for IT promotion outlets while their corresponding
right to compete in mainstream general service competitions is perceived
to bear lesser results.

Morale of IT Managers
The morale of tile IT manager also comes into consideration. ~qaile

one would expect his/her job to be difficult in changing times, it can often
be rendered unnecessarily complicated, especially in the smaller locations,
by a host of matters which contribute little to the realisation of the
objectives of IT. A lot of time can be taken up with normal administrative
chores and attending to st,’fff problems. Tile task of purchasing a system,
even a small one, is made unduly time-consuming by having to evahmte
every tender, even when a preliminary examination quickly reveals which
are best. In addition, there are a variety of rules and gtfidelines to observe,
issued by the Department of Finance, the Government Contracts
Comnaittee, the C&AG, the Revenue Commissioners, the EC and standard-
making bodies, as well as internal management. The political implications
of certain courses of action have also to be considered.

Some IT managers are also concerned that the IT managerial function
is ranked too lowly in the departmental pecking order. Its technical gloss
and trade jargon tends to diminish tile scope for informal exchanges
between managers Oll either side of the fence. Ftn:thermore, IT is seen as a
technical service, not a tool for shaping policy or crucially influencing
decision-making or tile resolution of day to day problems. This tends to
cast the IT manager in an inferior role. Apart fi’om the specialist offices
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such as CSO and the Meteorological Service, only Social Welfare anti, to a
lesser extent, Revenue, have a tradition of according an e(]uivalent status to
IT. managers. This is undoubtedly due to the central role played by
computer-based collection/disbursement systems in these two service-
delivery departnlents.

The IT’ manager ontside the main DP centres is somewlaat isolated.
Having less in common with his/her colleagues in his/her own
department, he/she is more reliant on his/her comnlunicadons with
counterparts elsewhere. This helps with the transmission of experience

gained elsewhere in the service on similar systems, dealing with suppliers,
meeting user requirements, evaluating proposals, establishing internal
standards, selecting application software, and so on. C1TS have helped to
boost this exchange of information by introducing a regular IT newsletter
for the civil service in early 1988. In addition, the creation of the IT Group
(at Asst. Secretary/PO level), the inauguration of an annual Civil Service
IT Seminar, and the formation of a number of interdepartmental working
groups and committees during the period 1988-90 have all conn-ibuted
greatly to an increase in communication across departmental boundaries
over this period. (These include I~\N management, corporate information
management, IT training, networking, data protection, business analysis,
and an IT effectiveness study. The introduction of multi-annual reviews of
IT strategic plans will reinforce this exchange.)

By remaining in the IT area, a young manager must decide whether
he/she sees his/her longer term prospects on IT alone or whether he/she
should move back into the administrative mainstream. As IT becomes
more pervasive, there are more cases of this kind. However, the changing
shape of IT, with its growing accent on business-related and personal
communication skills, along with the introduction of a "bnsincss analyst"
development programme by the CSTC, should help build a more effective
bridge between the two areas.

Cortlrctcl sl6zff

The staffing crisis could never be fidly addressed by the greater use of
contract staff. Along with their lack of knowledge of local organisational
procedures, the need for supervision, and various additional costs; one of
the mare reasons has been the strong degree of staff side [union]
opposition to measures of this kind. The traditional line taken by the
unions is that expansion should be met fi’om within the civil service, that
the existing quality of recruit has been satisfactory and that the proper
development of suitable career paths for IT staff would only be obstructed
by the use of contract employees. Staff would also resent working alongside
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individuals who were paid more for similar work. These concerns are
understandable, but so too is the management line, namely: that
expansion cannot be achieved without a guaranteed high level of technical
support; high staff turnover prevents this; contract staff would allow
projects to be undertaken which in time would open greater opportunities
to existing staff. Management have also indicated that contract staff would
not be assigned to the more interesting or prestigious areas of work. Also,
their employment would be temporary, with no question of the contracted
individuals being offered permanent employment.

It should also be noted that the use of consultancy on an ongoing basis
in a few areas is effectively the use of contracted staff for routine work and
not wholly or primarily a mechanism for securing specialist skills and
advice. Contract staff would be significantly cheaper. For example, over the
three-year period, 1986-88, IT consultancy totalled IR£3.28m. On the
(reasonable) assumption that an estimated three-quarters of this was in
respect of staff shortages, about IR£2.5m was spent over that period to
make up for such shortages. With consnltancy running at around four
times the cost per capita of contract staff, the scope for savings is
significant.

The sitttation as it has evoh,ed rests on mutual distrust. The staff side

are concerned that, at a time when civil service numbers are being tightly
squeezed, contract staff would be used excessively. Management, on the
other hand, would contend that contract staff would never he used in such
a way as to damage the prospects of perrnanent staff or to undermine
morale. This, they say, would only defeat their purpose.

There is a filrther obstacle. The numbers of contract staff available in
the Irish market are low. It is unclear whether the civil service would be
successful in attracting them in any significant numbers or quality. There
would also be resentnaent fi’om the private sector if a relatively small pool
was being tapped by such a big player. There is some possibility though
that political snpport would exist for a scheme designed to attract back
Irish IT emigrants from abroad, mainly the UK. Given the avidity with
which foreign companies have been poaching the h’ish market in recent
years, such a scheme could help redress the balance. Too much" talent
(and the associated investment in their education) is being lost in this
fashion.

There are alternatives to the temporary use of experienced IT staff.
The civil service could instead try to attract some of the many IT graduates
who emigrate yearly. An initiative along these lines was taken in 1990/91

when competitions were held to recruit Administrative Officers with

specific IT-related skills. This was a significant development, being the first
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time the civil service had attempted to recruit IT personnel directly fi’om
outside. This initiative reflects the need to safeguard the very considerahle
investment in IT in the late 19g0s by ensuring that an adequate cadre of

highly skilled staff would always be available to manage large, sophisticated
and critical systems during the 1990s and into the next century..

Another alternative is to recruit non-IT graduates and train them tip

for deliberate export to the Irish private sector. Given that the industry as a
whole is suffering from a shortage of skilled personnel, a scheme along
these lines would have the benefit of giving the civil service good material,
probably with business skills, for an assured period, say four years. This
would give some return on its investment. Their subsequent u’ansfcr to the

private sector would be a clear contribution to the economy generally.
Such a scheme would have an advantage over the existing ad hoc process of
staff attrition in that the number and quality of the staff concerned would
be more effectively controlled and the nett contribution to the national
pool of IT personnel increased. (For additional comments in relation to
recruitment from outside sources, see also "Recruitment of leading-edge
skills" in Chapter 7.)

Fl" Co’atuities
Another important initiative with regard to staff retention was the

introduction in 1990 of a scheme for additional paymerlts to certain IT
staff (IR£2000 for HEOs, £1750 for EOs, payable as a lump sum on
completion of each reckonable year of full-time service in the IT area).
The package was conditional upon certain assurances fi’om the staff side
regarding the maintenance of a suitably trained corps of IT personnel,
including an assurance of co-operation with contract staff where
naanagel-nent considered their introduction necessary.

Management acknowledged that the introduction of IT gratuities
would not solve the staffing crisis, but it would have the important merit of
inducing staff to remain in service for a longer period. The offer was not
without its disadvantages, the principal one being that the gratuity could
lessen the morale of those menabers of the IT community, notably
operations staff, who did not possess essential skills of a kind that would be
difficult to replace - a necessary condition for qualification. It could also
create some unrest amongst APs in the IT area whose staff (HEOs) might
actually enjoy a higher level of total remuneration. However, the overall
benefit, the greater long-term retention of skilled and experienced staff,
was believed to outweigh these drawbacks. It is too early, however, to say
whether it is achieving its objective.
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Creating a Technical Stream
The need to maintain a minimun~ level of technical expertise, ,-as well as

the need to ensure that technical staff have a suitable career path, suggests
the creation of a technical stream, that is a development path for a select

group of IT specialists who wish to continne in the technical area but
without the burden of managerial duties. Naturally, the number of staff
concerned need not be large- less than 2 per cent to 3 per cent of the total.
skilled IT cadre - but they wonld represent a critical component in the
overall expertise of the civil service. Technical streaming should be used
sparingly since there are strict practical limitations on the extent to which
suitably stimulating career paths can be assured in the longer term. Thc!se is
little chance of the service retaining these individuals for an), length of time
under existing arrangements. Their career development needs, which
essentially means greater remuneration conlmensnrate with their high level
of expertise, can only be met at present through promotion. However,
higher ITgrades have to devote an ever increasing proportion of their thne
to managerial issues. The purely technical component of their work is
diminishing. A dedicated technical expert cannot necessarily expect an
increase in job satisfaction by remaining in service after promotion. As a
consequence, Government Departments can expect to lose many key
individuals in the ),ears ahead. These losses will become more noticeable as
the penetration of IT continues and the dependence on technology
percolates upward into higher levels of the organisation.

. One possible solution to this problem is to assure such technical
specialists that their career needs can he met in the longer-term through
the mechanism of technical streaming. Individuals with a marked aptitttde
and personal orientation towards technical problem solving could be
identified early and assigned to the technical stream. This would permit
the more fruitful cuhivation of their skills over time and provide an
assured avenue for their long-term career development, thereby enabling
the service to hold on to them for an appreciably longer period. Withont
such guaranteed technical support there will be strict limits on just how
much progress can be made in the coming decades in the development of
advanced management support systems and infrastructure. There may
even be difficuhies maintaining newer applications which require certain
specialist skills to develop, e.g., relational database.

The grading of IT staff generally may need to be less rigidly categorised
than it is at present. The strong identification of grade with function makes
it diffictdt to utilise staff in the most flexible and productive fashion. At

least one large semi-state body has succeeded in _having its computer
people renamed "information systems" staff, gl,’aduated on a numeric basis,
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e.g., IS4, IS5, etc. Consideration nlight be given to the introduction of a
similar grading structure to the civil service. Working relationships
between staff and individnal assignments could be more flexibly managed

if this were the case. The existing grading structure leans too much
towards historical precedent and makes it difticult for nlanagement to get
the most effective use fl’om emerging software development tools.

htdust.~ial Re&ttions Outlook
The industrial relations climate in the civil service at present, in the

context of Government restrictions on recruiunent and public sector pay,

is not very accommodating. Attempts hy management to negotiate any
significant departure fi’om existing practices, such as the greater use of
contract staff or graduate recruitment, is unlikely to make further headway
withottt concessions in relation to pay and promotion. Since management
have almost no latitude in this area, any significant departure fi’om existing
practices during the 1990s will be difficult. Given tile level of staff
resistance to the recruitment of AOs into the IT area in 1990/91,

particularly in view of the fact that management have traditionally held the
right to assign AOs wherever they considered appropriate, tends to
underscore the view that IT staff are theniselves very resistant to change. It
could be said that they are suspicious of any developnlent that might lessen
their "right" to receive valuable IT training and experience without a
corresponding con~mltment to render a mit3imum period of expert
service. As the above turnover and skilling statistics amply testify, the
industrial relations regime down the years has consistently worked in
favour of staff interests. Tile 1990s are unlikely to see any shift in this
position.

S~tlnTrt(g?~t

The problem of retaining skilled IT staff nlay be considered, along with
sustained commitn~ent by top nlanagement, as the key factor determining
the effectiveness of IT in Government Departments. Turnover has ahvays
been high, with leavers coming in the. main fi’om the ranks of the most
skilled and experienced personnel. This entails an ongoing loss, not just of
skills and experience, but of management potential. Outside employers
recognise the high level of skills possessed by civil servants. Efforts to retain
staff have heen somewhat lacklustre, thongh the introduction in 1990 of an
IT gratuity scheme as an incentive to staff to remain in service for a longer
period was a significant positive step. The career break scheme in the mid-
1980s exacerhated the rate of turnover. The grading of IT staff in the
general service stream has made it almost impossihle to implement
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remedies germane to the IT area alone. The rigidities of public service pay
policy has also been a major factor. The main civil service unions have
traditionally not been disposed to treat their IT members as a distinct
vocational group requiring separate attention. IT staff themselves have
been content to let turnover continue at a high level on the grounds that

they benefit internally by a more rapid pace of promotion and externally
by improved prospects in the open market as trained and experienced IT
personnel. The allegiance of IT staff lies principally with their career, not
their employer. A very significant 25 per cent of all IT staff see their future
careers outside the civil service in IT employment. There are indications
that female staff are not adequately represented in the grades above EO
and that, as a consequence, a source of staff possessing the requisite
aptitude is not being full}, utilised. The difficulty in ensuring a suitable
career path between the programming and analyst functions, principally
between the CO and EO grades, has been an obstacle to the retention of
skills, though the blurring of distinctions between these two functions with
the advent of 4GL-type tools will be an advantage in the 1990s. Forty per
cent of all IT staff are EOs/HEOs between the ages of 25 and 34, a
concentration which will make it difficult to find suitable career paths for
everyone within the IT area. The higher grades of AP and, to a lesser
extent, HEO, have provided the stabilising backbone for Government IT
over the past three decades and are likely to continue to do so. The
maintenance function, as distinct from the development or
implementation of original systems, continues to absorb a significant
proportion of staff time. The absence of external recruitment to the IT
area - whether via consultancy, contractual arrangements, IT graduates,
non-IT honours graduates, work experience programmes, part-time and
undergraduate recruitment- has restricted the options available to
management, making it difficult to guarantee that the IT area, with its
significant level of investment in critical systems, will continue to enjoy a
sufficient cadre of high level technical expertise into the 1990s. A more
flexible attitude by existing staff to alternative sources of recruitment is
warranted. The creation of a technical stream for a small percentage of the
most able technical specialists should be considered.



Chapter 6

THE USER

This chapter examines the results of a sttrve)’ of users of multi-user
systems in a number of departments and the user-related aspects of the
surve), mentioned earlier on management attitudes. It also looks at the
changed perception of the user by IT staff and the user-related aspects of
industrial relations.

There was an understandable tendenc)’ until’the microcomptJter
revolution to accord the nser low priority. The huge increase in the
number of VDUs in the service - an increase of about 36 per cent per
annum between 1980 and 1988 - meant that the role and voice of users
grew dramatically. They were even considered a resource where some of
the most interested and comnaitted could develop small local applications.
At least one department - Energy - made significant use of this.

SurveO, of Multi-User Systems
Ten multi-ttscr sites were surveyed in 1987, representing six

Departments and Offices. From the total user base (130) the response rate
was 67 per cent (87). Sixty-four per cent of the respondents were female.
Forty-one per cent of the sample were in the administrative/executive
category. The average operational age of the systems at each site was
eighteen months, the oldest being 2.5 years and the youngest 8 months. All
sites used intelligent terminals, with a minimuna of 512K.

A wide variety of work was carried otlt across the ten sites: word

processing, spreadsheet analysis, graphics, database management,
information retrieval, financial analysis, statistical analysis, on-line
enquiries, list processing, financial modelling and accounting, expenditure
monitoring and text retrieval. Each site had an officer at HEO level
specifically assigned to the duties of Systems Manager. No fewer than six of
the ten sites carried out their own applications modelling and design, e.g.,
by writing procedures in DBase. Only two of the ten carried out a formal
cost-benefit justification prior to purchase, both of which reviewed the
systems subsequently to confirt-n that the benefits were being achieved. In
all ten sites, the Systems Manager was satisfied that the throughput of the
section had increased as a resuh of computerisation (with no increase in

87
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staff). One site, with twelve nsers, claimed that the new system achieved a
staffing reduction of 1 AP, 1 HEO, 1 EO and 1 CA.

The majority of systems were installed on foot of pressure fi’om the
AP/PO in the section (six sites). Two arose from staff interest generally
and two as a direct resuh of Ministerial request. The principal reasons
quoted by the Systems Managers for the introduction of the systems were,
in order of importance: (1) to improve the quality of information in the
section; (2) to modernise office procedures; (3) to cope with an increasing
volume of work; (4) to increase the productivity of the section.

AJnlost every site made some enhancenlents to the systenl, whelher in

terms of hardware, software or both, since it was first introdnced. Seven of
the sites positively intend to make further enhancements. These are good
indicators of the perceived ttsefulness of the core systems. The average
period spent using the system was ten months. Given that the average age
of the systems tinder review was eighteen nlonths, this figure (10 nlondas)
is indicative of the expansion of the user-base in a relatively short span of
time.

The work profile for the sample was as follows:

Grade % Daily Work Number Of Hours
On Computer Per Day At The Screen

AP & HEO 30 2.0

EO 31 2.1

CO 37 2.3

Cek 39 2.9

C2\ (typist) 86 6.2

These statistics would suggest that the computer systems are central to
the work of the sections concerned. Even where staff were not actually
working at the screen, they were likely engaged on work which was in some
way related to the system.

U~m" Attitudes
The attitude of the users was positive. Ninety-one pet" cent stated that

they welcomed the introduction of the computer (98 pet" cent
admin/exec, 85 pet- cent clerical). Ninety-four pet" cent stated that the),
would not go back to the old manual ways of carrying out the work of the
section (100 pet" cent admin/exec, 89 per cent clerical). Ninety-four per
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cent of tile sample gave a nett positive evaluation of the microcomputer in
the office (Options: makes most office work easier, are excellent office aids
with considerable potential, are vet’), useful in the office but are a little
oveF-rated).

Eighty per cent of the sample stated that they had little or no difficulty
in adapting their daily work routine to the compttter when it was first
introduced. No subject experienced "a lot of difficult),". The clerical group
experienced slightly fewer difficulties, possibly reflecting the more routine
nature of their duties. Almost three-quarters of tile sample constdt their

colleagues before nsing a manual.
Thirty-five pet" cent of the sample Felt the), perceived an improvement,

slight to noticeable, in the quality of communication between the staff" in
the office as a result of the new system, though a sizeahle 59 pet" cent saw
no change. While an assessment of throughpt(t can be somewhat
subjective, at least 60 per cent of each group of users (admin/exec and
clerical) considered that the system had increased the vohtme of work being
handled in the section. This finding supports tile views of the System

Managers in this regard. While a measurement of qnalitative factors can be
even more subjective, over 80 per cent considered that the system had
improved the quality of the work in the section, with half the sample rating

the improvement as noticeable. Amongst the admin/exec group, over 90
per cent of those who gave a neutral or negative response to the "volume"
qttestion gave a positive reply to the "quality" question.

On tile whole, tile survey revealed a positive attitude amongst staff in
both the clerical and the admin/exec groups towards compttterised office
systems. The new technology does not :.tppear to be causing any significant
problems for the user. The percentage of work/time based on the
computer (30 pet" cent-40 pet" cent) shows a meaningful degree of
utilisation. Tile expected productivity gains appear to have been realised.
Consultation with users before introducing the system was not always
adeqttate; greater consuhation would, in the opinion of users, have led to
the more effective implementation of the system. Staff perceived nett
positive gains in throughput and quailW of work in the section. Training
was inadequate in a large number of cases and appears to have been
ascribed a low priority by management. Users expressed a pronounced
desire for more training, prefet~ably spread over time so that new lessons

could be digested in tile context of practice and experience. Screen-related
health factors, particularly c),e-strain, attracted comment. The survey
findings suggest that this issue ma), require further attention. Some typis~
did not appear to be adhering to the VDU-user guidelines. The technical
improvemen~ which users most wanted to see introdttced concerned the
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overall response rate of the system; this suggested a need for the
technology to more successfully accommodate a range of human work
rates.

Changing Perception Of 77~e User
The status of the civil service user has changed down the years. In the

1970s, he was remote from the centres where systems were designed and
data processed; he had little contact, if an),, with the experts, received
output on monotonous reams of green-striped print-out, and had great
difficulty securing timely enhancements to the system. He did not
understand the technical problems faced by the IT specialists, while the
latter were slow to build their procedures around the business needs of the
former. The working relationship between the two sides was frequently
strained. The situation was not helped by the fact that the IT specialist was
trained in technical matters, not in inter-personal communication,
consultation and the creation of shared, negotiated solutions.

The 1980s saw a definite improvement. PC technology provided local,
controllable, observable computing and thereby gave the user a sense of
ownership. The IT specialist in turn, primarily as a result of strategic IT
planning exercises, began to think more in terms of the user’s business
requirements than in terms of the technology which could address those
requirements. The shift in attitude in both communities improved
comnamlication. The increased size of the user community, as well as the
user’s improved technical knowledge and mastery of computing concepts,
won greater respect from the IT specialists and made it more difficuh for
the latter to fudge their responsibilities.

The user community of the 1990s will show an increasing maturity
which should benefit government computing. While the line of
demarcation between "user" and "specialist" may be less starkly drawn than
hitherto, with the former acquiring greater technical autonomy through
the mastery of packages of increasing sophistication, there will, none the
less, remain a clear distinction between the specialist who studies and
determines the technical solutions for the organisation as a whole, and the
user (or manager) whose task is primarily the application (or evaluation)
of such sohttions.

IndustT~al Climate
The two wider factors influencing the general acceptance of IT are staff

attitudes and management perception of how new technology should best
he introduced. On the whole, staff side interests do not appear to have
sought much formal communication to date with management on the
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introduction and role of new tecbnology. The most significant agreements
at General Cotincil (tinder the scheme for conciliation and arbitration) in
recent years related to the introduction of a Word Processing Allowance

and a set of guidelines for the safe use of VDUs (concession of the former,
worth IR£8.56 per week for CA(typists) on word processing duties, was
premature). The attitude of the staff itnmediately affected by the
introduction of new technology is, by and large, fairly positive, and there
appears to be acceptance of tlae general thesis that office information
systems confer many advantages if properly designed and implemented.
Managers reported that staff were mainly concerned with the effectiveness

of the new systems and their usability rather than with wider issues such as
the effect of IT on job content, statring levels, reporting arrangements, etc.
Since job satisfaction was perceived to have increased in many instances
with the introduction of computerised support systems, managers have an
increased confidence in new technology. The agreement of a formal
protocol with local staff representatives for the introduction of new
technology does not appear to have been considered necessary in any
department. In many instances, there has been as much "pull" to receive a
system as "push" to instan one. There are even instances where staff became
annoyed that approval for a compttter system was not granted sooner.

On the experience to date, it wonld seem that the industrial relations
climate for the increased use of IT in the civil service is encouraging.
Other factors need to be taken into account though, the principal one
being the negligible rate of promotion in the lower, mainly clerical, grades
during the 1980s. However, a nnmber of special pay agreements in recent
years have included recognition of new technology and the need to co-
operate with its introduction.

A4anagernent Perception of FI" Effectiveness

Management perception of the encroachment of IT is also an
important determinant of user attitudes generally. When asked if the),
thought office automation would alter the structure of civil service
organisation, only .5 per cent of mainstream managers believed that it
would not, 38 per cent believed it would affect structures to a small extent,
mostly in the clerical area, while a significant 57 per cent believed office
atttomation would, at minimum, affect most organisational structures
within a department to a moderate degree (This compared with 71 per
cent for IT managers). So, on the whole, managers perceive IT as having a
potentially pervasive influence on the organisation.

Managers’ perception of the factors bearing on the overall effectiveness
of an office computer system was surveyed. The purpose of the question was
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tO meastlre how well l’laainstrer~lm i’t]anagers, as actual or potential users,

understood the practical considerations which determine whether an office
compnter system would perfm’m successfnlly. Their top ten factors, from a
range of twenty-one, is given in Table 6.1. The Table also shows (in
parentheses), for" the sake of comparison, the corresponding priority
ranking by IT managers of the same factors.

Table 6. I : Managers’ PercqJtion of the FactoP+ Be.dng on the Overall Effectiveness of an Office
Computer Systmn

I¢anking lVeighting
Faaor

I (t) 25.8%

2 (4) 15.1%

3 (9) I 1.0%

4 (10) 10.0%

5 (2) 8.0%

6 (-) 7.9%

7 (5) 6.7%

8 (-) 6.4%

9 (6) 5.3%

10 (3) .%8%

A high standard of user friendliness throughout

the system;

One’s own scrcen/VDU;

A wide variety of applicatlon packages;

The capacity to enhance the s)’stem casily, e.g.,

to add on extl.7 disk capacity, to upgz.Tde the

operating system;

A good advisor),/support service within the

organisation;

The ability to store files without rc~,qwd to the

storage capacity of the system;

The facility io use the same data easily on

different packages;

Fast and clear printed output;

An officer who is good as Systems Manager;

A comprehensive "help" facilit)’.

There was cleat" agreement in both groups as to the high priority of
user friendliness. Not surprisingly, the survey revealed that the
administrative group ascribed too much impot3ance to purely technical
considerations. Their fourth ranking factor was .too highly.placed, while
the sixth factor has very little.b’earing on the overall effectiveness of today’s
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office systems. Tile high importance assigned to having one’s own
screen/VDU is worth noting. Providers of technical services often
underestimate the inaportance to the I.isel" of resoorces which seem to cater
more to convenience and comfort than technical utilit),. Immediate access
to a screen is perceived by management as being significant if tbe user is to
successfully integrate the facilities of the computer into Iris daily routfile.
The importance to tim administrative group of fast and clear printed
output is also worth noting. Until such time as tim user base is so large that
the need for printed output is sharply reduced, the importance of timely
and well produced hard copy should not be unclerestinaated. It can even be
argued that tbe paperless office implied by the widespread use of
electronic mail is something of a myth since new technologT, by increasing
the amount of inlbrmation readily available, will automatically increase the
nunlbel" of original documents fl’om which copies can be made.

The survey also revealed that managers, as potential users, were
somewhat lacking in confidence when discussing computer-related topics.
Twice as many (39 per cent) feel "below average" as feel "al)ove average"
(19 per cent) when asked to rank their knowledge and understanding of
computers against that of other managers in tim department. This would
suggest that the new technology is still somewhat intimidating for many.

Tbe potential usefuhaess of office systems to managers was also assessed
by reference to the longevity of the files consulted during the normal
execution of their duties. The statistics revealed that 40 pet" cent of all files
in the sampled group, fi’om AP to Asst Sec., were one year old or less. Tiffs
jumped to 57 per cent for files which were two ),ears old or less. The
statistics clearly indicated tllat certain individual managers could adapt a
computer facility to the main body of their work within a relatively short
time. Half tim files of almost half of the sample were one year old or less.
Eighty per cent of the files of over one-third of the sample were two years
old or less. It can be concluded that Ihe textual age of inlbrmation
currently recorded by management will not of itself constitute an
impediment to the greater use of IT at that level. This is certainly true of
the AP grade where over 90 per cent of the files in common usage were
two years old or less in almost 40 per cent oftbe cases.

S~z ?n?l/a ;*’y

The user is more knowledgeable and more pervasive than ever betbre.
Communications with the IT sl)ecialist have improved and a more concrete
and consistent contribution is expected from both parties. User attitudes
to new technology are broadly positive and there appears to be acceptance
of the general thesis that office information systems confer many
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advantages if properly designed and implemented. Statistics would suggest
that multi-user systems are achieving the expected improvements ill quality
and prodnctivity. Civil service nsers do not appear to have experienced any
significant difficulties in adapting to new technology or in applying it to
proper effect. Managers as users accept the potential of IT to shape the
organisation and have a perception of office technology which is not
significantly at variance with that of IT specialists.
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(c) The continually increasing user-base. The number of VDUs in tile
service increased at an average rate of 36 per cent pet" annum
between 1980 and 1988. "File numl)er of users has been increasing at
least as quickly. Estimates would suggest that at least 3 civil servants in
10 are usi~ga computer for some or all or their work; every user has a
need for IT support and training, however modest.

(d) The continually changing nature of computer technologies. As
ftH+lher technical and other" adval’lces are tllade, ilaformation

technology presents new issues lot both IT and non-IT managers.
Often progress cannol be tnade, or tile status quo maintained,
without many of the newer-type issues being addressed. As IT makes
an increasing impact above the purely operational level, there is a
greater need for management to address tile issues involved.

There is also a relationship between some of the above thctors:

(i) Staff turnover (factor (a)) is related to some extent to the type of
technologT in use (factor (d)). If IT staff are concerned that their skills
are falling behind the industrial norm, they are more likely to seek
ahernative employment. Research data shows that some 40 per cent of
APs in the IT area felt their DP skills were being eroded by advances in
technology, the majority of whom were keen to get into an area which
would increase their skills. Thus there is an increasing need for IT
managers to manage the acquisition and developmenl of skills by IT
staff.

(ii) Increasing dependence upon technology (factor (b))increases the
range and quality of tile support and training needed by end-users
(facto," (c)).
IT training programmes in the civil service in tile late 1980s did not

adequately address the full spectrum of IT-related training needs. The
approach to IT training was largely unplanned, giving rise to a less than
salisfactory inalch between emerging needs and available training. Tllis
situation was exacerbated by a general lack of awareness of training
req Hire men is.

The numbers eligible lbr IT training at that time was sizeable. There
were some 650 IT staff in tile grades CO-PO each of wlaom received IT

training to varying degrees in line with their changing skills requirements.
In addition, if we assume a ratio of users to VDUs of 2:1, there were some

8,000 end-users across the service, each of whom had training and support
needs of otae kind or another. On top of these two categories, there was a
marked training requirement amongst non-IT management. Their needs
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were not strictly teclmical but related more to the general capabilities of
new technology and the impact it had on information management and
office administration. If even 3 per cent~t per cent of all managers required
training in this area, the numbers involved would be quite large.

Tables 7.1 and 7.2 set out details of the sources, internal or external, of
IT training across deparunents in 1989. V~qaile Departments had varying
experiences with external training, fi’om poor to excellent, the market did
appear to provide the range of IT-related training required, though
programming training was often of mediocre qualit), ancl non-technical
training for managers virtually non-existent.

Table 7. I : The Prmdsion of IT Training A cross all Departments (I 989)

Systems Analysis:

Prog~tmming:

Methodologies (*) :

Ad~.’anced technical tl~ining (**):

User (main fl~mlC):

User (PC):
Non-IT management:

Mostly external

Mix of internal :lIld CXlCt’nzlJ

Extcl’ll~ll

Ahnost all external

hltcrn;d

Mostly CXLCrnal and CFI’S (to nnid-1989)

CS’I’C (partly); riot a~’ailablc cxtcn’nally.

* S}*stclns devch~l)ment and i)roject nlanagcmcnt
** Tclccotnmullicati~ t~s, ’ C, , ~    b s.c, pr~totvping

Tablc 7.2: 7"lie Inte+~ud ProvL~’ion of Progwammiug and Systems A nalysLv 7"mining in the Civil ~Ke~Jice

(1989)

Neither" Prog~’a m miug ,h),stems Both

o.ly A..lvsis o.ly

XCITS

RCV~IIIIC

Social Wclfarc

C~qO

I+~+d IIC~IlJoll

t", I c t Scl+Vit u

Justice

Agriculturc

I)efcnce
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Despite its weaknesses, the quality of IT training in the 1980s appears
to have met the necessary standard. The core of computing business was
still concerned with programming and systems analysis. Strength in these
traditional skills had been buih up in the 1970s and carried over into the
1980s despite the high staff turnover rate. The IT selection procedure,
which periodically trawled the civil service for the right people, was still
securing well motiwlted individnals with both the initiative and the
enthusiasnl for the job. Deficiencies in the formal training process did not
translate into learning deadlocks. Experienced managers and the more
highly trained personnel were able to provide a good standard of on-the-
job training. In addition, IT staff were themselves pursuing further IT
educational courses after-hours. Table 7.3 gives details of the educational
background of ser~fng IT staff. It can be seen that the acquisition of skills
in their own time by 40 pet" cent of all IT staff has been a valuable
contribution to the maintenance of an adequate skills base in the service.

"Fable 7.3: Some Statistics Regrlrding the kMucational Level of 17"Staff in the Civil Serm’ce

A not insignificant proportion (9 pet cent) have a Computer Science degree;

27 per cent h;we a third level degree of some description. A further 24 per cent have a

computer-related certificate or diploma;

A sizeable pel-CCluage (60 per cent) had Iwo or inore science subjects in their Leaving

Certificate (maths/physics/chclnisto,/biolo~,/fiotany/maths-physics) ;

Up to end-1986, TCO was far and a~:ly the dominant institution for officers pursuing
after-hours study;

67 per cent of all after-hours courses pursued were of ~ years du~uion;

40 per cent of all IT staff have undertaken after-hours stud}’ to increase �heir IT skills.

This proportion is evenly spread across grades CO-PO;

The percentage of work tfine devoted annually to attendance at official training

courses in each grade during the first half of the 1980s:
PO AP HEO EO SO CO    Total

1.7% I. 1% 2.7% 3.6% 3.5% 3.8%    3.2%
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These three factors - traditional strength, on-the-iob learning, and
after-hours study - helped to smooth over the difficulties encountered.

Furthermore, some of the shortcomings identified were of relatively recent
origin. For example, deficiencies in end-user training could not be
expected to manifest immediately. Some of the more advanced skills would
only be needed as the IT environment made the transition from the
primarily operational uses of IT to the more integrated, administrative

uses. Therefore, the lack of database skills, for example, could not be
expected to be a cause of concern until the need for databases was itself
recognised as a matter of concern by (non-IT) management.

Having put this matter in perspective, it can now be said that, of the six
categories of training - programming, systems analysis, advanced technical,
user, IT management, non-IT management- all but one (non-IT
management) required further enhancement before it could be
considered fully adequate for the apparent needs of the civil service in the
years ahead. (The Civil Ser~,ice Training Centre, in conjtmction with CITS,
designed a non-IT management development programme in 1990/91 to
address this weakness.)

This study found evidence of confusion as to what training is needed
and by whom. CITS itself recognised this and established an
interdepartmental working group in late 1989 to examine the issues in
detail and formulate proposals. Arising from the working group’s
recommendations, a detailed policy package was circulated in 1991
requiring, inter alia, the creation of an IT training plan for each
departnaent. The package emphasized the need for co-ordinated training
in each category, clear objectives, feedback from staff, integration with
career planning, secure resources, and the need to monitor results in each

target group.

17" Education as a Process
There is an ttnderstandable tendency, especially anaongst non-IT

managers, to view IT training as a once-off event. It arises from the
mistaken notion that the introduction and use of new technology is a
purely mechanical activity based largely on the application of techniques to
problems. It fails to take cognizance of the range and variety of the

problems to be solved, the changing nature of the technology, the
importance of interpersonal communication, the variety and mutability of
business needs, and the criteria to apply in determining what should count
as the correct solution in any instance. Formal u’aining is a component in
the overall education process. The tacit dimension cannot be ignored,
comprising on-the-job training and induction, experience with specific
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technologies, quality of supervision, individual development history and
fnture profile, as well as personal goals and expectations. This will hold,
not just for technical specialists, but for the end-user as well. The latter’s
needs, being less specific, may be harder to identify in practice but, once
known, should not be unduly difficult to satisfy.

Manpower Planning and Staff Recruitment
The civil service as a whole does not operate a formal manpower

planning model or scheme. Its overall staffing levels are strongly
determined by political factors. Recruitment policy is set in the main by
periodic Government pronouncements and the Budget. In addition, the
assignment of staff who have been recruited is often purely random.
Career management in any strict sense does not exist. (In fact, at least one
middle-sized department does not even keep a formal record of staff
assignments.) Staff with particular talents or aptitudes are not identified,
nor are they assigned to a career path likely to optimise their potential.
While it is not without its merits, the practice of allowing career
progression to develop in response to random influences has the effect of
ignoring, or even burying, a lot of good talent. Frequent staff transfers
within the general service mean that accumulated experience and
expertise in particular areas are periodically drained off, with replacement

staff having to acquire a competence fi’om scratch.
Tile IT area is probably unique within the civil service in that

individual officers with a particular talent or aptitude are actively sought
out and reassigned to an areal where their skills are jealously protected.
However, other than in tile sense that it endeavours to match existing skills
with imminenl applications development work, the IT area does not
operate a formal manpower planning policy. While there are probably a
few exceptions, skills levels are not monitored; there appears to be no
inventory of prevailing levels of experience and expertise; turnover
profiles are not clearly projected, nor is a close link maintained between
the demand to fill vacancies or build up particular skills and the machinery
for recruiting the necessary staff. Delays between approval to fill a post and
the eventual recruitment of a suitable officer are common and can run
into several ITIOrlths.

Bhtrring of IT Job Boundaries
Changes in technology have meant that the range of technical skills

required in any large installation has increased, as has the range of
applications in need of maintenance and development. Also, the need for
non-technical skills has become more pronounced. As IT becomes more
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pervasive, comptlter staff are expected to interact nlore with adnlillislrative

and business staff, to speak their language, and to possess, in some
instances, no small measure of interpersonal skills. On top of this, the
traditional roles of tile programnler and systems analyst are changing and
distinctions between their respective functions are bhtrring. It no longer
makes sense, in fourth generation, prototyping and common applications
envil’onments, to have analysts who baulk at programming or progranm~ers
who have no competence in analysis. The more systematic managclnCilt of
staff afforded by a relevant manpower policy would enable available
resources to bc deployed more effectively in a changing environment.

Tile introduction of suital)le project management and systems
development methodologies in some large IT centres is a positive step and
one which goes some way toward addressing the queslions raised above. As
mentioned elsewhere, tile rise of" conll]]on standards across departments is
also vet-), desirable.

Manpower policy must address tile three main stages in the staffing
cycle - recruimlent, deployment and development.

Stage One - Staff lCecruitment
The numl)er of people with a heahhy aptitude for IT work is relatively

low. This implies that the service should strive to recruit staff fi’om as wide
a pool as possible. At present, both the AP/Scnior Systems Analyst and
HEO/Systems Analyst competitions are open to staff on scales with
equivalent maxima, i.e., a wide range of grades. This ensures optimum
participation. However, due to union pressure, EOs are not eligible to
compete in the EO/Junior Analyst competition and, prior to 1990, tile
CO~Programmer competition was not Ol)en to grades other than CO or
CA. This needlessly excluded othcrwise suitable categories of staff. (The
opening of the latter coml)elition to all equivalent grades in 1990 was a
useful step forward.) It is important that access to the IT area be made as
wide as possible, particularly after a decade when levels of reeruiunent to
the civil service generally were abysmally low and the pool of suitable
candidates correspondingly reduced.

In order to keep its options open, it is recommended Ihat IT
inanagelllent i~iot restrict itself to recrttitment fronl panels. ]ntel’nal

promotion and redeployment are often tenable options and provide
greater flexibility. It also helps managenlent if staff are retained who are
ah’eady familiar with existing systems, standards, methodologies and
practices within tile organisation. Internal promotion also ensures that key
performers are rewarded. This can be an important means of addressing
local unrest, especially at a time when staff advancement is slow. The
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Staff found to be unsuitable, whether through a formal assessment
programme or otherwise, should be immediately redeployed out of the IT
area. This is in the best interests of both the organisation and the
indMdual concerned. There ]lave been many instances in the past where
managenlent lacked the resolve to do this or where staffing arrangements
were too rigid to facilitate sideways redeployment.

Stage 71vo - Staff Deployment
The second stage in tile education cycle is deploymenc The objectives

ofa (leployment policy should be:

(a) To ensure that all work areas have staff who are capable of doing
tile task on hand;

(b) To provide satisfactory covet" for all areas in the event of staff losses
anti other emergencies;

(c) To develop skills and improve the motivation of staff.

While these objectives are conlplementary ill the mediunl to long
term, tile}, can conlpete in the short term and in relation to individual
assignnlents. Ill fact it can be argued that tile), will only become
complenlentary if an effective deployment policy is implemented and
constantly monitored. Such a policy would need to take full account of tile
|ollowing Eactors:

(a) A continuing high rate of staff turnover. Work schedules should be
drawn up on the basis that a certain percentage of staff are going to

be lost in any year. It is unrealistic to ttndertake new projects based
on staffing complements and skill levels currently prevailing.

(b) The high proportion of staff devoted to maintenance work. While
it is inevital)le that this should continue, it may be wastefnl of
resources to permanently deploy skilled individuals on
maintenance alone. There exists potential in some areas for re-
calling staff from development work and assigning them
temporarily to tile task of carrying out enhancements and
modifications to older systems. This dual utilisation of staff could
enhance productivity in some areas and improve staff morale. Such
an approach probably necessitates the effective use of a proven
project management metlaodology.
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(c) The tendency to assign the best stuff to key areas and leave them
there. This understandable practice has the drawback that mobility
within the organisation is curtailed and the benefits which can be

derived fi’om bringing the most skilled and experienced staff into
contact with newer recruits is much reduced. The morale of the
better staff is also blunted by tiffs practice. Tim tendency could also
be eotmteraeted to some degree by redeploying the managers
themselves.

(d) The need to distinguish between the four main categories of staff
in the context of a deployment policy:°

- the weak performers (who are likely to remain so);

- those who are capable of being developed;

- those who are unsuited to IT work;

- those who are suited only to certain types of IT work.

A positive deployment policy must be capable of identi~’ing which
category applies and, having accepted the realit); using the staff concerned
to best effect.

In the light of these considerations, a deployment policy should
endeavour to rotate staff on a regttlar planned basis, over and above
whatever changes may be necessary as a result of slaff departures. This will
help distribute skills evenly across the organisation and allow the
development of replacements for key personnel. Care would need to be
taken to ensure that the cuhivation of high-level skills in key areas is not
disturbed by this approach. There should also be recommended periods of
assignment to each work area and commitments to staff in this regard,
wherever possible. Assignment procedures would need to be established to

ensul-e that rotation takes place. An annual review by management down
to AP level would assist in this process. Some kind of cenu’al moniloring of
skills, assignments, and turnover would be necessary to support a
deployment policy along these lines.

Stage Three - Staff Dc,~mlopment
The third phase in the overall education cycle concerns career

development. A nulnber of [~mtors have a direct bearing on how precisely
any individual member of staff is to be developed: current work priorities
and profiles, staff turnover, individual performance level, experience in
existing areas of work, time available to release staff for [brmal t,’aining,
staff morale, formal staff appraisals, etc. A realistic approach must
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recognise that corporate needs will always be in competition to some 
degree with individual needs and that the former must take precedence. 

Staff development ought to be based on the continuous growth of the 
individual; it is important that relevant skills acquired at an earlier stage 
are not allowed to atrophy. Management will need to be aware of all the 
elements which contribute to this process: formal training, on-the-:job 
training, in-house coaching and super vision, workshops, seminars, 
learning groups, the circulation of technical and policy papers, etc. 

On-thef ob Training 
On-the-:job training should also be planned. The more experienced 

officers should be encouraged to raise the expertise of their less skilled 
colleagues. The extent to which this is taking place should be monitored. 
This would help to identify potential trouble spots and reassure staff that 
management are aware of their needs. This brings into question the 
aptitude and ability of APs and POs themselves in managing the skills of 
their staff. Having grown up in a broadly technical, project-driven 
environment, few will have had much experience in dealing with person
related problems. Being more object-oriented than issue-oriented in their 
thinking, the niceties of staff relations may not be receiving the necessary 
attention. We have already noted (see Table 7.3 above) that APs receive 
significantly less formal training than any other IT grade. It  is 
recommended that APs receive more formal training in non-technical 
areas such as staff management, interviewing, leadership, inter-personal 
and presentation skills. This is consistent with the now accepted view in 
many quarters that people are the key resource in the industry, and not 
hardware, software or whatever. The staff development regime at all levels 
should reflect this. 

Development Paths 
In addition to "upward" directed training, thought needs to be given to 

"outward" directed training. Where is the officer likely to work next within 
the organisation? What additional skills will he or she need to perform 
satisfactorily in that area? These skills may not be easy to acq�ire before 
transfer since, to be fully effective, the officer would need to apply them 
immediately. This raises the question as to whether there is a preferred 
deploy ment route within the larger DP centres, that is a series of 
assignments which complement one another and add progress1vely to an 
officer's skills in an effective and orderly way? Perhaps a few such routes 
exist. If these were identified and a route assigned to each member of staff, 
individual training schedules would be easier to chart. 
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Summary 
This chapuc:r idenlified lhc key facwrs bearing on lhe effective use of 

serving slaff, the rccruiuncnl and development of suilable replacemenlS, 
and the general environmenl in which manpower policies are expected Lo 
flourish. While IT lraining has not been well coordinated, standards have 
been maintained. This cannol expect lo hold however as IT expands. 
Three facLOrs - traditional strength, on-the:iob learning, and after-hours 
study - have helped LO smooth over difficulties encountered. There is an 
increasing need for high level technical training, more systematic user 
training, and targeted lraining for managers whose work impinges on the 
IT area. Management will need lO recognise lhat IT training is not a once
off event, bm a process which occurs gradually over time. The lack of a 
manpower planning ethos generally in the civil service hampers the 
cultivation of beu.cr practices in the IT area. As technology changes, the 
dislinction between particular IT functions will become less pronounced, 
with staff requiring a broader range of skills to be effective. Standard 
environments, tools and methodologies will help optimise staff 
productivity and mobility. 

Manpower policy must address the three main stages in the staffing 
cycle - recruitment, deployment and development. Management should 
endeavour to recruit from as wide a pool as possible and to employ 
selection procedures which ensure that, in addition to having the 
necessary aptitude for IT work, staff possess the necessar y personal 
attributes and motivation for a career in IT. Unsuitable staff should be 
redeployed to an appropriate non-IT area without delay. Deployment 
arrangements should take a range of factors into account, renecting the 
individuality of each officer, and rotate staff on a regular planned basis 
wherever possible. Staff development policy should address the career of 
each officer, and not merely the demands of projects arising. Wherever 
possible, suitable career development paths across the IT area should be 
identified. 



Chapter 8 

RJ:.VJEW AND CONCLUSIONS 

Good infonnation is needed, not simply in the formulat ion and 
implementation of government policies, but in assessing their level of 
success; the value of new technology in the civil service c,1nnot be 
measured solely in terms of the benefits immediately accruing to each 
individual department. The machinerr of government, and how it assists, 
monitors and regulates the economy, is heavily dependent. upon the timely 
availability of accurate and relevant infon11ation, as well as the ability to use 
it effectively. The long-term success of IT wil\ depend, not only on the 
allitude to the new technology, but on the greater availability of 
information /Jer se. This pertains equall)' to infonnadon transfers between 
sections or divisions within a department, between departments, or to 
interested groups or individuals in lhe public or privalc sccwrs (subject lO 
the provisions of the Dala Protection Act). As has oflen been stated, more 
information is of linle use if it is not properl)' disseminated. The attitude of 
civil service managers to the infonrnuion the)' "possess" must continue to 
improve if the integrated benefits of IT arc to be felt. 

Progress with Comfmterisalion 
!)rogress with computerisation in the public service has been mixed 

and, on the whole, rather slow u1nil the earl)' 1980s. The availability of 
good quality microcompttLers in recent rears has helped considerably to 
stimulate interest in information technology among civil servants. 
Computerised suppon which would not otherwise have been attainable 
has been introduced in a wide variety of areas. Individual initiative has 
been conspicuouslr reinforced by the flexible, economic, reliable and self
contained nature of microtechnology. \Vhile mainframe and 
minicomputer-based solutions required investment, commitment and 
planning across a fairly wide front, microcomputers enabled individual 
managers to proceed independently, accepting full rcsponsibilit)' for the 
success or failure of a particular system. The greater availability or good 
quality packaged sofrware has passed autonomy and greater competence to 
the end-user, freeing him for the most part from his traditional sense of 
dependency on 1.he technical experts. 
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Phasez" of Growth a’nd Change
There have been several identifiable phases in the growth of civil

service computing:

1 1960-1968: Becoming Aware of New Technology’
During this period departments were learning about the scope and

nature of new technolog),. Awareness of its practical utility was low and few
general managers would have regarded l)P :is anything more than a
quantitative advance upon the earlier electro-mechanlcal devices for
processing large volumes of data. Only a few departments - Revenue,
Finance, Lands, CSO, Defence - showed any real interest in computing as
a means of solving practical administrative problems. Revenue were
conspicuous in this regard. The Interdepartmental ADP Committee faded
fi’om view, while the ADP unit in Finance became the main focus for cMI
service computing initiat.ives. It was clear from the mid-1960s that Revenue
would proceed independently. There were indications that some of the
larger departments, notably P&T, Social Welfare, Education and
Agriculture, would introduce computing for a significant proportion of
their clerical activities.

11 1969-1972: Devising a Long-Term Strateg’),
It was recognised that departments would be reluctant to depend upon

an outside computer bureau service and that the next phase of growth
wotdd require the creation of a public service hureau. The Foster Report

gave independent confirmation of this proposed strategy. A~side from P&T
and Revenue, no department was considered suflicientl), large to justif)’ its
own mainframe installation, and a strategy along the lines adopted b)’
1,ands and Defence was not thought practicable, l.,ack of local management
support made such a strateg), too risky in any event. Even the CSO, who
surrendered their small leased machine in 1968, did not follow this road. A
centralised strategy was adopted to reduce costs, maximise the utilisation of
resources, and present departments with a convenient service, thereby
overcoming their traditional resistance or indifference to new technologT.

111 1973-1975: The Creation of Operational Centres
The CDPS installation was opened in Kihnainham in 1973. P&T also

opened a centre in Dundrtml in that ),ear. Social Welfare installed two
small computers with a processing link to Kilmainham. Revenue carried
out a mgjor hardware upgrade. The Local Government Computer Services
I?,oard was established in 1975. This period was one of optimism, with plans
that had taken some ),ears to formulate cr),stallising at much the same
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time. It was confidently expected that the public service had at least
sufficient COml)uting resources of its own to comfortably cater for its data
processing needs for the foreseeal)le future.

IV 1976-1979: Recurrent Set-Backs
A number of factors impeded tile realisation of the goals set in the

preceding years. Demand was higher than expected, especially fi’om the
Health Boards. High staff turnover was a continual drain upon CDPS
experience and expertise. A growing percentage of experienced staff were
being absorbed by maintenance as opposed to developmenl work; tile
more original work the centre carried out, the more staff it needed to
maintain the status quo. A policy of increasing CDPS processing power itl
line with, rather than in anticipation of, increasing demand restricted the
normal expansion of the service. On top of this, changes in technology
cast doubt over tile desirability of an off-line batch processing enviromnent
as the best continuing solution to i)ublic service DP needs. The only major
decentralised initiative over this period was in the Meteorological Service.
Several departments which could have introduced a nlinicomputer over
this period failed to do so. Paradoxically, tile existence of CI)PS served to
some extent to dampen interest ill computerisation since departments
were content to feel that responsibility for this lay outsicle their walls.
There was a perceived need to decentralise DP policy formulation, not just
services and development. The job-creation programme in the late 1970s
also deflected attention from automation. The wcahh of available
manpower, especially in tile clerical areas, removed the i)rimary molivation

for resorting to computerised assistance, namely, pl’eSSlll’e of work and
inadeqttate time and resources to meet demanding schedules.

V 1980-1984: Review
A major review of computerisation in the public service was clearly

required. The Review Body was appointed in February, 1980, and reported
in May, 1982. The Government did not respond to its recommendations
until March, 1984. Very little use was made of this lengthy period by
departments to increase their use of information technology. The most
notable initiative over this period was in Social Well’we (Revenue bad I)een
operating indel)endently since tile 1960s and would be little affected by
tile Review Body’s recommendations). The 8 years between 1976, when the
need for a revision in strategy was I)ecoming apparent, and 198,1, when tile
Governlnent finally agreed to the Review Body’s recommendatiolas,
represented an inordinately long period in l)oth administrative and
computing terms.
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VI 1985-1990: Reorganisation and Devoh,ed Responsibility
With each department being required to take full responsibility for its

own IT strategic planning, fi’om formulation to implementation, and tile
remarkable improvement, hoth in performance and cost terms, of office
technology, this period was a very productive one. An ever increasing
number of officers, fi’om tile largest to the smallest departments, were
becoming familiar with and skilled in the use of new technology. Tile
attitude of staff generally was receptive. Continuing restrictions on public
service recrttitment encouraged managers to find new ways of coping with
the steady volume of work. A major recommendation of tile Review Body -
the separation of the executive fimction (CCS) fi’om the advisory and policy
formulating fimction (IMAS) - was turned on its head with the reintegration
of the two bodies in February, 1989. The Computer Control fimction, which
sanctioned all IT-related expenditure, continued to operate independently
of CITS hut with continued close reference to the IT strategic plans
developed by departments, usually in conjunction with CITS. Departments
were becoming more aware that computing facilities were not an optional or
random feature of public administration but an integral element in the
range of considerations which ever), manager must address when tackling
efficiency, effectiveness and performance at tile workplace.

Phases I-Ill above are partially reflected in phases IV-VI. In each cycle
there exists three steps: (re)evaluation of the existing position; formulating
a suitable long-term strategy; implementation of tbat strategy. A closer
examination of developments in the p.vo main computerised departments
(Revenue and Social Welfare), plus developments in Local Government,
may be found in Appendices N, O, and P, respectively.

07ganisational l~ffects
The organisational effects of data processing over the past twenty-five

years have been fairly low key. On tile wi~ole IT has not peoett’ated to the
core of departmental thinking; aside fi’om CDPS and P&T, only Revenue,
Social Welfare, the Meteorological Service and, possibly, the CSO, had
made serious and consistent moves over time to exploit the new
technologT. They are, theretbre, the only parts of the civil service where
comp[~terisation could have resulted in any significant shifts in
management power. All other COiTIptltei- developn]ents have occurred

within an existing local political fi’amework. Tbere is no evidence, outside
of tbe areas mentioned, that computerisation has advanced tile power and
internal influence of one lobb), or group of managers at the expense of
another. Given the nature of microcomputers and the Iocalised,
autonomous manner in which they can be developed and exploited, major
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power shifts within departments in the ),ears immedlalely ahead are
unlikel),. Even the increased prominence of integrated networks is unlikely
to confer significant new privileges on an information or technological
elite in the short term. The increased use of IT in the longer term,
however, will gradually lead to a ntmlber of organisational shifts across
each department and a consequent redistribution of power and influence.
Nevertheless, given the relatively small size of most Irish government
departments and the pervasive nature of Ministerial and political
involvement in tile cla),-to-<la), running of most of them, tile implications of
this redistribution should be mainly to conserve the stztttts quo. It is
unlikely that IT will bring into prominence man), new voices which wotdd
llot otherwise have been hearcl, 11o1" i’enlove nltlch power and innuence
from those who would otherwise have reached positions of authorit)’. Most
changes of this nature will result less fi’om the technology’ pro se and more
fl’om the importance of certain intellectual and personal attributes which
the increased use of IT will accenltJale.

IT has been primaril), a conservative force within government
departmenkg, serving in the main to reinforce the stattts quo. h can even
be argued that in some cases rl" has served to curb administrative reform
by enabling more complex operations along traditional lines to be given
effect. For example, tile tax code cottl¢l never have risen to its existing
pitch of complexit)’ were it not for the reliability of the technologD, which
underpins it.

P~$*~ci[)al Characteristics Over 77me
A more broadly based attempt to cr),stallise tile growing pains of com-

puterisation in the public service over this period, with an identification of
the main characteristics, would break down rotJghl), as follows:

Management-Related
- Tile introdtlction of computer applications primaril)’ to meet pressing

and immediate needs n’ather Ihanl to optilllise performance or to

anticipate I’tlture neecls;

The persistent belief that compttterisation only improves tile efficiency
of certain parts of the administrative process, without necessitating a
fundamental revision of that process;

A reluctance among man), senior and middle managers to regard
computer technolo~, as an integral part of the public administrator’s
arnlotll’y;
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Growing evidence that greater top-level management support was
essential if a computer system was (a) to get off the gronnd and (b)
develop to its full potential;

A superficial understanding by general managers and users of the time-
consuming and labour intensive nature of many technical problems,
including "minor" ones, in the DP area, which often led to impatience,
fi-usu’ation and loss ofconfidence in DP generally;

A tendency by managers, both general and IT, to underestimate the
amount of dedication and hard work required to implement and
maintain a StlCCessful computer systenl and to overestimate tile vo]unle

and throughput that can realistically be expected;

- A certain lack of communication between management in the main DP
centres.

Organisationab/Structural
- The difficulty of co-ordinating developments fi’om the central

departments or developing an overall strategy due to the semi-
autonomous nature of departmental functions;

The difficulties a centralised service has in responding flexibly and in
good time to the wide diversity of needs of a large and dispersed user
base;

The constraints imposed on long-term planning by an annual budgetary
cycle. (The introduction of %year administrative budgeting in 1990/91
signals a significant departure fi’om tile traditional approach.)

Ste(f/SkilL~" Related
A debilitating loss of skilled stall.

"File high proportion of experienced staff required to maifitain existing
systems;

- Delays in filling DP vacancies and (unavoidable) delays in training in
new iecr tli ks;

- Tile absence of a more appropriate grading structure for DP staff (The
Review Body did not recommend that this be changed in view of the
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more decentralisecl nature of COml)uting in the 1980s and 1990s and
tile more pronlincnt IT role to I)e pla)’ed b)’ gcncral managers);

- A relttctance in some areas to eml)loy outside skills (consultants,
contract staff).

Political

A lack of appreciation by elected representatives of their role in
i)romoting IT and accelerating its co-orclinatcd disl)crsion throttghout
the public service; this factor is rellected in the low political status
accorded to the Devlin Report, which inchlded an IT dimension;

Difficulties and delays in securing important decisions, even at
Government level.

Thcse should certainly not be construed as a conl[)endium of faults -
which the), are not - but regarded, rather, as a catalogue of the growing
pains of a large and complex organisation as it strives to evolve new ways of
handling information and come to terms with a rapidly changing
environment. An analysis of IT in other public service su-ttcturcs in Europe
and America over the same period is unlikely, given the evidence currently
availal)le, to be significantly (lissimilar. The characleristics are most evident
in phases I-V detailed above. Phase VI, "reorganisation and devolved
responsibility", which conlnlences around 1984/5, witnessed a changing
attitude to IT and an upswing in management awareness. For the I]rsl time
non-IT management were taking a serious look at new technolob~,. Also, the
technologT itself underwent a major transformation. The microcompttter
revolution presented a range of technical ahcrnatives which were more
congenial to a civil service environment. The shift awa), fi’om mainfi’ame-
and nlini-based technologies made it very much easier for managers to
control all elements of the IT solution at a local level. Costs were
significantl), lower. The 1980s also saw a marked reversal in civil service
staffing policy, with a nett drop of 15-20 per cent over a period when IT
staMng increased by some 37 per cent. The Review Body played a valuable
role in recommending structures for promoting the more effective use of IT.
The 1980s also saw an increase in Ministerial awareness, nlanifesting
principall), in the White Paper on the Public Service. This improved attitude
led to a very significant increase in the investment in IT and a heightened
expectation of the benefits that shotdd accrue. Government business had
become significandy more dependent on IT, with investment in the 5 years
to 1990 I)cing 2.4 times greater in real terms than in the same period to
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1980. An indication of the strides made during the 1980s is the fact that the
h’ish civil service was among the first in Europe to introduce an inter-
departnaental electronic mail and document transfer facility (end-1989).

O~ttlook f)r the 1990s
The 1980s ushered in a marked upturn in the fortunes of 1T in the civil

service. ~,,~,qaat can be expected for the 1990s? The survey of management
(late 1986) referred to earlier found that most of the improvements

suggested by managers, both general and I’1. have since been introduced
or are being developed, viz. the establisllmcnt of a dedicated IT Support
Unit in each Department; a tiered programme of IT courses for all general
service managers; greater empbasis on end-user computing; more
competitive levels of remuneration for DP staff; greater investment in
computer hardware; and the setting up of an inter-departmental IT
committee to monitor and co-ordinate the introduction and use of new

tecbnolog), across the civil service.
What changes will characterise the 1990s? Given progress to date and

current trends in the IT industry, one could expect developments along
the following lines:

01ganisational
A continttation of the trend towards the devolution of responsibility for
all IT services to individual departments. This will almost certainly lead
to changes in services and the level of specialisation within CITS (For
example, the bureau service provided by CITS is being phased out and
is scheduled to shut down completely by end-1993);

The traditional organisation of departmental activities along fnnctional
lines will gradually cede ground to more elastic organisational
arrangements. More functions will be mixed than hitherto, with
geographical considerations playing a lesser role in tbe deployment of
general administrative staff;

- There will be a blurring ofjol) boundaries and definitions in many
areas, with fewer layers in the reporting hierarchy;

- Improved co-operation and communication across public sector
agencies on the use of IT and the improvement of services;

Growing pressure from the central departments for direct access to the
databases of line departments and even state agencies, leading to
possible conflicts in relation to control and regulation;
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Decentralisation is facilitated by IT telecommtmications which contain
costs while supporting timely cotnmunication. The 1990s will more
than likely see a continuation of the trend towards decentralisation in
the late 1980s.

System.~" and l~(ormation
- Subject to the necessary safeguards, greater lateral integration of

existing systems to improve the availability and value of information
(The proposal to introcluce a National Identifier, announced by the

Governn]ent on 18 October 1991, would give a valuable fillip to
progress in this area. The ID would be based on the extension of the
current Revenue and Social Security (RSI) ]lumber system to cvcr~,
resident in the state) ;

- A trend towards greater vertical integration as the principle of info~’-
marion as a COlllmodit), becon’Jes mol-e acceptable to top nlanagemelll;

- The gt’adual development of decision support systems for higher
InanagemeDt;

- A greater exchange of inlbrmation between department.~, leading ifi
time to a gl’eatet" openlless in the access to iDfo]’matioll;

- The greater transfer of data from paper to electronic media,
particttlarly as the cost of storage media contitlocs to fall;

- The introdtlction of more user-l’riendl), interfaces, particularly for
senior managers.

Management-Related
- An expansion in the role o[the IT manager and an increase in his/her

status within the department;

- A greater emphasis on cost effectiveness and value fi’om II. with mo[’e
formalised arrangemet]ts for assessing the return on investme]at;

- Better co-ordination and support of IT training at all levels, whether
management, specialist or end-user;

Greater awareness b)’ the public of their rights under the Data
Protection Act and the introduction of tighte]" security procedures by
IT managers, both to observe the Act and to guard against the growing
risk to corporate systems posed by viruses and hackers;
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A better understanding, both among general managers and among IT
personnel, of tile limitations of IT;

Greater recognition of tile need to adopt an inventive and imaginative
approach to the development of relevant applications to address
existing and latent management needs. This is a challenge, not just
within the civil service, but across the industry generally. The 1970s
and 1980s could rely on users to identify ways in which IT might assist
them. There will be appreciably less scope for this in the 1990s.

A better ttnderstanding of the role of tile business analyst and tile on-
going need for impartial, informed strategic advice coupled with
business expertise.

Technical/l)evelopmental
- Greater standardisation of technical architectures, information

formaL% nlethodologies, and a range of sotiware development tools;

- Continued support Ibr the ideal of open systems and multi-vendor
environ men ks;

Tile establishment of a well tested methodologT for tile creation anti
enhancement of corporate databases;

A diminishing emphasis on traditional programming languages, in
particular COBOL;

Tile greater use of prototypillg in the design of new systems, resulting in
shorter development cycles, greater user involvement and satisfaction,
more input at senior management level, and improved productivity.

Staffing
- A more fluid IT staffing structttre, with more options being awfilable to

management regarding how precisely the IT function should be
organised;

Continuing difficulties in maintaining an adequate level of" technical
expertise in tile face of high staff turnover.

]~ecommeT~dalion5

Several of tile following recommendations have implications which
cotdd qualify then~ for inclusion in more than one category. The reader is
,asked to bear this in mind. Also, while many are of a concrete nature, with
specific objectives, others are somewhat aspirational, deriving in part fi’om
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the need for a large organisation to have a basic philosophy for tile effective
illanagenlent 0[" change. Some of the t’econllllendations are ah’eady tlllder
conslderatioll ill a few areas and nlay even be in course of illlplenlentation.

It should be understood tlaat implementation of eaell of tile following
recommendations would be sul)ject to prevailing Government policies in
relation to strategic developnmnt, pay and conditions generally. This may
necessitate in some instances a closer examination o[" the cost hlaplications
involved, notably those arising, or likely to arise, outside the IT area. Such
wider implications may be a constraining fz.tctor in sonic cases.

Staff Related
(a) IT staffing levels should be maintained, with additional posts created

wherever significant improvements in effectiveness or necessary of[’-
setting savings have been identified. It is unlikely though that IT
staffing can expancl in the Igg0s at the same rate thai it clid in the
1980s because (a) public service staffing constraints, including
competilion fi’om managers in non-IT areas, will continue to be a real
limiting factor and (b) much of the expansion in the 1980s was in
response to the need to establish a minimum infrastructure across Ihe

service.

(b) Staff in the IT area with essential technical skills and experience
should be remunerated with greater reference to outside
employments. It is impossible to be more spccific than this, given the
rigidities inherent in public service pay arrangements. The
introduction in 1990 of an IT gratuily scheme lot cerufin skilled staff,
albeit on an experimental basis - Ihe scheme has it three-year review
clause - was a valuable step in this direction.

The recent recession has blunted markelplace demand for IT stall’.
This would suggest thai any remuneration additional to basic pay
should vltry by reference to the prevailing rate of turnover across all
departments, with periods when rates were below an agreed level
attracting no additional financial incentive.

I?,y permitting greater flexibility in retnutacration arrangements, the
introduction of a separate grading structure for IT staff would be a
useful contribution in this context. I-Ioweveh as neither mnnagement
nor staff interests have exhibited much appetite for such a major
organisational change, it would be unlikely to attract the (significant)
level of support needed for successful implementation, h is importanl
to remember that civil servants have traditionally had a "culttn’al"
resistance to any preferential pay arrangement for staffwith particular
expertise. This conservatism, which is rellectcd in the public service
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pay structure and review mechanisms, will undoubtedly constitute a
severe practical impediment to any material alteration in existing IT

pay arrangements.
(c) Given that (1) IT staffing levels are unlikely to continue to expand at

the rate seen in the past ten years, (2) the likely continuing high rate
of turnover amongst the most skilled and experienced staff, (3) the
increasing dependence on IT for the day-to-day running of govern-
ment departments, and (4) the need to maintain an uninterrupted
reserve of high level technical expertise, it is recommended that
replacement IT staff be fotmd h’om as wide a range of sources as
possible. This means opening IT competitions to as many grades as
possible and securing suitable recruits fl’om the open market. IT
graduates, business graduates, experienced contract staff and
consultancy fall into this category. However, such .71 recourse should
be purely in response to unavoidable or unforeseen shortfalls within
existing IT staffing resources. Care should be taken to minimise tile
possible negative effects of this strategy on the careers of existing
permanent staff:

(d) A sizeable proportion of ,7111 turnover in IT staff is to areas within the
civil service but outside of rF, usually on promotion. This is a very
significant "loss" of valuable skills. Even allowing for the fact that
some of these staff will no longer wish to pursue an rF-related careeL
there would appear to be scope for utilising this resource more

effectively. More systematic efforts shotdd be made to identify non-IT
staff with computer-related skills and education, with a view to
redeploying them into the IT area or into key user/management
areas. This includes staff who may have had no IT-related work
experience but who nevertheless have undertaken IT-related studies
after working hours.

(e) rrhere would appear to be an undez’-representation of female staff in
the higher IT grades (EO and up). The continued existence of this
phenomenon should be independently verified and measures
adopted to redress any imbalance identified. A possible lack or
interest by remale staff in computing as a career is a material loss to
the rF area.

(I) Careful attention should continue to be placed on the cultivation of
the skills needed to exploit tile latest software development tools, as
well as skills in such volatile areas as telecommunications, networking
and database design. The cuhivation of such skills implies the
introduction of measures to ensure that a minimum level of expertise
is alwa),s maintained. Without some formal degree of manpower
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planning, tile retention of strategic or critical skills is difficuh Io
assure. The absence of manpower planning in the civil service as a
whole has ah’eady been noted. (See also tile recommendation below
on technical su’eaming.)

(g) "File existing policy of recruiting :~ i)roportion of staff via the clerical
grades should be continued. It has worked well in the past and is
coYtsistet’~t with tile recolllnlend;.|tioi1 that recruitment I)e from as
many sources as possible.

(h) Tile increased accent on the business dinaension of IT necessitates a

review of selection procedures. Oral and written methods of selection
should be consistent with tile shift in the industry towards a mot’e
widely I)ased set of personal attributes, viz. management potential,
interpersonal skills, presentation and conamunication skills,
leadership and teamwork skills, incltJctive and I)usiness reasoning, sellL

inoti’¢ation, etc.
(i) The career I)reak option should continue to I)e withheld froln IT staff.

Training/Skills
(a) IT training plans should be drawn up and implemented by all

departments, particularly tile larger ones, to coordinate training in
tile three main categories - technical, user, general manager. This
proposal would work best within the context of a wider training plan
for each department.

(b) Suitable systems develol)tnent and project control methodologies for
the civil service should be identified and i)romoted as standard. A
prolifct:ation of methodologies and standards should be avoided.

(c) The IT development pl"ogramnle for general managers should I)e
I~.dly develol)ed and marketed.

(d) After-hotH’s IT courses ~ttten(led by serving staff, whether in tile IT
al’ea or not, should contilltle to be stll)sidised and encOtll’aged.

(el Ideally, user training should I)e sl)read over time: "a little and often".
The role of the key user in relation to I)oth local support anti
applications development should I)e emphasised.

(I~) Staffclevelol)ment or career pa01s should be identified wherever
possible and staff mobility effectcd on a planned rather than a
reactive basis.

(g) Standard criteria should I)e estal)lished for the l)ost-entr)’ assessment

of all new recruits. Candidates who fail to reach the qualifying
standard should I)e immediately redeployed outside Ihc IT area.
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Management Related
(a) Every new system should, as fat" as possible, be subject to a post-

implementation review to ensure that the benefits and savings which
originally justified its introduction have actually being achieved. The
lessons learned from such reviews shotfld influence decisions

regarding the use of IT in other areas.
(b) IT managers at AP level would benefit fi’om more non-technical

training in such areas as I)usiness analysis, staff management, staff
development, teamwork, leadership, and communication. Despite the
seemingly trendy nature of this recommendation, there is a clear
need for managers at that level to have the skills necessary to fully
utilisc the staffing resources at their disposal and to liaise effectively
with tlset’s and local nlallagelnezlL

(c) There should be a policy of fill consultation with prospective users
regarding the introduction or enhancement of computer systems
before making irrevocable decisions which bear directly on their daily
activities.

(d) IT managers participating on interview boards should receive some
formal training in interviewing techniques and conventions (which is
not the case at present). Ideally, objective assessment criteria for the
selection of candidates should be established.

(e) Some "model" sites or applications should be identified to
demonsu-ate to general managers the nature and benefits of applied
technology.

01ganisational
(a) The traditional rigid distinction between the programming and

analysis stream should be dropped and greater emphasis placed on
the integration of such skills so as to maximise the use that can be
made of modern software development tools. In practice the gap
between the two streams has been I)ridged to some degree by the
introduction in 1989/1990 of direct promotion fi’om CO or SO to
EO. This is a positive development.

(b) Consideration should be given to the creation of a separate technical
stream for a small proportion of highly skilled IT staff with a view to
providing a long-term, specialised career path. The percentage of
staff falling into this category would be quite small (less than 2 per
cent-3 per cent) and would exist only in the large data processing and
support centres.

(e) Consideration should be given to the introduction of binding
minimum-service contracts for all new IT specialists. At present some
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oflicers arc leaving for the private SCCLOF within weeks of receiving
expensive technical training. When salary and other overheads are
taken into account, the aggregate cost of training IT staff to full

proficiencv can be considerable. It is unreasonable that such
individuals can depart without being r~quired to give an adequate
i’ettlrn on Lhis investment.

(d) The EO grade is the key grade for the future. The traditional accent on
the CO/Programmer and HEO/Svstems Anal),st as the principal entry
gracles to the IT area should bc reduced. It is recommended instead
that a strategv be adopted which makes optimal use of Hie EO grade. A

greater proportion of HEOs should be drawn from the ranks of
experienced EOs in the IT area. Also, at present, EOs serving outside
of the IT area are not allowed to compete in interclepartmental
competitions [br EO/Junior Systems Analyst. This anomaly should be
I’e I1] oyed.

(e) The smaller departmenLs and offices will continue to require assured
technical support from a central agencv such as CITS. Future
organlsational arrangements should continue Io recognlse this
requirement.

(t) There will be an on-going need to co-ordinate IT strategies across the
service, to optimise tile use made of existing 1"1, and to identify new
opportunities. For these reasons, departnlents, supported by CITS,

should continue to carry out multi-annual planning reviews. The
scope for linking this activity into a wider management review process
should be examined.

(g) There is evidence to suggest that certain IT staff mav be spending a
proportion of their time on duties completely unrelated to the IT
area. It is recommended that this practice be discontinued.

Financial

(a) There is evidence that rates for hardware maintenance in tile mid-

1980s mav have been tmduly high in some instances. It is suggested
that current rates be collectively reviewed and consideration given to
the possibility of securing support from alternative sources. There is
no reason whv competitive tendering should not apply in this area.

(b) In the 5 vears to 1990 (inchtsive), the ratio of systems costs to staff
costs was 2:1. While a standard investment level may not exist within
tile iladustrv, some commentators consider a long term ratio of 1:1
more acceptable. Expenditure on systems is of little value if the
necessary staff (and skills) are not available to utilise it. While
conservative mm~agement practices and public service pav rates mav
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(c)

account ill part for tile existing ratio, there would still appear to be
scope for improving the balance between staff and systems costs. This
question should be given closer examination.
Co-operation with the introduction of new technologT has been the
norm in the 1980s. Several special pay awards included recognition of
this fact. However, the allowance paid to CA/Typists for performing
word processing duties is an anachronism and should be discontinued
for new recruits or incorporated into the pay-scale.

Technical
V~qaile specific recommendations in relation to purely technical matters

lie beyond tile scope of this report, it is considered that the open systems
policy should be pursued to its maximum extent. Besides leaving
departments exposed to the potentially restrictive pricing, technical and
other policies of a single vendor, the closed approach limits the mobility of
staff, the sharing of expertise, and skills development.

Pro~l~ect
Given the factors and considerations already identified, the

recommendations notwithstanding, the shape of civil service IT in the
1990s will he most strongly influenced by (i) the extent to which senior
non-IT management involve themselves in the complex process of
maximising the contribution of IT to the overall business needs of the
department and (ii) the extent to which fundamentally new applications of
IT can be identified. These will both be influenced 19), tile extent to which
the newl), introduced devolved adnfinistrative budget arrangements, which
ptlt the onus Oll departnlel]tS to nlallage their own finat]cial resources
within guidelines laid down by the Deparunent of Finance, will stimulate a
more critical exalllJnatJon of local IT itwestment and infi’astrncture. Given
that many of the benefits of IT are either difficult to quantify or are
unrealisable in the short term, there is a distinct possibility that further
investment could be curtailed in the pursuit of more pressing objectives.

The continuing crisis in the public finances would onl), exacerbate this
factor. Ira one phmsihle scenario, a combination of these factors could see a
contraction in IT investn~ent in real terms across several departments for
part of the 1990s with corresponding implications for" IT staffing and
organisational arrangements.



APPENDIX A

WORK I)ROCES.STzJ) IN CI)PS AT I?J:,’GUL’IR IArlERVALS DURING 1979

(FOR SYSTI-MS I)I-VI£LOPED BY OR I,lqT’l-I THE HELP OF CI)PS)

Health Services

Payroll, Disablement Allowances, General Paymena% Expenditure Analysis,
Cheque Reconciliation - all for Health Boards and Hospitals;
Farmers’ Health Conu’ibution collection for N-W Health Board;
Payment of Doctors & Pharmacists under "choice-of-doctor" scheme for
General Medical Services (Payments) Board;
Medical Card Regisu’ation for Eastern Health Board;
Hospital In-Patient Intbrmation System for Medico-Social Research Board;
Index of Births & Adopted Children for General Register OMce;
Health Services Personnel Census and other surveys [~w Department of
Health.

.Social Welfare
Disability Benefit;
Maternity Benefit;
Pensions (to pensioners resident in the UK);
Record keeping and payment of above benefits, including Pay-Related
Benefit element and calculation of PRB for Unemployment Benefit;
Bank Reconciliation;
Treammnt Benefit;
Occupational Injury Benefit;
Central Records - some elements.

Justice
Garda Payroll;
Stolen Vehicles;
Garda Work Survey;
Crime Reporting;
hnprest Control;
Prison Officers Payroll;
Firearms Registration ;
Garda Duty Analysis;
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Criminal Records;
Dublin Garda Parking Fines system.

Fill(tlz£e

PMG Bank Reconciliation

Public Service
Staff Information System;
Calculation of pensions and pay scales following pay awards.

Forest~7
Labour Analysis;
Machinery Reporting.

Civil Se?’vice Commission
Main Examination system;
Short Answer Paper system.

Labour
Manpower Surveys;
Surveys of Second-Level School Leavers.

7buT#sin & Transport
International Road Haulage Statistics.

Environment

Vchicle Registration;
Dublin Corporation - on-line rates collection & accounting;
Valuation Office - Cork Corporation & Kilkenny County Council
integrated system for ttpdating valuation lists.

De fence
Arm), Payroll;
Bank Reconciliation;
Military Pensions;
Payroll for civilian employees.

Education
Payroll and teachers’ records system for Primary Teachers;
Payroll and some personnel information for Secondary Teachers.
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Central Statistics Office
Agricultural Wages Survey;
Agricuhural Structure Survey;
Census of Glass Houses;
Employnlent & Earnings Analysis;
Planning Permissions Anal)’sis;
Consumer Price Index;
Household Budget Surve),;
Labour Costs Survey;
Vital Statistics;
Licensed Hauliers Inquiry;
Size of Herd Analysis;
Census of Population;
Orchard Fruit Survey;
Motor Registration Analysis;
Central Register of Builders;
Retail Sales Index;
Income Redistribution Analysis;
External Trade Statistics;
LabotH" Force Surveys;
Tourism Inquiry;
Survey of Industrial Enterprises;
Randomness tests of suceessftd Prize Bond nttmbers;

Central Register of Business in the Distribution Sector.

AgT~cultum
Beef Intervention;
Brucellosis Eradication;
Farm Modernisation Scheme;
Headage Payments Scheme;
"ILB. Eradication;
Beef Classification Scheme.

Industry, Comm~;ra: & F.ne~,
Import StH’veillance.

Foreign A ffai~"
Issue and control of passports.
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Civil Service Payroll

System installed for the following Departmenls/Offices: Labour; Justice;
Agricuhure; C&AG; Environment; Fisheries & Forestry; Foreign Affairs;
Health; Industry, Cotmnerce & Energy; OPW; Social Welfare; Stationery
Office; Tourism & Transport; Valuation & Ordnance Survey.

In addition to the foregoing systems which were processed at regular
intervals, the CDPS facilities were used by the following agencies for
research, education, plannir~g, etc. F, urposes:
Office of Public Vt,/orks;
Forest & Wildlife Service;
National Economic and Social Council;
Central Bank;
Central Statistics Office;
Geological Survey;
Department of Finance;
Department of the Public Service - Operations Research;
Depar tm en t of Education;

Waterford Regional Technical College;
Dundalk Regional Technical College;
Depm’tment of Agriculture;
Institute for Industrial Research and Standards;
The Economic and Social Research Institute;
St Patrick’s Training College;
National Board for Science and Technology;
National Manpower Service;
Foras Forbartha;
Dunsink Observatory;
National Institute fi:w Higher Education.



APPENDIX B

PROJI~’CTS UNDERTA KEN BY CDPS IN 1979

Clien.t Department/Agenc), Project

Agricuhure Beef intervention.

Public Service Sfaff hlformadon System; |qistoric;d pay
scales system.

Tourism & Transport EC transport statistics.

Stationery Office Computerisation of payroll.

Finance PMG bank reconciliation; Processing of
unemployed persons on Pay-Related
Benefit survey; Installation of economic
modelling package.

Justice 3 x Garda inlormalion system; Fines on the
spot system; Magismtles Court system [br
Dublin Metropolitan Courts; Land Regisu’y
system; Interim general payments and
financial analysis systems.

Social Wcllhre UK pensioners system; PRSI and Central
Records system; Automation of
emplo)’mcnl exchanges; Enhancements to
trez~ltnlellt benefits system.

Foreign Affairs Passport Office system.

LabotH" NMSjob placement system.

NBST lml~lementation of EC ener~, model.
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Valuation Office

All Govt. Depts.

Health

AN OVERVIEW OF CIVIL SERVICI" COM PUTERISATION, 1960- ] 990

GMS (Payments) Board

Heahh Boards

James Connolly Memorial
Hospital

Dublin Voluntary Hospital

Eastern Heahh Board

Southern Health Board

Heahh Boards and
Voluntary I4ospitals

North-Western Health Board

Various Health Boards

Market ’~’;:lh.l(3 t’(~Col’ds systenl.

Standard cheque production and
accounting SySICI]I.

Computerisation of payroll; Survey of
orthopaedic in-patients; Revised survey of
peri-natal mortality; New drug survey.

Revised/enhanced payments system.

Interface system between Paid Cheque and
Cheque Reconciliation systems;
Revised/enhanced general payments
system.

hnplcmentation of general payments and
expenditure analysis systems.

Stores control & accounting system.

Revision of medical card registration
system.

Revision of medical card registration
system.

Improved payroll system; Payroll history
system; Plant/equipment register.

Farmers’ Heahh Conu’ibution system;
Assistance on development of financial/
accounting systems.

Revised disability payments system.



APPENDIX C

SUMI~’IR Y OF COMPU’I’I£1:~ S YSTI£MS IN DEI’A R TMI:TN71~ AND OFFICI£S A T

MII)- 1988

This is not an exhaustive inventory of all compuler systenls/
applications/ packages in every department. For instance, it does not
detail the fill] extent to which networked systenls are being utilised in some
departments. Neither does it detail the use of word processing systems
througlmui the civil service, wfietlaer by dedicated word processing staff or
by executive/managerial staff using desk-top workstations. Telephone and
flexi-time monitoring systenls are also excluded. The summary does,
however, give a fairly eomprellensive l)iclure of Ihe extent Io which IT has
peneu’ated all deparmlents and offices.

In tiffs inventory, "system" can denote anything fi-om standalonc PC to
mainframe applications. The number of "systems" in any department/
office cannot, in itself, be taken as a reliable indicator of the extent or
importance of eomputerisation in that departnmnt/office. Systems are not
listed in priority order.

Ag,~’icullure
Beef Intervention (batch & on-line)
Farnl Iml)rovemen t/Moder nisation
Cattle Headage validation & payment
Suckler Cow validation & payment
Sheep Headage validation & payment
Ewe Premium validation & paynlent
Cereal Statistical Analysis/DUS Testing
Potato Register & Potato Trials systems
Biochemical Analysis (Abbotstown)
Minister’s Office filing system
Animal Heahh System (local offices)
Land Commission (batch)
Emergency Schemes
Accounts System
Flock Recording
Grass Variety & DUS Testing
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Cah,ing Sttrve),
Tully Performance Test
Statistical Summaries
Dairy le~3,/fees system
Personnel records

Marketing Inspectorate system
Training Centre sTstem
Economic Unit (analysis)
Beef Cow validation & pa),ment
On-Line Enquiry system
Calf Premiunl System
Sheep Progeny Testing
Butter Intervention

Beef Progeny Analysis
Pig Carcass Analysis
Livestock Statistical Analysis
Veterinar), Inspectorate s),stem
Monthly EC (cereals) accounts
Monthly EC (FEOGA) ~mcounts
Horticuhure Inspectorate system
SecretarT’s Office filing s),stem

Civil ,%,roice Commission
LAC On-line Enquiry Index
Precedents Register

List Processing
Tele-reception system
OMR Scanning

CSO
Census of Building & Construction
Labour Cost Survey (Distribution, Industry & Building)
Quarterly Agricuhural Enumeration
Road Freight Surve),
Census of Distribution
Industrial Production Index

Size of Herd AnalTsis
Agricuhural Wages Survey
Labour Fot’ce Survey
National Accounts
Hottsehold Budget Survey
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Census of Industrial Production

Employment & Earnings Inquiries
EC Fm-m Structure Survey
Census of Population
CPI Quarterly
Retail Sales Index

Central Computing Service (now CITS)
Microcomputer Training
Systems Development Methodology
Administration system

Work processed on CITS computers (Note: there may be some
duplication between the following applications and those listed separately
for individual Departments):-

,
HEALTH SERVICES
Payroll for lqealth Boards & Hospitals
Disablement Allowances for Heahh Boards
General Pa),lnen ts
Expenditure Analysis
Cheque Reconciliation and Plant/Equipment Register for Health
Boards & Hospitals
Farmers’ healtla-contril)ution and employment levies and collection
system for North Western Health Board and Mid-Western Health
Board
General Medical Services (Payments) Board:
Payn’lenKs to DOCtOrs and Phal-nlacists iJladeF "choice of doctol-" scl)Cll)e

General Medical Services (Payments) Board:
Statistical Analysis of GP visiting and prescribing patterns
Medical Card registration for Health Boards
Medico-Social Research Board - Hospital in-patient enquiry system
General Register Office - Index of births, index of adopted children
Health Services Personnel Census and other surveys for Department
of Health
Peri-natal Information System for Department of Health
Children in Care statistics for Department of Health

2. JUSTICE
Garda Payroll
Prison Officers’ Payroll
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.

4.

5.

6.

.

8.

10.
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Genew’al Payments and Financial Analysis
Standard Accounting System
Imprest Control System

FINANCE
PMG Bank Reconciliation
PMG Receipts
Pa},ment of PMG Pensions
Valuation Office - Valuation Lists system
Staff Information System
Pensioners Information System

TOURISM, FISHERIES AND FORESTRY
Labour Analysis System
Machinery Reporting System

cIXq L SERVICE COM M ISSION

Examination System

LABOUR

Job Seeker/Job Vacancy Statistics
Job Placement System for NMS (East Region)

COMMUNICATIONS

hater~aational Road Haulage Statistics

EN~q RON M ENT

Vehicle Registration
Dublin Corporatioll on-line rates collection and accounting system
lqouse Purclaase Statistics

DEFENCE
Army Payroll
Military Pensions
Bank Reconciliation

EDUCATION

Payroll and teachers’ records system for Primary Teachers
Payroll and some personnel infoz’mation for Secondary Teachers
Payroll for Substitute Teachers



I1. CENTRAL STATISTICS OFFICE
Various data collection and aggregation systems in the following
areas: agricuhure; building; industry; dislribution; prices and labotu"
costs; external trade; demography; transport and tourism

12. AGRICULTURE
Beef Intervention
Brucellosis Eradication
TB Eradication

Pedigree Catde Recording

13. INDUSTRYAND COMMERCE
Import Surveillance

14. FOREIGN AFFAIRS
Issue and control of passports
Standard Accounting Systcm

15.

16.

CIVIL SERVICE PA~OI,I.
Payroll system installed for the Ibllowing Departments/Oftices:-
Labour; Justice; Agriculture; Finance; Comptroller and Auditor
General; Education; Environment; Tourism, Fisheries and Forestry;
Foreign Affairs; Health: EnergT; Industry and Commerce; Office of
Public Works; Social Well’arc; Sialionery Office; Communications;

Valuation and.Ordnance Sl.’vey; Dcl’cnce (including Army civilian
enll)lo),ees); All Boi’d I)letll’lala.

In addition to the foregoing s),stcnls which :-ire processed :it regular
interwlls, t.hc CITS conlputcr is used by the following agencies for
research, e¢h~cation, planning, etc. purl)oses:
OPW; Tourism, Fisheries & Forcstr)’; CSO; Finance; Education;
Agriculturl:; Health; Geological Survc),; Central Bank; ESRI.

Communications/Tburism & 7)ansport
Planning Unit financial analysis, etc
Civil Aviation analysis/monitoring
Aeronautical Message Switching (Shannon)
Licensing renewal system
Bandwidth allocation system
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Comptroller & Auditor Gemn’al
Audit File Conu’ol
l.,ibrary cross-reference
Audit progranmle development
Work returns

System for importing and analysing data fi’om othel" computer systems.

Defe?z£e,

Army Payroll, Pensions, Reconciliation
Army Personnel System
Work processed on PC 12XNs in four locations

Education
Teachers Pension Calculation
Substitute Teachers (Primary) Payroll
Post-Primary Psychological Services
Planning Sect.ion financial file/schools datal)ase
VEC financial & personnel database
Educational packages using Eirpnc comms.
Primary Branch PQ/Filing database
Accounts Branch system
Prilllal-y Teachers I);.i),l’ol[
Primary School Grants
Policy Analyst System
Vocational/Financial System
Higher Education Grants
Secondary Teachers & Dept. Payroll
Statistics System
ESF/Colleges (FirJancial) System
Building Unit System
Lil)rary database

l-’nergy (inchtdes Forestry)
Comprehensive Oil Market hlfornmtion & Rel)orting system
Senti-State Bodies: financial models
Energy Information System Project
Oil Exploration Licences
Gas & Electricity Projects
Geol)hysical Mapping
Industrial Payroll (Forest Service)
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Environment
Housing Policy & Finance Statistics
Sanitary Services current capital works & payments
Housing Construction weekly payments
LA Registers: salary scales & staff numbers
Environmental lnspeclorate Statistics
b\ Estimates Booklet production
Constituency Boundaries Analysis
Housing Grants
\:chicle Regisu-ation Unit
Minister’s Office
Rents Tribunal

Dept. Estimates
Accounts (Dept. subheads)
Motor Taxation Accounting
Minister of State’s Office

Roads Policy: Statistics
Desktop publishing

I$i’#~£l?lCe

Foreign l?,orrowing/Debt Management
Civil Service Superannuation Vote Control
National Debt
"lk~p-Level Appointn/ents
Payroll & Pensions
Economic Analysis/modelling
Forms Design
Superan nuatiotl Legislation
Estimates system
Salary Scales system
PRSI/Tax/Oil models
PMG Receipts
Vote Control (S/H A)
Staff Information System

Foreign Affairs
Admin. of Bilateral Aid Programnm
Data Processing (visa applications etc)
Passpol’t Office System
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Stock Control and other DB applicalions
Budget preparation/Monitoring
Accounting System

Garda Siochana
BRS/Search
Fines oll the Spot
Criminal Records
Criminal Intelligence
Suspect Vehicles
Cringe Statistics

FOTS Persistent Evaders Report
FOTS Vehicle Ownership Certs
NVF Update
NVF Search using Partial Information
BRS/CAP, S
Firearm Registration
Missing Persons
Stolen Vehicles
National Vehicle File (Enquiry)
FOTS Reminders & Summonses

Geologq cal Survey

Database of Mineral Localities
References Database

Prospecting licence monitoring

Health

Personnel Census & Enquiry
Adoption Survey
Drug Producl Authorisation
Management Information & Control System
Hospital Equipping System
Outpatient (Hospital) Statistics
Diagnostic Related Groupings
SPSS Statistical Analysis

IndustO, & Commerce
Companies Registration Office System
hlsurance companies monitoring system
Financial modelling
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Patents Office system
I:’riendly Societies database
Small Industries Modelling
Equifacs cross-referencing

Justice Group
Dublin Mcu-opolitan District Court System
Limerick District Court system
DuMin & Cork Parking Court Scheduling
Prisons Payroll
General payments
Prisoner Records system
OIS word & list processing
Dept. Payroll
General Ledger
Probate Office
Various PC applications

Labmtr
Redundancy & Insolvency Payments
Labour Court System
Dept Accounts/General Ledger
NMSjob seekers
Training Unit
Enterprise Allowance Scheme

Social Employment Scheme claims
NMS Apprenticeship Scheme
Industrial Diseases l)atabase

Ma~ne
Fisheries Research
Fisheries statistics, data collection & engineering analysis

Me#;o~vlogical Service
Meteorological Data Communications
Climatological l)atabase
Numerical Weather I:’rediction
Scientific Processing (Valentia)

Office of Public Worhs
Engineering/HydrologT Analysis/Calculations
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Electrical & l-leating Maintenance Conti’acLs
Building Services Engineering l)esign Package
Vote Accounting (Payment & Records)
Local Loans (Billing & Repayments)
h~dustrial Payroll
Project Management
CAD (Architecture)
Bills of Quantities System
Property Register
Bank Reconciliation
National Monunlents Records

Ofi’ea chtas
Text I’roeessing, Storage and lndexation
Text Retrieval

Ordnance S’u~wey
Digital mapping & geographical information system

Income Tax/Corp Tax/CGT Collection
C&E Deferred Pa),ment/Spccial Clearance
Income-Related Health Contributions
PAVE Employees
Income Tax Assessing
\"AT System
C ,q.: E ~,¥arehottsing
Residential Property Tax
Revenue Payroll

Money Control
Supl:)ly Branch
Youth En~ploynaent/Income Levy
PAY’E Employers
Corporation Tax Assessing
C&E Ex-Ship (Trade Statistics)
Construction Industry Tax
Taxes Secretariat System
Accountant-General’s Non-Payroll
Capital Acquisition Taxes
Dublin Castle OIS Network



Social Wel~z,’e
General Benefits
Central Records

INFOSYS
Unemployment Payments
Child Benefit
Pensions
Family Income Supplenlent
Rent Allowance
OFfice Automation
Cheque Reconciliauon
Travel and Subsistence

Management Information S),stem
Outdoor StaFF Work Returns

Qualification Certificate
Parliamenlary Questions
Disability Benefit Appeals
Medical Referral
Free Schemes (Electricity, Travel etc)
Treatment Benefits
Personalised Payment Orders
PLOW (Unemployment Payment)
Refund oF Pa),menLs
Miscellaneous Payments
SclFEmployed

?hoiseach.

Text. editilag/storage/retrieval
File Registry system
Person nel/Accoun ts/Estimates/Economic analysis
Government Secretariat expert system
Government Secretariat database

Office of Min. State for European ±Wfairs.
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APPENDIX D

LOCAL AREA NI£TWOIU’C~ (L4Ns) BY DI£PARTMEArF

Note: Position at March, 1988. This Appendix should be studied in
conjonction with Appendix E (Numl~er of VDUs b), Dept).

AGRICULTURE 2
CSO muhiple implementation
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION I
COMMUNICATIONS 2
C &AG 2
DEFENCE 4
EDUCATION 2
ENERGY muhiple implementation
ENXqRONMENT 6
FINANCE mtdtiple implementation
FOREIGN AFFAIRS 2
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY I
H EALT H I
INDUSTRY & COMMERCE muhiple implementation

JUSTICE 3
LABOUR 2
IVb\Rl N E I
OM B U DSM~MN I
OPW 1
Ol RFL,\CI-I’I~\S 2
ORDNANCE SURVEY I
M ETEOROLOGIC~\L SERVICE muhiple implementation
REVENUE nmltiple implementation
SOCIAL WELFARE multiple implementation
STATE L~\BORATORY I
STATIONERY OFFICE I
TAOISEACH multiple implementation

Note: A multiple implementation comprises a number of inter-connected
LANs.
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APPENDIX E

NUMBER (91" VL)Us AS AT MARCH, 1988

Departmcmts/Offices
Taoiseach (Group - includes CSO)
Foreign Affairs
President’s Estblislament
Houses of the Oireachts
Finance
Comptroller and Auditor General
Revenue Commissioners
Office of Public Works
State Laboratory
Director of Public Prosecutions
Valuation Office

Ordnance S~u’ve.y Office
Civil Service Commission
Ombudsman

,Justice
Tottrisnl iilld Wl’illlSpOl’[

Agricuhurc and Food
- i-t.Q.
- Local Offices

Social Welfare
- H.Q.
- Exchanges (Dublin)
- Exchanges (Other)

Industry and CoMmcccc
Communications

EnergT (includes Forestry)
Marine
EnvirontllCn t

Labour
Health
Defcnce
Education

TOTAl.,

,Vo. of vou 
238
117

I
20

318
9

906
99
31

2
II
67
16
7

181
131

129
123

782
80
118
127

5
118
33
182

,13
59
68
82

4,103

I ,t3



APPENDIX F

GOVEI~aVMEArl" TELdSCOMMUNICt1770NS NETWOI{K (GTN)

Note: The GTN is used by departments as a carrier network for their
data. Both Revenue and Social Welfare operate additional regional
nodes using the GTN as a backbone.
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APPENDIX G

Survey of Management Attitudes

[See Chapter 4]

Table A

Note: Figures in square brackeus refer to DP/I’r Managers.

(a) On the whole would you say your atLittldtt
10 office H[llOIn~ttiOI¸1 ~*,,’~l.g

(i) vetT posilive 4,1%

(it) qui~e good/open ,t9%

(b) I)c) you think widespread office aurora:ilion is
(i) esscnlial if the civil set"vice is to cope with

today’s pressing adminislralivc i]rolllenls 57%

(it) highlydesind)lc because of thc encotu’agcmenl ilgivcs
to exlcnsively :mcl crilicnlly review existing wm’k practices 33%

(d) I)o you think the prt)ccss (d’:ldjustmt:nl to o11]c¢
aulonl:uh)n in the Civil Service will bc
(i) vet’}’ gr;tdu:d :u~d. on the whole, slower Ih:n~ many

c()llllll¢~nltlt()l~ W(l~l]d h:l’.’~2 I1:~ bl21il2,.,e

(ii) fairly quick, wilh the nl:~jorhv orsuffl’showing a lot or
willingness 1¢1 gl2t the iil(iSl Olll ol" 11121v tc2chn(do~.,’

(iii) a combination of (i) and (ii) ab(ive, with the
I’~IIC ¢)t’~ldjtl~llll~llt l’~tllgillg fi’Olll i)(~lll" IO cxccllcn[

ill .~CCliOllS IICT’¢).~S lhc Service

(e) I)o you Ihink.jol] defildtimls and job I)oundarics will
I)e altered much by office ;~llll)tn;lli(>tl
(i) Ma},l)c in a l~zw cases but, by and large, i~ will

nol bc ;~ key inthlcncc
(it) Yes, within lilt: IleXt five yc:tl’s of~]ct: ;lutotn;tliOII will bc an

hnl)¢~rl;int I~lcll)l" ill sh;q)ing ;uld m(nddhlgj(d] conlt:nt

(fii) Yes. in 5-10 years (or hmgcr) office ;llllonl;llioll will be an
important faclor in sh;Iphlg ;Ind molll(tillgjt)b cont¢lll

23%

54%

18%

13%

69%

42%

21%

32%

146%1

[50% I

[18%1

[73%1

[t7%]

113%1

[70%1

I ’[5
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Comparison of the relative hnportancc ascribed by D[Ita Processing managers ([~)

and General Managers ([~]) in the civil sel-,,ice to the following eight factors

influencing Ihe successful i11t.roduction of computer-ised office systems:-

I. Senior managez]~enl supporl and commitmenl;
2. A plam~ed, co-ordlnatcd appvo&ch Io Ihe ~l’.ll’od~act~Ol~ of tech~oic~g~, i~to I.hu

organisation;

3. Office staffintcrest and commitment;

4. A detailed examination of existing mallual procedures to determine how best

to make the transition;

5. Plenty ofstafftraining;

6. A li’oublc-fice, easy to use teclmical system;
7. The assignment ofol~e key person in the office to m;~stcrlng t.he system;

8. Plenty of tinle to galn experlence in using the system.



Notes: (a)
(b)

APPENDIX H

/T GIL’IDES hV THE CIVIL SERVICE

This Sl_l111111ary includes nlovement within the IT area.
Unless otherwise indicated, all competitions are run I)y the
Civil Service Comnlission.

CO/Programer
Only access route to CO/Programmer post.
Confined competition open to COs, CAs, and all equivalent
grades - pay ceiling of CO nlaxhllum point applies.

SO/Senior Programer
Promotion grade only fi’om CO/Programnler.
No interdepartmental competition. However, departments
may employ an internal competitive selection procedure if
tile), wish.

EO/fltnior System.s" Analyst
Confined competition open to all grades with a pay celing
below that of tile EO maximum point.
Note that general service EOs are not eligible.

HEO/Systems Analyst
Confined competition open to all grades with a maximum pay
point equal to or above the EO m;~ximum; prinmrily for EO
and equivalent grades.
Note that non-IT HEOs are eligible.

Administrative Officrn" (17)
Oi)en competition for IT gradttates with an honours degree.

A P/Senior Systems Analyst
Confined competition open to all grades with a maximunl not
less than the HEO maxinaum.
Note that non-IT APs are eligible.
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EO on IT duties
School leavers and other non-IT EOs may be deployed or
promoted to the FI" area. No prior computer experience or
expertise is t’equired.
"File appointment may be non-competitive, though some
departments employ a competitive selection procedure. Direct
promotion of COs/SOs to EO was introduced in some selected
areas ¢lttrii’Jg 1989/90.

HEO on 17" duties
Similar to EO on IT duties.

AP on IT duties
Similar to EO on IT duties.

CO/Senior Computer Ope)ntor
Confined compelition open to COs and equivalent grades.
Note that C~\s etc are not eligible.
No prior computer experience or expertise is required. This
competition is meant to be the only source of CO/Senior
Computer Operators (thougla some non-competitive assign-
merits and designations have taken place in practice).

EO/Office)’-in-Cha~ge
Confined competition open only Io CO/Senior Computer
Operators (as well as SOs in Officer-in-Charge posts). This
competition is the only.source of EO/Shifi. Leaders.

Miscellaneous appointm~mts
In addition to the above, there is a grade of CA(Data Entry)
alld a number of non-competitive assignments al CA, CO and
SO levels to certain work in Ihe larger compttter areas -
operations, clara i:)reparal.ion etc.



Note:

APPENDIX I

Survey of IT Staff

This appendix comprises Tables 5.%5.10 of tim surve), of IT staffing

detailed in Chapter 5. Tables 5.1,5.2 and 5.1 1 may be found in that

Chapter.

Tablc 5.3: DP Expertise 9’ Grade and Sex (percentage)

% of Group % of Females in each grade

Grade Male Female DP Gro~tp Total Civil Service,

PO 2.5

AP 9.1 1.2 12 25
I I EO 23.7 7. I 23 35

EO 18.,t ,t.8 21 42

SO 0.5 6.3 93 61

CO 15.9 10.5 40 65

70. I 29.9

Table 5.4: DP Expertise by Age and .~.x" (percentage)

Age Male Female 77~tal

<20 1.9 1.9
20-24 9. I 8.0 17. I

25-29 28.2 14.3 42.5
30-34 19.0 5.0 2,1.0
35-39 4.9 1.8 6.7
4044 2.8 0.8 3.6

4.r~19 1.7 1.7
50-54 1.5 1.5
55-59 1.0 1.0
60+

70. I 29.9 I 0O.0
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Table 5.5: Computetq~elated Manpower tO, Age and Grade-Percentage of Grade in each Bracket

Age PO AP HI’O EO SO CO % Cumulative

7btal %

,~#,¢f

< 20 5 3 2 2

20-24 7 23 7 34 17 19

25-29 3 36 46 65 59 43 62

30-34 30 43 22 28 3 24 86

35-39 33 8 3 <1 7 93

40~4 30 15 3 < I 3 96

45-49 20 7 2 2 98

50-54 20 I 0 < I 2 100

55-59 30 < I < I 100

60+ 2 1 < I 100

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Tnblc 5.6: Compaffson Between LenfTh of Sesvice in the Civil 5~nvice and 7btal }~a~ on Coutputer

ICelaled Work

% ofatl :;tqfJ

}’e.al~ LenKth of Se,vim Total )’ea~ on

in the Civil Set,fire (’ompulet~Related
Work

> 2 94.9 81.1

> 4 92.0 6,1.8

> 6 86.0 48.3

> 8 67.1 23.8

> 10 49.2 21.5

> 12 32.,t 15.1

> 1,t 20.1 10.6
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Table 5.7 Civil ,%’lvice Enhy Grade of Selving Stuff

.specific
I-,my % % % % % % % of
Grade to Tolal
Civil Service PO AI" HEO

EO SO CO Staff

CA 10 7 7 66 65 27

CO ‘50 1,5 34 41 28 29 32

EO ,10 51 50 45 32

PO Clerk 1,5 3 3 2 4

Other I0 9 6 4 6 4 5

100 100 100 1 O0 109 I O0 100

Table ,5.8: Job I)esoqption Io’ Grade [l?e,s~ondenls we~e asked to indicate the job de=~cription which

ca me doses/ to de.sc~4bittg Ihdt" intmediate te.~]~onsibilitie, s’. ]

PO AP HI’O EO SO CO % of
% % % % % % Total

Data I’roccssing Manager 70.0 7.3 2.,t 3.1

P,’~jccl M;iil:lgcl- 56. I 4.8 7.0

Opr21~ll il >tl s M an:tger 7.3 6.3 8.3 4.6

Systems Analyst 4.9 ‘59.‘5 13.5 21.8

Analyst/I)r~gr:un nler 4.0 33.3 3.6 0.9 9.4

S)’slc his [~rl~gr;ullmer 1.6 6.3 3.6 1.8 2.7

I:’l-ogl~lilltlicl- 1.6 ,I.2 75.0 50.9 20.3

Telecommunicalilms Specialist 2.4 4.0 2. I 1.9

I~quil:)inent Opt:ralor 2.1 40.2 I 1.4

l)ata preparation 1.6 3.1 14.3 2.7 2.9

Advising users ab,~ut

computer s,vste hiS 7.3 0.8 ’1.2 1.9

IT Planning in

Organisation Unit ,t.9 0.8 0.7

IT Infilrnlation Ccnu-e 2.’t 1.0 3.6 0.7

Administrative Responsibilities 2.4 0.8 3.1 1.2

Other 30.0 4.9 I 1.9 18.8 3.6 10.2

100.0 100.9 I00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Table 5.9: I#eal+dot+m of Ct+tego~), "OIher" iu I ~ hie 5.~ [ I 1 e pe re t f~+~ o t I.fo erich grade
otheJ m hdde S.&]col~.~)oltd.~ with the percenlag~ in ealego9’ 

" ’" " " " "

170 A P 141:+0
EO

SO CO % of
% % % % % % Total

0.8

1.6

1.6

0.8

’2.2

I.I

I.I

l.l

’2. ’2

1.6 2.2

I)’2v’~lOplll¢lll ~ind

user tcsling 1.1 0.9 0.5

Pr,gl’mmning with 4GL I. 1 0.25

Shift leader 6.6 1.5

GIcrical-lypc Work 0.9 025

Ex’~lhmting, implementing
software packages 0.8

O & M 0.25

Fro’ms Design 0.25

User Testing 0.25

M:umging lh’cp:.~uiml of d:tta 0.5

Training 1.25

Computer security 0.25

Li:fison with progi~m]mt:z’s
~llld II~*CI’~ 1.11

I.ihnuptype ,-h uies 1.8 0.5

Ollicc Aittonmtion              30.0      2.,I      5.5 2.7

(+Other" Tot;fl) (30.0)    (,t.9) ( 11.9) (18.8) (:+,.6)

+]’;Iblc 5.10: AvemA’e Nttmber +f Yerm CompltlmqPdated Work I:+xpt~de, ce fi,+eadt Joh Descdption

Job De~s’ctfpliou AveraLq~ }’em~+ (’ompute~qgehtted
I(a~mfe, ce

I) 1’ M:umgcr 13.’M

Pn,jccl Mmmgcr 12.15

Office Aulom:lli<m Speci:disl 10.65

I):tul Ih’cpanlti< m/in put-< mll)Ul 9.25

Opccatiuns Manager 8. I 7

Systems Analyst 6.82

Tclccommtmic:ttiotls Si)cci:dist 6.75

Syslcms I’rogrammer 5.:)7

I)r.gnunmer ,t.35

A mtlyst Prognmm’~er 3.69

Equipmcm OF+cralor 2.50

Olhers 6.3,t

Average Ibr (;roul) 6.27
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APPENDIX K

Department of Posts & Telegraphs

[Position to end-1983.]

First Steps in the 1940s.

The first introduction to automatic data processing in the
Accountants Branch was a small Power Samas 40-column punch card
system to process telephone operator assisted trunk call tickets.
This system was introduced on a pilot basis for Dublin calls about
the end of the 1940s but was discontinued in the early 1950s in
favour of a ledger card system based on Underwood accounting
machines. These machines were used to deal with all the items in
telephone bills, viz. rentals, local calls, trunk calls, and
miscellaneous charges.

In 1963 an IBM punch card system was introduced in Telephone
Accounts to replace the underwood equipment. This system also
included a punch card bill with an attached payment stub which
enabled a payment card to be reproduced automatically i~ respect of
paid bills.

The first mini-computer installed by Posts & Telegraphs was at the
Air/Ground Communications Station at the Department of Transport
and Power at Ballygirreen near Shannon Airport in the 1960s. P&T
engineers provided Aviation Radio Services for Transport and Power
at that time. The system was a dual ADX6300 Message Switching
System based on dual PDP-8 computers with Vermont Research magnetic
drums as peripheral memory. It handled real-time teletype traffic
from 15 private wire AFTN (Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunications
Network) circuits. It accepted on-line messages from i0 radio
operators, communicating directly with North Atlantic airline
traffic. These messages were entered in a shorthand form from
which the ADX composed full ICAO multiple addresses for onward
international forwarding via the AFTN.

The P&T computer centre.

There were two parallel developments in P&T during the 1960s. The
first built on the experience of using punched card machines in the
Accountants Branch. The second came from the use of computing by
engineers on work relating to the Telephone Exchanges. These two
strands came together to form the Computer Unit in 1971. The P&T
computer centre in Dundrum opened in 1973 using an IBM 370/135
(240K). Reflecting the influence of engineers, the programming
language selected was PL/I (which was also used by Aer Lingus and
ESB; CDPS and Revenue used COBOL).    While IBM equipment was
installed initially the department did not have a policy of buying
only from that vendor; instead the most appropriate equipment for
a particular job was selected.



The telephone service.

The Accountants Branch,andled the processing of accounting records
for operator assisted calls.    In the 1960s they switched from
Underwood’s accounting machines and manual sorting to automatic
processing using mark sense cards.    This conversion alone was
estimated to have eliminated ninety sorting assistant jobs at a
stroke. The volumes grew steadily so that by the late Seventies
there were i00,000 trunk tickets, as they were called, being
processed daily. The pricing of these calls and theproduction of
telephone bills for subscribers was computerised in 1970 using the
bureau service offered by Aer Lingus on their IBM 360/50 mainframe
at Dublin Airport. In 1978, the mark sense technology was replaced
by optical character recognition.    This major change involved
training about 6,000 telephone operators around the country to
write clearly and legibly in characters of a fixed size. It also
involved programming in machine language for IBM channels. With
the subsequent introduction of digital telephone exchanges, call

data for telephone billing also began to appear on magnetic tape.

The Savings Bank.

The Savings Bank accounts records were transferred from a Burroughs
ledger card system to an IBM 80-column punch card system in 1960.
Deposit and withdrawal dockets used at PO counters were in the form
of dual-purpose punch cards; balance and ledger cards at HQ were
also in the form of punch cards. The installation at HQ consisted
of card punches and verifiers, sorting machines, collators,
interpreters, ledgercard printing machines, and a calculatorwhich
processed transactions and old balance cards to produce new updated
balance cards.

The first system selected for transfer to computer working was the
Savings Bank, which had been run on an IBM 80-column punch card
system since 1960. This system was written in PL/I. The terms
under which the Savings Bank operates are laid down by law,
consequently the basics are not subject to much change -- programs
written for this system in the early 1970s were still in operation
almost twenty years later. An important change at that time was
the decision to make the Savings Bank itself responsible for its
own data entry. The Computer Centre simply processed the data when
it was submitted, leavingthe Savings Bank in complete control at
all times. Data was submitted via an IBM 2780 remote card reader
and printer terminal linked initially to the IBM bureau in
Burlington Road. This was later switched to CPDS and then to
Dundrum. By integrating with the original batch-oriented files,
on-line access was provided in 1975 between Dundrum and the Savings
Bank HQ in College house. Subsequently, the other savings products
operated by P&T were also computerised. These included National
Instalment Savings, Investment Bonds, andSavings Bonds.



Directory enquiries and printing.

A major development in 1982 was the introduction of a computerised
screen-based system for directory enquiries.     Its principal
purpose, however, was the production of the national telephone
directories. The printer was supplied with magnetic tapes and the
production of the output was then automatic.     This system
considerably speeded the production of the directories and helped
keep them more up-to-date. There were fewer errors and the costly
expense of proof-reading was eliminated.    At the time of its
introduction the new directory printing and on-line enquiry system
was believed to be the most comprehensive of its type in the world.
The department is also believed to have been the first PTT in
Europe to install a stored program controlled telex exchange.

Payroll.

After a thorough survey of the market, the department selected
UNIPAY in 1972, the first organisation in Ireland to do so. The
original impetus for this came from the requirement to automate the
payroll of the Engineering Branch which employed some i0,000
people. Data entry was on ICL equipment.

When PAYE was introduced at short notice for civil servants in the
early 1970s, P&T implemented a distributed system for payment of
clerical, postal, and telephonist staff.    There were 14 sites
around the country equipped with IBM 3741s, a small mini-computer.
These were replaced in 1980 by DEC PDP ii/34s and Ii/44s. The
software for payroll processing was completely redesigned and
written in MUMPS, a software system combining a programming
language, database, and operating system. The experience of UNIPAY
and the IBM 3741 influenced the redesign. The environment was
planned to allow the addition of other distributed systems, such as
TV licence administration, on the same hardware and using MUMPS.
By 1980, 18,000 people were being paid through the system.

Accounting.

The MUMPS system was used to develop an application for the main
postal accounting system -- Cash Accounts. The system handled cash
accounts documents from 1400 post offices on at least a weekly
basis, balancing cash and stock movements. It was based on a PDP-
11/44 and was implemented in 1980.    The system improved the
accuracy of the accounting process and reduced the staffing in the
Cash Accounts section from 65 to 34.



User groups and software exchange0

P&T had a long-standing policy of open contact via user groups with
outside and international organisations.    They were an active
member of the GUIDE project, a group of European computer users
dedicated to the effective exchange of in-house software. The
library maintained by the department included operating system
modifications and utility programs. Software developed by P&T’s
computer centre was adopted for use by such bodies as the London
Stock Exchange and a number of multinationals. Standards set by
P&T for the use of certain newly developed software were eventually
adopted by a number of large industrial groups in the UK.

Financial arrangements.

The department had delegated sanction from the Department of
Finance in relation to computer expenditure; while an overall
ceiling applied, the department could purchase individual items
without havingto refer back to Finance. This helped speed the
acquisition process and allowed management more room for manoeuvre.
Contractual arrangementsbetweenthe department’s technical support
staff and outside software houses, mainly in relation to the
distribution of software, enabled the department "to use a
significant number of software packages without charge (During the
Seventies the commercial value of this option is believed to have
been in the region of £100,000). The department also had a long,
standing policy of justifying every system using cost-benefit
analysis techniques, with the benefits of each newly installed
systems being identified and subsequent savings monitored on an
annual basis. Through its links with an international software
house, the department was able to obtain free consultancy by
providing actual case studies for training the company’s
consultants.

Systems development environment.

In the mid-Seventies P&T adopted what one commentator described as
a fourth-generation environment for developing batch systems,
incorporating an advanced high-level language and a data
dictionary. This allowed for more rapid applications development
than previously and facilitated subsequent amendments.     For
example, in one instance the data storage arrangement on the
National Instalment Savings system was converted from sequential
tape to index sequential with direct access on disk by changing a
single parameter. Results like this encouraged the department in
the course it had adopted.    The mid-Seventies also saw the
introduction of database management software,    structured
programming ......... and a second programming language for
engineers (APL) as part of a long-range plan to keep the department
abreast of technical developments in the industry at large. The
department also adapted a quality control technique known as
"software inspection", developed by IBM. Used in conjunction with
a range of allied aids, significant increases in quality and
productivity were reputedly achieved.



Staffing.

The staffing of the computer centre remained relatively stable
during the Seventies. On the whole, the numbers of staff leaving
to take up outside employment during this period was not
significant. Management attributethis to the use of leading-edge
technology and the level of technical challenge provided by the
centre. The use of PL/I rather than COBOL or another commercially
popular language may have been a factor here, there being little
demand on the Irish market for PL/I programmers. The department
also had a policy of retaining newly promoted computer staff within
the data processing area wherever possible. This helped to avoid
the serious loss of skills through internal redeployment. The size
of the Department (some 30,000 individuals) greatly facilitated
this policy.
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The Health Sector

[Reference date: Start-1989

At the time of theReview Body (1.981) the computing arrangements in
the Health Sector were broadly as follows:

(a) Four of the eight health boards were linked to CDPS;

(b) Three main voluntary hospital groups, supporting 23 hospitals
in all, each had their own ICL 2903 with a processing/link to
CDPS, viz.

o North Dublin Voluntary hospitals Group (based at the
Mater Hospital);

o South Dublin Federated Hospitals Group (based at
St Vincent’s Hospital);

o Federated Dublin Voluntary Hospitals Group (based at
St James’s Hospital);

(c) Two health boards had independent data processing centres:

o Eastern Health Board (ICL, upgrading to ICL ME39);

o South Eastern Health Board (ICL 2903, upgrading to ME29) ;

(d) The two remaining health boards availed of computer bureau
services: Midland and North Eastern Health Boards;

In addition, some health boards had installed small computers,
though in no case were these linked to mainframes. Some hospitals
had also installed smaller computers, a few of whom were former
clients of the Voluntary Hospitals Group.

The computerisation requirements and general awareness of the
potential applications for new technology amongst thehealth boards
underwent a gradual change in the course of the Seventies. Though
reticent about confronting the corporate questions posed by data
processing, they were slowly becoming aware of the implications in
the longer term if the new technology was not drawn into the
mainstream of hospital administration. Their demands grew to the
point where CDPS, hampered by continual staff losses, could not be
expected to meet their requirements. The health agencies were
seeking systems which could give information to management on all
aspects of hospital operations.    The areas covered by these
requests included stores, pharmacy and patient administration and
potentially represented a considerable expansion on the then
existing computer capability inthe health sector. In addition to
this, major new hospitals were being planned and would require a
broad range of computer systems.



Main features of health sector computing in 1980.

The main features and problems with computerisation in the health
sector at that time could be summarised as follows:

(a) There was a recognisable unevenness in the pace of systems
development across the health sector;

(b) There were limited resources available, with some unnecessary
duplication of systems in centres isolated from CDPS;

(c) There was a general shortage of systems development staff
amongst agencies, which problem was especially acute in
centres remote from the main large urban areas. Furthermore,
a lot of staff time was devoted to maintaining existing
systems;

(d) Developments in some areas were being directed by individuals
with insufficient technical knowledge and experience, and
there had been a number of instances where equipment of
restricted capability had been installed;

(e) The growing diversity of hardware types, with a score of
vendors vying for this lucrative market, would make subsequent
systems integration next to impossible, as well as greatly
increasing maintenance and development overheads;

(f) Demands by health agencies for expanded services were a strain
on CDPS -- the health sector at that time comprised a
substantial 22% of all public service computer systems.

Review Body.

The Review Body appointed a special study group to examine the
position in the health sector. As mentioned earlier in the main
text, the Review Body recommended that the Department of Health
should be responsible for overall policy, co-ordination, control
and development of information management services in the health
sector and should establish a small computer unit to undertake this
task and to issue standards, guidelines and procedures to be
applied throughout the health sector. It also recommended that
standardised systems and procedures should be applied throughout
the health sector, with a health agency nominated as the centre of
responsibility for each common system, that centre assuming
complete responsibility for the initial installation of the system
and for support to those agencies subsequently implementing it.
According to the Public Service Advisory Council, the main vehicle
for systems development and maintenance for the health sector would
be the health agencies themselves.    This is not how matters
transpired, however.    The Review Body’s recommendations only
received Government approval in 1984, after the Department of
Health had already committed itself to a very ambitious and
expensive programme for computerising the health sector.
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In developing a suitable strategy, the Department of Health would
have had regard to a number of, factors, mainly cost, reliability,
flexibility and speed of implementation.    This would strongly
suggest the acquisition of a packaged system, with the necessary
tailoring carried Out by the supplier to meet local requirements.
Widespread introduction of a comprehensive system in all hospitals
would contain costswhile achieving the ideal of standardisation of
both hardware and software. The basic procedures involved in
patient admission and registration, maintenanceofmedical records,
pharmacy control and other hospital practiceswere considered to be
sufficiently standard to be met satisfactorily by a common system.
The Department considered the experience in other countries to be
supportive of this view. In settling on this course, it was fully
aware of the ambitious nature of the undertaking.    The system
selected would have to be highly sophisticated, with a level of
integration which did more than anticipate future interface
requirements but constituted an intrinsic feature of the design
philosophy from the outset.    It would also need to possess
networking capability, database software and a range of standard
office automation facilities.

Merits of a centralist approach.

Apart from the obvious advantage of lower costs, the merits of a
centrally developed strategy designed to achieve widespread
standardisation were considered to be broadly as follows:

o It should avoid any necessity to introduce a duplicate back-up
system or redundant hardware since critical files could, in
the event of a system failure, be transferred to a
neighbouring location using a similar system;

o A standard system (both hardware and software) requires fewer
computer experts at each location;

o It facilitates the greater mobility of staff, both computer
and non-computer, between locations;

o System maintenance problems are reduced since modifications
effected in one location can more easily be implemented in
othersites, and without a considerable duplication of effort;

o Future developments, including legislative ones, are easier to
anticipate and control;

o Inter-site networks are easier to establish;

o The risk of independently installed systems failing to meet
minimum requirements is greatly reduced;

o Vendor support, and therefore system reliability, is increased
in proportion to their overall investment in the success of
the system.



The events which ensued have become probably the main controversy
in public service computing. As an NBST/Eolas report stated, the
Department’s approach has "come in for widespread criticism -- on
the selection process through which a software supplier was chosen,
on the wisdom of nominating a standard package for all hospitals,
and on the functional limitations of the selected package." The
issues fall under two broad headings: the manner in which the
system was chosen and the extent to which its technical
characteristics recommended it for widespread use in the health
sector. The criticism and controversy surrounding the system since
it first began to attract outside attention early in 1982 have not
to date led to a complete public resolution of all the facts and it
will probably be some years before a definitive assessment can be
made.

Criticisms of the system selected.

Following the Review Body’s recommendations for the health sector,
a project group was established by the Department of Health.
Taking up where the Review Body’s Study Group left off, it compiled
a detailed request for proposals which issued in August, 1981. In
drawing up the RFP, the project group by-passed the health sector
user representative group, known as the Health Computer Co-
ordinating Committee, which had been established in October, 1980,
and comprised administrators from the health boards and voluntary
hospitals. In February, 1982, the Department awarded the contract
to McAuto, a subsidiary of the McDonnell Douglas Corporation, a
company which had installed systems in one out of every six
hospitals in the US.

According to the Department, the McAuto proposals were finally
selected having regard to the overall suitability of their
products, the wider range of facilities on offer, lower costs,
better support arrangements and volume discounts.      Many
commentators were very concerned at the apparent haste with which
the system was selected and the criteria applied. Health agencies
were unhappy -- some very unhappy -- with the lack of consultation.
As the Department itself states, "the Department has developed a
policy of computerisation for the health sector ... Details of this
policy were circulated to all health agencies on 3 March 1983" --
i.e. one year after the system was selected. Prospective users and
staff representatives objected to the effective granting of a
monopoly to McAuto. In their view at least two systems should have
been piloted. Subsequent developments support this view.

The McAuto system comprised two main packages, one for patient
administration and one for laboratory services    (The financial
system was not awarded to McAuto) -- see Table i for a list of the
integrated modules comprising the two systems. Both systems were
written in a low level programming language, Macro II Assembler,
and were designed to run on PDP 11/44 computers.
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Table 1
o on-line interactive system o patient master index
o patient management control o waiting list module
o clinic appointment scheduling o pre-admission module
o outpatient appointmt.scheduling o advanced pharmacy module
o ward order entry/result reporting o cost of service module
o food (catering) management
o speciality (theatre) scheduling
o ward administration
o advanced radiology
o pharmacy information system
o laboratory information system

o physicians’ registry
o nurse allocation
o nurse scheduling
o advanced laboratory
o three-level security system
o preventive maintenance

scheduling.

The main drawbacks with the strategy adopted by the Department,
which ran counter to what the Review Body was to propose, were as
follows:

(a) Low-level languages were machine specific; it would be highly
undesirable to be irrevocably committed to one vendor
(Digital) and one model of computer (PDP 11/44); .

(b) Substantial modifications over and above those normally
considered desirable for a packaged system, particularly one
written in a low-level language, would be required;

(c) The system selected had not been used in Europe, was not
designed with Irish hospital procedures in mind, andnormally
ran in conjunction with the vendor’s financial package;

(d) The level of consultation with users, whose cooperation was
critical to the success of the strategy, was wholly
inadequate.

In its defence the Department could contend that, under the terms
of the contract, the supplier would carrythe cost of any necessary
amendments. This failed to address the keyissue, namely, whether
the amendments could in fact be satisfactorily effected and in good
time. While a low-level language system consumes fewer hardware
resources, thereby containing overall costs, it can be extremely
difficult to tailor in practice. Such systems ceased to enjoy a
vogue since the Sixties, being superseded by the greater
productivity and flexibility of third-level languages. With the
Eighties witnessing the increased use of fourth-generation
software, the selection of a broadly out-of-date technology for the
health sector was difficult to justify.    The Department also
contended that the proposed system could run on the higher range of
VAXs, thereby countering the charge that the system was tied to an
out-of-date machine (the PDP 11/44). However, most significantly,
no evidence was adduced to the effect that the McAuto suite of
modules hadactually been tested in a VAX environment.



Dail Committees.

The cumulative weight of these drawbacks led to the collapse of the
strategy. In December, 1986, the now defunct Dail Committee on
Public Expenditure (PEC) convened a hearing to examine the matter.
While the question of the technical suitability of the~ system
selected was not specifically addressed, the question of the cost-
effectiveness of the system was examined, as well as the range and
sufficiency of the information then available from it. At that
date, certain parts of the system were in place in three pilot
sites only -- Crumlin, Cork and Tralee. The contract had cost some
£10m since 1982, while the itemised strategy plan was expected to
cost £20m in all. Full computerisation of the entire health sector
over a longer period had been estimated to cost somewhere in the
region of £40m, with some 60%-70% being absorbed by hardware costs.
Full consultation with users had not taken place, according to the
Department, since the commitment of financial resources was not
assured, with funding to 1986 being found from a variety of
(unspecified) sources.    The absence of central commitment was,
rather illogically, used to justify the imposition of central
policy formulation and control. Furthermore, the Department had
undertaken no specific analysis in relation to cost benefit.

The consultants engaged by the PEC were very critical of the
Department and made a number of recommendations, including the
following:

O that an external review of software policies in the Department
be undertaken to determine the suitability of the software
system selected;

o that a five-year statement of strategy be made available by
the Department to participating institutions;

O that a cost-benefit analysis be undertaken to highlight the
effects of computerisation in the health sector;

o that relevant health boards and other institutions collaborate
more closely with the Department on future policy issues.

The Public Accounts Committee concluded, on foot of its examination
of the matter in 1988/89i that "the Department was simply learning
as it was going along and doing so expensively with the major
beneficiaries being the suppliers and the consultants whereas the
learning process should have taken place before any commitments
were entered into .... Since this expensive exercise was carried out
at the expense of the taxpayer, the Committee is highly critical of
the entire episode which seems to be without justification."

In the wake of these findings, the Department has since abandoned
its strategy, with health agencies having a free hand in
determining their own IT arrangements.
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APPENDIX M

Some Comparisonswith Denmark

[Reference~date: mid-1987]~

While Denmark is very similar~ to Ireland in many respects, its
overall approach to computerisation in the public service appears
to have been more effective. Two large bureaux, Datacentralen and
Kommunedata, serve central government and local authorities,
respectively. During the Seventies these centres were geared to
take the fullest advantage of economies of scale. Common systems
were developed ~to perform common tasks in both central and local
government. Their civil service concentrated large and important
applications on one highly sophisticated and powerful computer
centre. A number of very large mainframes (IBM and Amdahl) met
most of the processing requirements of the public service, with
users communicating from remote terminals -- 650 to Datacentralen
and some 400 to Kommunedata.

There was a high level of public debate between 1970 and 1977 on
the holding of personal details on computer. This was within a
tradition which acknowledged the value of personal data banks. A
1924 Act of Parliament laid down that each of the Danish
municipalities should establish and maintain up to date a local
populationregister containing information about all residents of
a municipal district, recording name, occupation, date of birth,
residence,; family status, citizenship etc.     Another Act of
Parliament in 1966 gave Denmarks Statistik (their equivalent of the
CSO) authority to collect administrative data for the production of
statistics from public bodies and to organise the necessary co-
operation betweenthe various administrative systems. The Act also
stipulated that data collected for statistical purposes and
referring to an identifiable individual or enterprise could not be
passed on to any other Government department or private person. In
1968 the Central Population Register was computerised.     An
essential part of this major undertaking was the introduction of a
permanent identification number for each individual person. The
number was to be introduced into all sectors of public
administration, replacing the many different numbers and references
then in use. The Public Registers Act, 1978, gave legislative
effect to existing practices and ensured that the setting up and
use of such registers by public authorities did not violate the
individual citizen’s legal protection or private rights.

In addition to these important legislative initfatives, there were
several significant developments to ensure the proper co-ordination
in the growth of data processing. These included the creation in
1978 of a Board of EDP Co-ordination with the agreement of
Datacentralen, Kommunedata and other corporate bodies. A number of
ministries and local government organisations were represented on
the Board, Where sectoral questions of administration need to be
examined, EDP Co-ordination Committees are appointed by the
Ministers concerned. The powers of the Minister for Finance in the



field of DP co-ordination were subsequently given statutory force
in the Public Registers Act, 1978, which stated that the creation
of any future central or local person-based registers must have his
prior approval. Yet another body was set up in 1981 to co-ordinate
the use of resources (personnel, equipment etc) between
Datacentralen and Kommunedata. The Joint Agency was in effect a
board of directors empowered to establish guidelines binding on
both organisations.

The existence of accessible EDP registers -- some 500 by 1983 --
enables Denmarks Statistik to carry out extensive statistical
analysis of several major areas of national economic importance
using information already supplied to public authorities. The
expensive time-consuming overhead of data collection is therefore
sharply reduced.    For instance, it has not been necessary to
conduct a traditional business census since 1958.

What lessons does the Danish experience hold for Ireland? While
hard and fast comparisons are not easy to make due to differing
conditions -- for instance, more welfare and tax collection tasks
are devolved upon local government in Denmark -- a number of
important features can be identified:

o There is a comparatively high level of public awareness in
Denmark of the nature and merits of computerised information;

o A good deal of public, trade union and Parliamentary debate
has taken place to establish what impact progressive
computerisation is likely to have on the rights of the
individual and what benefits it holds for society;

o Structures and protective guarantees have been formulated,
debated, and embodied in legislation;

o Computer-related issues have received a fair deal of attention
and encouragement at Government and Ministerial level;

o The degree of consultation with prospective users and all
parties concerned appears to have been good, even in the early
planning stages;

o Emphasis has been placed on the need to remove ambiguity as to
where responsibility lies for systems delivery and support;

o Administrative machinery and recognised forums have been set
up to co-ordinate public service DP activities and to maintain
a coherent strategy;

o The relative level of expenditure on computerisation in the
public service has been high (for example, five times the rate
obtaining in Ireland in 1980);

o Attention was placed at an early stage on the organised use of
information as a resource.
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APPENDIX N

Office of the Revenue Commissioners

[Reference date: Start-1988]

1963 - 1975.

In the years prior to the eventual establishment of CDPS in
Kilmainham, the area of principal~ computer activity was Revenue.
The first computer in the civil service andone of the first in the
country (an ICT 1301T) was installed in Revenue in 1963. The
decision in principle to adopt computerisation on a significant
scale was made as early as 1960. Revenue was very much ahead of
its time in this regard. If one discounts the scientific and
statistical offices of the civilservice (as well as P&T), the next
department to commit itself to widescale use of computers was
social Welfare about twenty years later (though management in that
department might argue that 1973 was closer to the mark, with the
introduction of the disability benefit system).

Revenue selected Honeywell hardware in 1967 as providing the
greatest functionality, the main alternatives being the ICL 1906A
and the IBM 370/165. The decision to select Honeywell was based on
the fact that it was the only vendor who, in their opinion, could
provide a working version of COBOL. It is to Revenue’s credit that
it recognised the breakthrough offered by a third generation
language at such an early stage. Other routes could have left them
stuckwith the mire of assembly level language and all the problems
faced by American organisations in the Seventies. Havingsatisfied
themselves that there had been substantial increases in tax revenue
as a direct result of computerisation, they continued to press for
new ways to exploit the technology. Some evidence of the programme
they set themselves is shown by the fact that the two Honeywell
1200 machines installed in July, 1967, (with an aggregate of II4K)
were replaced the following year by two 2200 machines (with an
aggregate of 196K) -- the duplication of equipment was to meet the
internal back-up requirement. The capital investment which this
involved is an indication of the support computerisation was
receiving at the highest management level. The 1967 expansion was
part of a major policy decision by Revenue to develop fully
computerised systems for all tax heads in the long term. Apart
from direct financial benefits, Revenuestatedthat computerisation
led to a marked increase in flexibility in the use of resources,
allocation of work areas and regrading of duties. Some measure of
the cost effectiveness of computerisation in Revenue can be
gathered from the following figures which show the relationship
between nett inland revenue and administrative costs:

1959/60 £33m 3.6%
1964/65 £78m 2.7%
1970/71 £215m 1.8%
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This sizeable decrease was probably influenced by a number of
other factors -- increases in average income, increases in income
tax, inflation, slow increases in tax free allowances -- but the
impact of computerisation can realistically take a share of the
credit.

The benefits of automation.

The operational effectiveness of the computer systems in Revenue
made it easier to implement changes in the Finance Acts.    For
example, the provisions of the 1971 Finance Act, relating to
interest on late payments and payments on account, were implemented
much more speedily than could have. been achieved by manual means.
The provisions increased the rate of interest, shortened the
interest-free period and introduced newrules relating to payments
on account.    The implementation of these changes involved a
comprehensive range of amendments to the income tax etc suite of
programs, which were completed by the end of November, 1971. In
early December approximately 90,000 initial demands for the first
instalment of the 1971/72 income tax and sur-tax were issued,
representing a hundred percent increase on similar issues in
previous years. An increased yield of about £5m incom~ tax in the
financial year 1971/72 resulted directly from this operation.
Revenue considered that it would not have been possible to mount
the operation if the system had not been so completely and
effectively computerised.

The Health Contribution Act, 1971, provided for the collection of
flat-rate health contributions from~ inter alia, self-employed
persons other than farmers within certain income tax limits.
Commencing October, 1971, a file was set up of such persons
(47,000) mainly by automatic extraction of existing computer
records. This operation, which could not have been carried out on
a manual basis, yielded almost £200,000 which would not otherwise
have been collected in the tax year 1971/72.

Another interesting benefit conferred by computerisation, which
might possibly be regarded as part of Revenue folklore, was the
rounding-up of tax free allowances to the nearest ip, instead of
25p under the original manual system. This change, which would not
have been possible without automation, resulted in an increase of
about £1m annually in tax yield.

The new technology also made it possible to check annually the tax
liability of employees under the PAYE scheme. This involved the
input of actual earnings and tax deducted in each of 650,000 cases
approximately, with a computer check in each case. Subsequently,
lists were produced for each income tax district of those cases
where the tax deducted did not appear to agree with the liability
as calculated from the records. These lists enabled inspectors to
review liability in the bulk of PAYE cases.
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On the whole, not only did computerisation improve the general
efficiency of existing tax collection procedures but, by allowing
for the more flexible implementation of changes in those
procedures, it enabled more effective systems of taxcollection to
be introduced. For example, systems in operation in the early
Seventies, which had not been envisaged in the mid-Sixties,
included wholesale tax, VAT, computerised tradestatistics, health
contributions and construction industry tax. In addition, payments
balancing, which had not been envisaged as a significant separate
system, had become an important part of Revenue’s overall
accounting procedures. For the financial year ended March, 1973,
over 90% of the total collection of all the following taxes were
based on the use of computers: income tax, sur-tax, corporation
profits tax, PAYE and sales taxes. This represented over 50% of
all taxes collected by Revenue in that year.

Strategic re-evaluation.

Their increasing processing requirements forced another strategic
re-evaluation. The equipment had again reached maximum capacity
and further development was becoming impracticable.     With
collection under all tax heads supported by matur~ computer
systems, over three billion characters of tax information had
accumulated onmagnetic tape master files. In addition, the delays
inherent in large scale batch processing were causing problems for
administrative staff dependent onthe computers for information on
tax collection. It was decided to overcome these bottlenecks by
providing on-line access, country-wide, to data held on computer
files and, by increasing the computer power to handle other
anticipated data processing needs in the medium term, The switch
to on-line systems again demonstrated the foresight of Revenue
management in accurately identifying future trends. New equipment,
with the capacity to support current batch applications, further
expansion of those applications and the new telecommunications
network, was acquired in 1973. It consisted of a dual Honeywell
6060 processor and a comprehensive range of peripherals, including
special processors to handle the network communications. Internal
back-up was again an over-riding consideration. The H2020-based
systemswere converted over a period of eighteen months, with all
work being transferred tothe H6060 installation by end-1974. The
new system had a capital value of £2m and was the largest in the
public service, handling about 1.2m Revenue accounts (2000MBs).
The installation of a disk-oriented system to complement that based
on magnetic tape, plus the complex suite of programs required to
handle each tax system, made this period (1972-75) a very testing
time for Revenue. Its success was a clear indication that the
organisation had a full Working mastery of the mainframe
environment.
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The Revenue installation had a brief contribution to make to the
development of the computer bureau concept in the civil service.
A number of departments made use of unutilized machine time in the
second shift to process some small to medium sized jobs. In 1968,
the DP unit in Finance hired an outside firm to operate a third
shift on one of Revenue’s machines in Aras Brugha.    Revenue
subsequently hired Honeywell to operate the third shift on both
computers in O’Connell Street. However, the upgraded system of
1973, with its more demanding configuration, convinced Revenue of
the undesirability of a third shift operation if at all possible.
This had been borne out by the experience in other countries where
it was found to strain staffing and machine resources as well as
diluting communication between key personnel. It also left
insufficient spare capacity to handle a crisis.

Outside contact.

Since there were no large users of Honeywell in Ireland, Revenue
had good deal of informal contact with Honeywell mainframe users in
other countries, especially the UK (e.g. Littlewoods). Revenue
exchanged information with government departments in certain other
European countries using Honeywell equipment and had,negotiated
formal back-up arrangements with two EC member states in case of a
catastrophe. In addition, they received study teams from such
countries as Belgium, Turkey, Cyprus and Taiwan. It had been their
policy in the Seventies to encourage staff participation at
conferences and to send delegations abroad to keep abreast of
leading-edge developments. The 1973 conversion was carried out in
the Eastern Electricity computer centre at Ipswich using night-
shift and weekend working, with different teams travelling across
as required.    Revenue’s top DP manager was president of the
Honeywell Computer Users Association for the UK and Ireland, vice-
president of the OECD computer group and president of the Irish
Computer Society.    He also had the unusual advantage, from an
organisational standpoint, of combining both the technical and
executive managerial functions. This helped reduce problems and
delays in reconciling technical and administrative interests and
objectives.

1975 - 1987.

In the period 1975 to 1987, computer equipment in Revenue was
upgraded on a planned annual basis to meet anticipated needs for
processing power, memory, data storage and extra peripherals. Some
of these upgrades crossed the threshold into a new class of
Honeywell machine, for instance from the H6060 to the H6080 in 1976
to a DPS 8/70 in 1981. New operating system releases were also
introduced where they offered significant development features or
improved machine performance. A significant software development
was the acquisition of a database management system, Honeywell’s
DMIV, in 1980, in conjunction with a new version of the COBOL
programming language, COBOL 74. A marked increase in disk usage to
cater for on-line application files was notable throughout this
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period. Memory also increased sharply, from IMB in 1973 to 16MBs
in 1985. Overall daily transaction processing volumes grew from
1,200 messages inApril, 1975, to about 150,000 in April, 1986.

In addition to the ever expanding on-line applications, heavy batch
maintenance has been a marked feature of Revenue work. Many of the
batch systems date from the late Sixties and early Seventies; a
phased re-writing of these systems has been taking place since,
e.g. major redevelopments of the PAYE andVAT collection systems
were accomplished in 1975-78 and 1979-83, respectively. The number
of batch programs grew from 212 in 1972 to some 2,000 programs in
1986 -- over two million lines of code. Bulk data input and output
methodsalso underwent radical change with papertape being replaced
in 19.78 by key-to-disk equipmentand microfiching.

Position of DP within the organisation.

Within the Revenue organisation, the DP division was originally
part of the Collector,General’s area, its first major end-user. In
1978, it moved further into the mainstream of the organisation,
alongside Personnel and the Supply Branch.      A further
reorganisation saw the division become part of the Accountant
General’s office in 1983. Over this period, the organisational
functions committed to computerisation expanded greatly. By 1986,
the administration and collection of the following were dependent
on computer systems:

o VAT
o PAYE
o PRSI
o Income Tax (Schedule D)
o Corporation Tax
o Capital Gains Tax
o Health Contributions
o Youth Employment Levy
o Capital Acquisitions
o Customs & Excise Trade Statistics
o Customs & Excise Deferred Payments
o Residential Property Tax
o Revenue Payroll

In addition, computer
following:

o Income Statistics
o Budget Estimation

systems were being used to support the

o Customs & Excise Warehousing
o Accounts Payable

Some idea of the volume of work being handled at that time may be
had from the following statistics:
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Cases

PAYE Employees
PAYE Employers
Collection of Income Tax,
Corporation Tax and CGT
Assessing Income Tax and
Corporation Tax
Value Added Tax
Construction Industry
Health Contributions
Property Tax
Capital Acquisitions Tax
Payroll

1,450,000
131,000

428,000

535,000
175,000

36,000
282,000

68,000
47,000

6,750.

Processing of the above was concentrated on a Honeywell triple
processor mainframe which supported a network of over 350 VDUs
located around the country, since expanded to over a thousand VDUs.
This network has witnessed a vast expansion in the volume of on-
line traffic, as the following table shows:

Year (January) Number of VDUs Daily average number
of transactions

1976 79 20,000
1977 84 25,000
1978 106 30,000
1979 119 35,000
1980 135 45,000
1981 149 60,000
1982 181 65,000
1983 239 70,000
1984 247 75,000
1985 288 80,000
1986 293 120,000.

These statistics represent some 19,500MBs of stored data.

The burden of developing, acquiring, operating and supporting
computer-based systems which improve the effectiveness of the whole
organisation lies squarely with the DP division. This includes a
major project in Dublin Castle to develop a large-scale
microcomputer office information system.     Overall direction,
however, was provided through the Computer Planning Group
comprising representatives of the major user areas. This Group,
which extends to Commissioner level, meets at least once every
quarter to examine each project in progress, where it stands, and
what additional resources, if any, may need to be deployed to
accelerate it towards a deadline. The Group is the main means of
involving top management across the organisation in formulating
strategy and lending support. Future activities coming within the
Group’s scrutiny will include two major projects,    the
computerisation of Customs & Excise data entry and a highly
detailed and comprehensive study to re-write all tax systems to
support an extensively integrated database.
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Maximieing the value of Revenue data.

The main concern amongst managers in Revenue has always been the
speedy and efficient collection of revenue in accordance with
statutory requirements. The generation of additional information,
statistics and reports from the data collected has been of minor
importance. In the opinion of some commentators, this neglect has
been unwarranted ("there is no particular incentive on the part of
Revenue to produce the desired statistics" - Blackwell). Revenue
data could provide very revealing national statistics for a range
of policy purposes -- earnings, employment, income distribution,
business activities, profits, taxation, coding of firms etc. The
biggest obstacle to producing tables which would help policy making
outside the specific remit of Revenue itself is, according to
Blackwell (1985), the need to deploy clerical staff to "clean" the
data, that is remove individual identifying characteristics. While
the question of data release is not, strictly speaking, an IT
problem, except in so far as it relates to the availability of
staffing resources, it does highlight the need amongst management
generally, whether in Revenue or elsewhere in the public service,
to adopt an attitude towards information technology which is
broader than the automation per se of manual procedures.
The information generated by a computer system should be regarded
as an integral justification for the system and not merely a by-
product of procedures transferred from a manual to a mechanical
environment.
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APPENDIX O

Department of Social Welfare

[Reference date: Start 1988]

Some developments in the Department of Social Welfare have already
been discussed in the main text. Up to 1985, CDPS was responsible
for systems development in that Department. This responsibility
was complete, being neither purely technical nor agency-based.
CDPS worked on the basis of joint responsibility with Social
Welfare management on all aspects of planning and development.
Operations were the sole responsibility of Social Welfare. This
co-operative participation at both management and lower levels
should be kept in mind throughout this appendix.

The systems in operation in the Department fall into five broad
categories:

(a) Systems originated in the Seventies, viz. (i) general
benefits, which includes disability benefit, occupational
injuries, maternity allowance and (ii) treatment benefit
(dental and optical);

(b)

(c)

The Central Records system which operated from late 1980;

Office automation and on-lineenquiry systems;

(d) A number of recently introduced applications, including
children’s allowance,    pensions,    a pilot system for
unemployment assistance/benefit, family income supplement and
rent subsidy, which were all initiated during 1984/5;

(e) Networking and telecommunications.

General Benefit system.

The general benefit system was first installed in 1973. In line
with the policy prevailing at that time, Social Welfare were not
given the latitude to expand too quickly into a fully self-
sufficient installation, in addition to those already operating in
Revenue and P&T. Instead, a two-tier approach was adopted. Two
Honeywell 716 minicomputers were used together with a remote job
entry link to the IBM 370 in Kilmainham. The smaller machines
handled the time-critical local processing on-line, such as claim
entry and payment calculations, while the mainframe handled such
batch work as master-file updating, cheque reconciliation and
statistical analysis. Transaction throughput was high even then,
with 50,000 medical certificates and 6,000 new claims per week.
The Honeywell processors were eventually replaced in 1981 with DEC
PDP 11/70 computers using DECNET software for transmission. This
system provided greater processing power for increased
functionality and supported a larger number of VDUs.
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The application was transferred again at end-1984 to two VAX 11/780
computers. The batch work on the IBM machine was subsequently
transferred to the VAXs. The overall system architecture remained
similar to the Honeywell/IBM arrangement but with the notable
advantage that the common operating environment for both on-line
and batch processing made the phased re-design of the entire system
easier~ to effect.    In an effort to contain operations staff
requirements, the on-line application was transferred again to a
VAX 8600 in 1986.

Central Records system.

Following the changeover from insurance stamps to a system of pay-
related social insurance (PRSI) in 1979, the department’s central
records sections were computerised with effect from 1980/81. This
was a major turning point for Social Welfare since it committed
them to a long-term strategy. The DEC proposal to use their PDP
ll/70s was accepted by the department as the most flexible
solution, opening up possibilities of transparent access between
the Benefits and the CRS systems,     This factor would have
influenced the decision referred to above to migrate the Benefits
application from the Honeywell machines to the PDPs.

The Central Records System (CRS) is a very large database
containing employment and earnings details of over 1.5 million
insured persons. The bulk of the CRS data comes originally from
Revenue on magnetic tape who collect PRSI using the PAYE system.
It also records details of all claims. The CRS, as the focus for
the administration of all insurance-based schemes, is the
conceptual hub of Social Welfare’s network. The other systems feed
into and draw from it. There is no reason, though, why the CRS
should be restricted to coverage of insured persons only. For
instance, non-insured persons who come within the orbit of the
Social Welfare code -- which can, in theory, embrace all Irish
residents -- could also be included.

The CRS is undergoing aphased re-design. This could result in a
move away from the distributed architectureemployed to date. The
department states,/ however, that it is aware of centralised
database systems of similar size and complexity which operate
effectively on a distributed data network.    A fairly lengthy
migration time to a full-blown DBMS-type solution is anticipated;
this may allow VAX’based software to be proven in the intervening
period.

Telecommunications.

During 1981-82, the data network was essentially local in nature,
with a small number of remote experimental connections.    It
comprised about 15Oterminals connected to five PDP 11/70 computers
located in two sites and serving six HQ buildings in Dublin and the
employment exchange in Cork. In parallel with the decision in 1983
to make the major move from TRAX to VAX/VMS for Benefits and CRS,
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the department carried out a strategic study of their immediate and
long-term telecommunications requirements. It decided to select a
local area network (LAN) in preference to the more traditional
approaches such as conventional point-to-point cabling, front-end
processors or a PABX solution.    In pursuing this course the
department ran agafnst their consultants’ recommendation. Despite
their heavy investment in DEC equipment, the department installed
another product, PLANET, instead which supported all standard
protocols, including IBM.

Office information system.

An information system, INFOSYS, was implemented in 1983 to allow
queries from the public to be answered at a number of local
centres. Several Dublin and provincial information offices were
linked into INFOSYS using the public telephone network. Originally
INFOSYS, which currently runs on a VAX, handled dial-up enquiries
in respect of general benefits and CRS. It has since been extended
to cover children’s allowance and pension queries. The department
intends INFOSYS to incorporate new applications as they come on
stream. In addition, links have been set-up to the department of
Health and FAS.

1984 saw a marked increase in the number of general managers using
a terminal for standard enquiries and some basic OA activities. By
mid-1986 there were 140 users at management level or thereabouts
availing mainly of the electronic mail, document filing/retrieval
and word processing features under VAX/VMS.    Some use was also
being made of spreadsheet and graphics. A more comprehensive and
user-friendly system, DEC’s All-in-One, was implemented on a phased
basis during 1985. It was the department’s intention at this time
that all officers at middle and senior management level would
participate in a Management Information System based on All-in-One.

Hardware configuration.

The hardware configuration in the department by the mid-Eighties
made it one of the largest DEC installations in Europe, with total
CPU memory of 208 MBs, total MIPS of 27.5, and 800 VDUs [By 1990,
these figures had grown significantly to 606MBs, 59.8 MIPS, and
1550 VDUs]. The following table schedules the hardware in Social
Welfare at start 1987:

Processors: 2 x VAX 8650
2 x VAX 8600
3 x VAX 11/785
3 x VAX 11/780
5 x MicroVAX II

These processors (excluding the
MicroVAXs) had an equivalent
overall throughput of 19 x
VAX II/780s.

Disks: 65 x RA81 (total c 30,000 MBs)
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Terminals: 800 VDUs at over 40 different locations
140 VDU-associated printers

22 laser printers
16 line printers

Telecommunications: 194 city lines; 17 dial-in lines;
12 lines to provincial centres
(excluding shared lines).

[See Annexe A for more recent statistics.]

The large VAXs are clustered in each site. They are also connected
by an Ethernet LAN over which DECNET is transmitted.    The
Departmentclaims tohave succesSfullyintegrated two distinctLAN
technologies to create a level of resilience not otherwise
achievable.~- Their telecommunication arrangements enable all the
department’s terminals, irrespective of location, to access data on
any of their computers.    The implementation of the PLANET and
Ethernet LANs gives the end-user the appearance and functionality
of a very substantial LAN with access to all processors and
databases. Further developments are expected to result in even
greater integration of LANs across the department.

Growth of computerisation within Social Welfare.

When examining the growth of computerisation in the department, it
is important to note that the greatest expansion occurred in the
space of only four to five years.     Significantly, these
developments created or facilitated fundamental changes in the
structure of the administration.    When one considers that the
skills and know-how needed to manage a large computer installation
take many years to acquire, the pace of change was notable. There
can be no doubt that this required considerable commitment at
management level, as well as firm Ministerial support. CDPS must
also have been strongly committed to this rapid rate of expansion.
This general policy would have been strongly endorsed by both DEC,
whose equipment was exclusively employed, and the firm of
consultants who have had a significant involvement with Social
Welfare throughout the Eighties.

The following table will give a clear picture of the rate at which
computerisation expanded in thedepartment:
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1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Number of 50 150 250 300 450 500 800
VDUs

Disk storage 4 5 6 7 12 17 30

(SBs)
Memory - 12 18 25 35 90 208

(MBs)
Computerised - - - cl00 800 900 i000

claims in
payment (000s)

The volumes of data supported by various applications at mid-1986
were:

Application Active Clients

Short term benefits
(5 applications)
Central Records

Child Benefit

Pensions
Unemployment Assistance
Family Income Supplement
Rent Subsidy

700,000 claims
per annum;
1,300,000
(c.2m records);
0.5m families
(l.2m children);
0.5m persons;
25,000 on computer;
6,000;
6,000.

Note: The Family Income Supplement system is
Datatrieve; all other applications are in Cobol.
[See Annexe A for more recent statistics.]

programmed in

Design philosophy.

The approach taken by the department to computerisation has been
basically incrementalist. Instead of employing one or two large
mainframes to handle their heavy processing requirements, they
opted for a system comprising a totally compatible range of
minicomputers linked by powerful inter-processor communications.
A mainframe-based strategy was seriously considered but management
in Social Welfare felt their short and medium term needs were
better served by a hardware configuration which allowed the widest
flexibility in dealing with systems development, project control,
security, and changing administrative requirements. The two short-
listed proposals in 1979 were both for minicomputers. The final
selection of Digital was fully supported by both CDPS and Social
Welfare. In the early Eighties the department, with the assistance
of consultants, undertook major studies in networking and hardware
strategy which further supported this approach. These studies were
influenced by the following considerations which the department
regarded as important: operational independence; reliability,
availability and performance; flexibility and expandibility;
security, e.g. resilience in recovering from emergency situations;
ease and speed of implementation.
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Minicomouters, it was considered, enabled a long-term strategy of
networking and distributed processing to be more flexibly pursued
-- this was an important consideration for a department whose staff
were located in eighteen buildings in Dublin and about 200 offices
throughout the country.    It is probably fair to say that the
department took a calculated risk when it opted for a minicomputer
solution. Some experts in the early Eighties were of the opinion
that a networked minicomputer system could not continue to expand
indefinitely since the operating system overhead and the
proliferating problems of inter-processor communication would
become excessive; thus, when the time came to graduate into a
mainframe environment, it would be impossible to do so since the
investment in the minicomputer solution would have become too
great.

The calculated risk was supported by their confidence in Digital’s
technology. Social Welfare found in Digital a good partner who
continued to produce the improved hardware which was essential to
the success of the strategy adopted. Digital continued to develop
more powerful machines; the networking software did not disappoint,
while the software development and applications tools, TDMS and
ACMS, performed well. In addition, Digital found in Social Welfare
a suitably sized customer to test out its new software products --
the department was quite prepared to act as a test site for
original software in controlled circumstances, though they
maintained a general policy of only installing proven hardware.
Another factor weighing in favour of the strategy adopted was the
continuing low cost of minicomputer processors -- the department
estimate that the mainframe alternative would have been at least
twice as expensive.

Situations arising.

The department has not beenwithout itsheadaches and setbacks. To
begin with, the huge increase in claimants in the Eighties had to
be catered for. For example: The Disability Benefit application
got into serious difficulties in 1981 -- this is a very sensitive
area since a one-day stoppage can leave thousands of families
without their payments. In 1984, a postal cheque payment scheme
for the long-term unemployed fell foul of bank branch closures in
high density areas, necessitating a return to the manual/cash
approach. A major project to rewrite the general benefits system,
had been deferred a few times due to pressure of work on other
fronts and which did not commence until late 1983, was stopped by
senior management in June, 1985, despite protests from the
technical staff engaged onthe project. Another important problem
for the department arose from the decision in 1978/79 to use the
Revenue tax number as the social insurance identification code upon
the changeover to PRSI (The UK gave priority to the social
insurance number).
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Further research.

The introduction and expansion of IT in the Department of Social
Welfare is a very complex subject and deserving of in-depth
analysis. This appendix could only sketch the main issues and
developments. In addition to the vast range of operational and
technological changes during the Eighties, the department has
undergone profound changes at an organisational and management
level. The department has not been slow to address these issues as
they arose but has continually re-structured the organisation at
both staffing and procedural levels to best avail of technological
opportunities. Given the volume of its transactions, the size of
its staff, the distribution of its services network, and the extent
of its client base, it is unlikely that any other organisation in
the country has undergone more extensive IT related change. When
one considers its high exposure to public scrutiny, it has shown
conspicuous courage in addressing the challenge of new technology.
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ANNEXE A

Recent statistics on IT in the Department of Social Welfare

A: Staff~nq and Clients, 1990

The department has 3800 staff in over 150 locations.
It has 715,000 clients (who in turn have about 580,000
adult or child dependants). It handles gross expenditure
of some IR£2.7bn.

B: Schedule of hardware, 1990

CPUs

1 x VAX 11/785
2 x VAX 8600
2 x VAX 8650
2 x VAX 8530
3 x VAX 8550
2 x VAX 8810

These processors are in three
clusters comprising 4, 3, and
2 VAXs, respectively.

Total main memory = 606MBs
Total MIPS = c 60.
Estimated overall throughput
equivalent to 36 x VAX 11/780.

Disks

40 x RA90
29 x RA70
i0 x RA82

4 x SI83
20 x RA81. Total disk capacity = 92.3GBs

Terminals

1550 VDUs
147 Terminal servers

13 line printers
56 laser printers.
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Telecommunications

A virtual LAN comprising 4 Token Ring LANs bringing
data to 4 CSMA/CD segments linked by fibre optics
to create one virtual Ethernet.

231 analogue multiplexers
14 digital multiplexers
13 digital circuits

228 analogue circuits
3 fibre optic circuits.

The department’s telecommunications network, INFONET, is being
developed country-wide to provide multi-node access to
centrally held applications and INFOSYS. On completion, the
network will provide central access for 2500 VDUs located
around the country.

B: Applications qrowth

General Benefits
Central Records
INFOSYS
Unemployment Payments
Child Benefit
Pensions
Family Income Supplement
Rent Allowance
office Automation
Flexitime
Cheque Reconciliation
Travel and Subsistence
Management Information System
Outdoor Staff Work Returns
Qualification Certificate
Parliamentary Questions
Disability Benefit Appeals
Medical Referral
Free Schemes
Electricity, Travel etc
Treatment Benefits
Personalised Payment Orders
PLOW (Unemployment Payment)
Refund of Payments
Miscellaneous Payments
Self-Employed
Free Fuel
Voucher Reconciliation
Widowers’ Allowance
Deserted Husbands’ Allowance
Carers" Allowance
Pre-Retirement Allowance
Free Natural Gas
General Ledger

November 1973
January 1981
October 1983~

January 1984
May 1984
August 1984
October 1984
October 1984
January 1985
October 1985
January 1986
January 1986
July 1986
September 1986
September 1986
October 1986
October 1986
February 1987
February 1987
March 1987
May 1987
August 1987
December 1987
January 1988
January 1988
April 1988
October 1988
August 1989
November 1989
November 1989
January 1990
March 1990
May 1990
July 1990
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APPENDIX P

Local GoverD~ent

[Reference date: start-1988]

Computing in local authorities is primarily the responsibility
of the Local Government Computer Services Board which was
established in September, 1975, by an order madeunder the Local
Government Services (Corporate Bodies) Act, 1971. The functions
of the Board are:

(a) To organise, administer and provide (or arrange the
provision of) a service for the supply of computer
facilities    (including facilities relating to the
preparation of data for input to a computer, computer
programming, systems analysis and design and the operation
of data processing facilities) for local authorities;

(b) To co-ordinate and secure compatibility in the use of
computers by local authorities generally with a view to
securing the most effective use of available resources;

(c) In matters relating to its function under paragraphs (a)
and (b) above to:

(i) Provide or arrange the provision of training and
education;

(ii) Carry out, promote or assist in the carrying out of
research, and

(iii)Furnish advice, information and assistance to the
Minister and to local authorities.

Operations.

Computers were first introduced to the local government sector
in the early Seventies. By 1974 five of the larger authorities
had acquired computers and sixteen were using bureaux services.
Accounting applications and the processing of large volumes of
data such as municipal rates and the register of electors were
the principal applications at that time. The establishment of
the Board was a timely move to ensure the proper co-ordination
of activities and the most effective use of resources in the
local government sector. The only local authorities to operate
independently ofthe Board are Cork and Dublin (both corporations
and county councils), Wexford and Cavan.

From the earliest date the Board had a policy of pursuing the
optimum degree of standardisation of both hardware and software
across the sector. All users were directed to use one model of
mainframe, the ICL 2903. By 1983, 28 of the 31 local authority
computer installations were operating on ICL equipment. In1982
the Board proposed a major change in hardware strategy which
resulted in a decision to standardise on Honeywell equipment (the
DPS6/75). It was considered that Honeywell then offered the kind
of on-line facilities and terminal support which was most
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consistent with the Board’s long-term plan for a national network
allowing distributed on-line processing. Westmeath was the first
user to convert to the Honeywell DPS6 in autumn, 1984. By the
end of 1986 all but one site had been converted from ICL to
Honeywell. The value of the contract was reported to be in the
region of £3.5m but this seems fairly conservative, covering
minicomputer hardware only and excluding VAT. In the five-year
planning cycle, 1983-87, the Board are understood to have worked
within a £15m budget, covering hardware, bought-in applications,
training, etc.

Funding IT developments.

The Board functions on a cooperative basis, being funded directly
by the local authorities. It had a turnover in 1985 of about
£2m.      Initially funding came from participating local
authorities, with payment being made on a rolling basis while a
system was being developed. This method was found to be less
satisfactory as a diminishing proportion of the board’s
activities could be clearly categorised as systems development
and because the local authorities who would ultimately end up
using a system were somewhat reluctant to contribute towards its
initial development costs. This method was replaced im 1986 by
one whereby all local authorities were levied in proportion to
their size for the cost of implementing an agreed annual work
plan. This plan would have to be settled in the previous year
by eight County Managers and three senior civil servants meeting
monthly on behalf of the entire user base. The eight County
Managers are appointed at an annual convention of all County
Managers.

The accent on training.

The Board, which possesses its own Honeywell mainframe, develops
software for local authorities as its principal function and
subsequently trains staff throughout the country in its use. The
training function also entails raising the competence and
awareness of local authority staff in all grades regarding IT and
data processing.    These courses cover the pre-implementation
phase of a project, data preparation, specialist training,
refresher courses, new packages, office automation, database
management, spreadsheet packages, word processing, operations
etc. The specialist courses include COBOL programming, systems
analysis, project leading, data communications, fourth generation
tools and technical courses concerning Honeywell equipment. The
Board places a great deal of emphasis on training, but due to
staff shortages has had to secure this service in part from
outside agencies -- IPA, IMI, FAS, and a private firm providing
microcomputer package training. This policy has the twinmerit
of concentrating in-house DP expertise on on-going development
work while encouraging local authority personnel to mix with
their peers from other organisations. In 1983/84 the Board took
an important step when it encouraged the National Computing
Centre in Manchester to enable the IPA to run its certified NCC
Systems Analysis course. The primary objective was, not the
production of systems analysts per se, but the promotion of good
systems skills among general managers.
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Struatura and functions of the Board.

The Board employs some 65 staff in the two main divisions:
Technical (engineering) and General Administrative Accounting
(systems design). The operational structure of the Board is not
immutable but is shaped and re-organised over time to match its
changing requirements. To this extent the Board is striving to
identify the optimum structure.

The Administrative Division has developed 12 of the 13 main local
authoritysystems: Payroll, Payments, Receipts, Expenditure, Bank
Reconciliation, Rates, Housing Loans, Housing Rents, Services
Charges, Register of Electors, Traffic Fines, Planning
Applications, and Stores. Only one system, the Stores System,
was based on a purchased package, modified to meet local
authority requirements. These systems were initially developed
through concentrating on the specific needs of a representative
pilot site, with the Finance officer being the typical local
contact. This approach was changed in 1982 to allow for greater
flexibility inthe longer term, with a working/party of about 9-
i0 representatives of the board and local authorities meeting to
define the features of a system andits level of integration into
the overallsystem development plan drawn up by the Board. All
the main systems to end-1986, except Stores and Planning, were
designed as batch systems. The total number of installed systems
in the 33 sites around the country at that time stood at 256
(averaging eight systems per site).

On the scientific and technical side, the Board has installed
Sord micros to meet local authority engineering needs. Board
staff bought in a wide range of packages covering many
application areas -- CAD (mainly for roads, bridges and
roundabouts), water distribution network analysis, traffic
management etc.

By setting and maintaining installation standards the Board can,
amongst other things, promote a greater local awareness of data
processing technology. The rapid growth in DP capability in
local government since 1983 has seen an expansion of local
expertise beyond the purely financial area into the attainment
of more clearly defined regional objectives. Some sites have
adapted more smoothly than others to the transition. The pace
of change and the more widely varied nature of the applications
now available require a disciplined set of installation
standards. The Boardhas found that the best operations are in
sites with independent IT units, where staff have clearly defined
responsibilities which they are allowed to fulfil without the
distraction of being involved in the work of other units, e.g.
Accounts. Clearly defined staff structures and functions very
significantly determine the quality of performance of a computer
unit. The Board recommends that all local authorities have a
separate, self-contained computer unit with its own staff,
preferably without non-IT responsibilities, and reporting
directly to a member of senior management. In addition, the

Board has recommended to all authorities that greater emphasis
be placed than hitherto on computer training. According to the
Board, the unsatisfactory results in some sites are almost
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certainly attributable to a poor appreciation of the need for
adequate training. The computer unit would have responsibility
for ensuring that adequate training is supplied. The staffing
structure of a computer unit, as recommended by the Board, should
avoid unnecessary grading disparities between staff carrying out
broadly identical functions at different sites. However, the
Board, perhaps unwisely, stops short of recommending the grading
structure to apply.

Functions of an IT unit in a local authority.

The functions of an IT unit in a local authority are:

(a) To provide computer services for all sections of the
authority as agreed with local management;

(b) To provide all necessary training, manuals, or other
information required by user units to properly fulfil their
functions where all or some of these are computerised;

(c) To provide any assistance required by users for the day-to-
day running of these systems and particularly in cases of
difficulty or error;

(d) To ensure that good operational practices are applied in
the running of systems, thus guaranteeing secure, timely
production of the appropriate outputs;

(e) To guarantee the security and integrity of all files and
data entrusted to the unit by users;

(f) To maintain good communication with user units so as to be
aware at all times of their requirements;

(g) To maintain good communication with appropriate Board staff
so as to be aware of the proper method of systems
operations and thereby keep Board staff informed of the
requirements of users.

A key objective of this set of responsibilities is to ensure good
communication between users, the unit and the Board. Since the
Board has adopted a general policy of concentrating as much
expertise as possible in local sites, with a full realization in
time of "end-user computing", good communication is recognised
as being essential. Otherwise, they fear, IT could slip back
into an isolated corner of the administration and fail to fulfil
its potential as a tool of management.

The administrative division of the Board is broken into four
functional units or teams: the development team, which co-
ordinates the activities of the Board; the customer service team,
which handles system support, training and implementation; the
planning team, which carries out research into such areas as
software development tools, fourth generation languages etc; and
the end-user computing team which deals with office automation.
These teams are, in practice, fairly loosely constituted so as
to allow for the changing priorities imposed by both users and
the technology. The main guiding principle is that of greater
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user participation in and control of the resources and utilities
to meet his requirements. The Board are pursuing a policy of
using microcomputers to ease the processing pressure on the
larger machines and to download data for local modelling and
analysis.

As a large customer, the Board maintains close contact with
Honeywell on system performance around the country based on
monthly fault logs submitted by local authorities. The Board
also keeps in touch with the Honeywell Computer Users
Association. It is very important for a large user such as the
Board to continually represent its interests to ensure the
vendor’s policies in a competitive market are sympathetic to its
needs. The Board is well satisfiedwith its policy of choosing
a compatible range of mini and micro computers to cater for the
requirements of large and small organisations, with the same
applications software running on all local authority Honeywell
machines.

Conclusion.

Since its inception in 1975, the Board has faced much the same
kind of problems as other computing organisations:, how to
maintain an adequate level of expertise in the face of high staff
turnover; how to settle on a reliable hardware strategy to meet
changing long-term needs; how to widen its user base while
enforcing high standards; how to develop problem-free
applications for over thirty sites; how to steer a steadycourse
towards greater long-term integration between systems, and so
forth. The decision to switch from ICL to Honeywell was a brave
one since it involved converting all their existing systems into
a Honeywell format.    The Board took the sensible course of
converting "batch-to-batch" rather than trying to clear two
hurdles at once by attempting to convert the ICL batch
applications into on-line ones for Honeywell (The Board is
currently converting these to on-line).

The Board appears to have had success in maintaining order and
direction in an area which could very easily have grown in a
disorganised, haphazard manner, with much duplication of effort
and waste of resources. Some other countries, including the UK,
have had little success in streamlining computing in the local
government area despite the common factors which invite
standardisation of systems and policy across local authorities
-- common statutory framework, the similarity of activities, the
high cost of developing new systems, and the increasing pressures
on local authorities worldwide to maintain existing services with
shrinking allocations.


